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uP Data 0-7, uP Data P, uPAdd 0-2, CS

These signals are used by a microprocessor to

address the programmable repisters within the 'chip.

The odd parity signal uP Data P is only checked when

data is written to the Fifo Data or Checksum Registers

and microprocessor parity is enabled.

élk

The clock input is nsed to generate some of the

chip timing. It is expected to be in the 10-20 Mmz

range.

Read En, Write En

During microprocessor accesses, while cs is true,

these signals determine the direction of the

microprocessor accesses. During data transfiers in the

WD made. these signals are data strohes used in

conjunction with Port A Ack.

Port 3 00-07, 10-17, 20-21, 30-37, 0P—3P

Port 8 is a 32 bit data port. There is one odd

parity bit for each byte. Port B OP is the parity of

bits 00-07, PortB 1P is the parity of bits 10-17, Port

3 29 is the parity of bits 20-27, and Port 3 39 is the

parity of bits 30-37.
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B select, B Reg, B Ack, Parity sync, B Output Enable

These signals are used in the data transfer mode

to control the handshake of data on Port B. Port B Reg

and Port 3 Ack are both gated with Part B select.

‘The Port 8 Ask signal is used to strobe the data on the

Port B data lines. The parity sync signal is used to

indicate to a chip configured as the parity chip to

indicate that the last words of data involved in the

parity accumulation are on Port B. The sort B data

lines will only be driven by the Fife chip if all of

the following conditions are met:

"the data transfer is from Port A to Port B;

the Port 8 select signal is true;

the Port B output enable signal is true; and

the chip is not configured as the parity chip
or it is in parity correct mode and ‘the
Parity Sync signal is true.

Reset

This signal resets all the registers within the

chip‘and causes all bidirectional pins to be in a high

impedance state.

0

fiQgmaL_Q2§ratigg.. Normally the chip acts as a

simple FIFO chip. A FIFO is simulated by using two RAM

buffers in a simple ping—pong mode. It is intended,

but not mandatory. that data is burst into or out of
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the FIFO on Port 3. This is done by holding Port 8 sel

signal low and pulsing the Port B Ack signal. When

transferring data from Port 3 to Port A, data is first

written into RAM X and when this is full, the data.

paths will be switched such ‘that Port 8 may start

writing to RAM Y. _Meanwhi1e the chip willl begin

emptying RAM X to Port A. When RAM Y is full and RAM

h empty the data paths will be switched again such that

Port 8 may reload RAM X and Port A may empty RAM Y.

2g;;_A_§;ggg_flgdg. This is the default mode and

the chip is reset to this condition. In this mode the

chip waits for a master such as one of the SCSI adapter

chips $42 to raise Port A Request for data transfer.

If data is available the Fifo chip will respond with

Port A Ack/Rdy.

gar; A WD Mode. The chip may be configured to

run in the WD or Western Digital mode. In this mode

the chip must be configured as a slave on Port A. It

differs from the default slave mode in that the chip

responds with Read Enable or Write Enable’ as

appropriate together with Port A Ack/Rdy. This mode is

intended to allow the chip to be interfaced to the

Western Digital 33C93A SCSI chip or the NCR 53C90 SCSI

chip.

gag; A Master uggg. when the chip is configured

as a master, it will-raise Port A Ack/Rdy when it is
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ready for data transfer. This signal is expected to be

tied to the Request input of a DMA controller which

will respond with Port A Req when data is available.

In order to allow the DMA controller to burst, the Port

A Ack/Rdy signal will only be negated after every 8 or

16 bytes transferred.

2ggt_j_g§;g;;g;_jgi;g_flggg. In parallel write

node, the chip is configured to be the parity chip for

a parallel transfer from Port 8 to Port A. In this

mode, when Port B Select and Port 8 Request are

asserted, data is written into RAM X or RAM"! each

time the Port 3 Ack signal is received. For the first

block. of 128 bytes data is simply copied into the

selected RAM. The next 128 bytes driven on Port 8 will

be exclusive-ORed with the first 128 bytes. This

procedure will be repeated for all drives such that the

parity is accumulated in this chip. The Parity sync
signal should be asserted to the parallel chip together

with'the last block of 128 bytes. This enables the

chip to switch‘ access to the other RAM and start

accumulating a new 128 bytes of parity.

rt B P a e o - C ck Da . This

mode is set if all drives are being read and parity is

to be cheched. In this case the Parity Correct bit in

the Data Transfer Configuration Register is not set.

The parity chip will first read 128 bytes on Port A as
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in a-normal read mode and then raise Port B Request.

While it has this signal asserted the chip will monitor

the Port 8 Ack signals and exclusive-or the data on

Port 8 with the data in its selected RAM. The Parity

sync should again be asserted with the last block of

128 bytes. In this mode the chip will not drive the

Port 8 data lines but will check the output of its

exclusive-or logic for zero. If any bits are set at

this time a parallel parity error will be flagged.

29;: g gaggllgl Egg; mode - ggrregt Qata. This”

mode is set by setting the farity Correct bit in the

Data Transfer Configuration Register. In this case the

chip will work exactly as in the check mode except that

when Port 13 Output Enable, Port 8 Select and Parity

Sync are true the data is driven onto the Part 3 data

lines and a parallel parity check for zero is not

‘performed.‘

§x§g__§xan. In the normal. mode it is expected

that‘Port B bits 00-07 are the first byte; bits 10-17

the second byte, bits 20-27 the third byte, and bits

30-37 the last byte of each word. The order of these

bytes may be changed by writing to the byte swap bits

in the configuration register such that the byte

address bits are inverted. The _way the bytes are

written and read also depend on whether the CPU

interface is configured as 16 or 8 bits. The following
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table shows _the byte alignments for the different

possibilities for data transfer using the Port A

Request / Acknowledge handshake:

CPU Invert Invert Port B ' Port 3

byte 1 byte 1 byte 0 byte 0

’ uProc Port A uProc Port A
byte 1 byte 1 byte 0 byte 0

when the Fifo is accessed by reading or writing

the Fifo Data Register through the microprocessor port

in 8 bit mode, the bytes are in the same order as the

‘table above but the uProc data port is used instead of

Port A. In 16 bit mode the table above applies.

d h Tran er . If the data transfer is

not a multiple of 32 uords, or 128 bytes. the

microprocessor bust manipulate the internal registers

of the chip to ensure all data is transferred. Port A

Ack and Port 8 Reg are normally not asserted until all
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32 words of the selected RAM are available. These

signals may be forced by writing to the appropriate RAM

status bits of the Data Transfer Status Register.

when an odd length transfer has taken place the

microprocessor must wait until both ports are quiescent

before manipulating any registers. It should then

reset both of the Enable Data Transfer bits for Port A

and Port B.in the Data Transfer Control Register. It

must then determine by reading their Address Registers

and the RAM Access Control Register whether RAM X or

RAM Y holds the odd length data. It should then set

the corresponding Address Register to a value of 20

hexadecimal, forcing the RAM full hit and setting the

address to the first word. Finally the microprocessor

should set the Enable Data Transfer bits to allow the

chip to complete the transfer. -

At this point the Fifo chip will think that there

are now a full 128 bytes of data in the ham and will

transfer 128 bytes if allowed to do so. The fact that

some of these 128 bytes are not valid must be

recognized externally to the FIFO chip.

Attorney Docket No.:AUSP7209
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Register Address 0. This register is cleared by

the reset signal.

Bit 0 flQ_MQQg. Set if data transfers are to
use the Western Digital WD33C93A
protocol, otherwise the Adaptec 6250
protocol will be used.

ggrity ghip. Set if this chip is to
accumulate Port B parities.

Parit C ‘rec . Set if the

parity chip is to correct ' parallel
parity on Port B.

ace 16 i i . If" set,
the microprocessor data bits are
combined with the Port A data bits to

effectively produce a 16 bit Port. All
accesses by the microprocessor as well
as all data transferred using the Port A
Request and Acknowledge handshake will
transfer 16 bits.

v r A b e addres . Set to

invert the least significant bit of
Port A byte address.

Invert Port A byte address . Set to
invert the most significant bit of Port
A byte address.

' - Set to enable the
carry out of the 16 bit checksum adder
to carry back into the least significant
bit of the adder.

geset. Writing a 1 to this bit will
reset the other registers. This bit
resets itself after a maximum of 2

clock cycles and will therefore normally
be read as a 0. No other register
should be written for a minimum of 4

clock cycles after writing to this bit.
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Register Address 1. This register is cleared by

the reset signal or by writing to the reset bit.

Bit 0  . Set to
enable the Port A Req/Ack handshake.

Bit 1 b Da r n n B. Set to

enable the Port 8 Reg/Ack handshake.

Bit 2 gort g to gort g. If set, data
' transfer is from Port A to Port B. If

reset, data transfer is from Port B to
Port A. In order to avoid any glitches
on the request lines, the state of this
bit should not be altered at-the same

time as the enable data transfer bits 0or 1 above.

Bit 3 uPrQgg§§gr Parity Enable. Set if parity
is to be checked on the microprocessor
interface. It will only be checked when
writing to the Fifo Data Register or
reading from the Fifo Data or Cbecksum
Registers, or during a Port A
Request/Acknowledge, transfer in 16 bit
mode. The chip will, however, always
re-generate parity ensuring that
correct parity is written to the RAM or
read on the microprocessor interface.

A Pa En . Set if parity is
to be checked on Port A. It is checked

when accessing the Fifo Data Register in
16 bit, node, or during a Port .A-
Request/Acknowledge transfer. The chip
will, however, always re—generate parity
ensuring that correct parity is written
to the RAM or‘ read on the Port A
interface.

29;; B Earity Enable. Set if Port B
data has valid byte parities. If it is
not set, byte parity is generated
internally to the chip when writing to
the RAMs. Byte parity is not checked
when writing from Port 3, but always
checked when reading to Port B.

Attorney Docket No.:AUsP7209
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gnggK5um_§nahLe. Set to enable writing
to the 16 bit checkaum register. This
register accumulates a 16 bit checksum
for all RAM accesses, including
accesses to the Fifo Data Register, as
well as all writes to the checksum

register. This bit must be reset before
reading from the Checksum Register.

r M r. Set if Port A is to
operate in the master mode on Port A
during the data transfer. -

a us Re ' r Re Onl

This register is cleared by

the reset signal or by writing to the reset bit.

Bit O ' Data in RAM 3 or RAM Y. set if any bits
are true in the RAM X, RAM_Y, or Port A
byte address registers.

Pr P rt P E or. Set if the

uProc Parity Enable bit is set and a
parity error. is detected on the
microprocessor interface during any RAM
access or write to the Checksum Register
in 16 bit mode. V

ggrt g garitg Errgg. Set if the Port A
Parity Enable bit is set and a parity
error is detected on the Port A

interface during any RAM access or write
to the Checksum Register.

P 1 ri ' . set if

the chip is configured as the parity
chip, is not in parity correct mode, and
a non zero result is detected when the

Parity Sync signal is true. It is also
set whenever data is read out onto Port

B and the data being read back through
the bidirectional buffer does not

compare. '

20;; B Bytes 0—§ garity Egggg. Set
whenever the data being read out of the

RAMs on the Port 3 side has had parity.
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Register Address 3. This register is cleared by

the reset signal or by writing to the reset bit. The

Enable Data Transfer bits in the Data Transfer Control

Register must be reset before attempting to write to

this register, else the write will be ignored.

Bit 0  - This bit is the
least significant byte address bit. It
is read directly bypassing any inversion
done by the 'invert bit in the Data

Transfer Configuration Register.

 -This bit is the
most significant byte address bit. It
is read directly bypassing any inversion
done by the invert bit in the Data
Transfer Configuration-Register.

Port A to RAM Y. Set if Port A is

accessing RAM Y, and reset if it is
accessing RAM X .

Pggg B to RAM Y. Set if Port B is
accessing RAM Y, and reset if it is
accessing RAM X .

Long Burst. If the chip is-configured
to transfer data on Port A as a master,
amd this bit is reset, the chip will
only negate Port A Ack/Edy after every 8_
bytes, or 4 words in 16 bit mode, have-
been transferred. If this bit is set,
Port A Ack/Rdy will be negated every 16
bytes, or 8 words in 16 bit mode.

HQ; Used.

MM 

Register Address 4. This register is cleared by

the reset signal or by writing to the reset bit. The

Enable Data Transfer bits in the Data Transfer Control

Attorney Docket No. :AUSP7209‘
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Register must be reset before attempting to write to

this register, else the write will be ignored.

Bits 0-4 RAM X word address

Bit 5 , RAM X full

Bits 6-7 Not Used

r R ' ' e

Register Address 5. This register is cleared by

the reset signal or by writing to the reset bit. The

Enable Data Transfer bits in the Data Transfer Control

Register must be reset before attempting to write to

this register, else the write will be ignored.‘

Bits 0-4 RAM Y word address

Bit 5 RAM i full

Bits 6-7 Not Used

ata e iste ' e d W ite

Register Address 6. The Enable Data Transfer bits

in tfie Data Transfer Control Register must be reset

before attempting to write to this register, else the

write will be ignored. The Port A to Port 8 bit in the

Data Transfer Control register must also be set before

writing this register. If it is not, the RAM controls

will be incremented but no data will be written to the

RAM. For consistency, the Port A to PortB should be

reset prior to reading this register.
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Bits 0-7 are Fifo Data. The microprocessor may

access the FIFO by reading or writing this register.

The RAM control registers are updated as if the access

was using Port A. If the chip is configured with a 16

bit CPU Interface the most significant byte will use

the. Port A 0-7 data lines, and each Port A access will

increment the Port A byte address by 2.

ggrt A Chgckgurn Register (R§;';§1(flz;i§§1

Register Address 7. This register is cleared by

the reset signal or by writing to the reset bit.

Bits 0-7 are Checksum Data. The chip will

accumulate a 16 bit checksum for all Port A accesses.

If the chip is configured with a 16 bit CPU interface,

the most significant byte is read on the Port A 0-7

data lines. If data is written directly to this

register it is added to the current contents rather

than overwriting them. ‘It is important to _note that
the Checksum Enable hit in the Data Transfer Control

Register must be set to write this register and reset

to read it.

M O HIP

In general the fifo chip is programmed by writing I

to the data transfer configuration and control

registers to enable a data transfer, and by reading

Attorney Docket No. :AUSP7209
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the data transfer status register at the end of the

transfer to check the completion status. Usually the

data transfer itself will take place with both the Port

A and the Port B handshakes enabled, and in this case

the data transfer itself should be done without any

other microprocessor interaction. In some

applications, however, the Port A handshake may not be

enabled, and it will be necessary for the

microprocessor to fill or empty the fifo by repeatedly

writing or reading the Fifo Data Register.

- Since the fifo chip has no hnowledge of any byte

counts, there is no way of’ telling when any data

transfer is complete by reading any register within

this chip itself. Determination of whether the data

transfer has been completed must therefore be done by

some other circuitry outside this chip.

The following C language routines illustrate how

the parity FIFO chip may be programmed. The routines

assume that both Port A and the microprocessor port are

connected to the system microprocessor, and return a

size code of 16 bits,’but that the hardware addresses

the Fifo chip as long 32 bit registers.
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struct FIFO_regs {
unsigned
unsigned
unsigned
unsigned
unsigned
unsigned
unsigned
unsigned
I;

#define

fidefine
adefine
fidefine
fidetine
fidefine
fldefine
fidefine
gdefine
fidefine
#define

adefine
gdefine

0x03)
fldefine

-0x06)

#define PORT_B_TO_BAH_Y(fiEo)
0x08)

char
char
char
char
char
char

long

config,al,a2,a3 ;
control,b1,b2.b3;
sra:us,cl,c2,c3;

tam_access_pontro1,dl_d2,d3;
ram_X_addr,el;e2,e3;
ram_Y_addr,f1,t2,f3;
data;

int checksun,h1;

FIE01-((struct

pon'r__A__'ro'_nAM_Y ( t ito)

FIFO_regs*) FIFO_BASE_ADDRESS)

1-'1so_nzss-r 0x80
FIFO_l6_BI‘1‘S 0x08
FIFO_CA.RRY_WRAP oxao
FIFO_POB‘l'__A__ENABLE 0x01
FIFO_POR'l‘_B_ENABLE 0x02
I-‘IFO_POR'l'_ENABLES 0x03
FIFO_POR'l‘_A_'l'O_B 0x04
FIFO_pHECKSUM_ENABLE Oxbo
FIFO__DA'1'A_IN_RAH 0x01
sn=o_roncE_pZm4_1=u1.L 0x20

poa'r_A_-ro_pon-r_3('t1:o) ((fifo-—) control ) a oxoa)
PORT_A_BYTE_ADDRESS(fife) ([tifo->ram_access_contro1) &

((fito—>ramLpccess_contro1 ) &

((fifo-> ramLpccess_pontrol ) &

/ttfiflfikkfltttfifitfifitfikfifittflkfififlfltfiflfiktflEt:fi:R*#*##§ktt2***t§**

The following routine initiates a Fifo data transfer using
two values passed to it. '

config_data

contro1_data

This is the data to be written to the

configuration register.

This is the data to be written to the Data

Transfer Control Register. If the data'transter
is to take place automatically using both the
Port Aand Port B handshakes, both data transfer
enables bits should he set in this parameter.

=:::est::::::testttes::2:::s:::::::::=::=:::=::::=:=::::=:=/

FIFO_initiate_data_transfer(con!ig_data, contro1_data)
unsigned char config_data, control_data;
(

FIF0l—>config = config_data 5 Fl!’-'O__RESE'l.‘; /= Set
Configuration value-G Reset */
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FIFOI->controI - contro1_data G ('FIFO_POR1;fiNABLES); /* Set
everything but enables */ '

FIFOI->control = contro1_fiata ; /* Set data transfer
enables */
I

/titfikfitttfifiktkfltkfitflfikflflflttkfitkttkktttkkttttfifitfikkfihtttttfik

The following routine forces the transfer of any odd bytes
that have been left in the Fifo at the end of a data transfer.

It first disables both ports, then forces the Ram Full bits, end'
then re-enables the appropriate Port.
eeaareeweacenaneeaaeteeazteeeeecagen:a¢eeee:::e*ee2**:«*a*:/

EIFO_force_odd_1ength_transfer()
[ .

FIFO!->contro1 &= 'FIFO_?ORT_ENABLES; /* Disable Parts A E B */
if (PORT_A_IO_POET_8(FIF0l)) (

i E (POR'1‘__A_'l‘O__RAM_Y (FIFO 1) ) {
PIFO1—>ram_Y_addr = r1ro_Eonct_nAM_§6LL;‘/* Set nan Yfull */

)
_ else z='I1=o1—>ram_x_addr = FIFO_FDRCE_R.A.M_FULL ; /* Set RAM

X full */

FIEOI->concro1 as FIFo_PoRT_p_ENABLE ; /= Re~Enah1e
Port 8 */

}
else ( -

if (POR'l'__B__'1‘O_RAM_Y(FIE'01)) (
FIF01—>ram_Y_addr = FIFO_£ORCE_EAH_FULL /* Set

RAH Y full *I
}

else FIF01—>ram_x__4ddr = FIE-‘O_FORCE_EAM_FULL /= Set RAM
X full */

EIFO1-)contro1 }= FIFO_PORT_A_ENABLE ; /* Re—Enab1e
Port A */

}
) ..

/flEl##tttfitktatttttttkfitfitttfikfikflfifitkttfittflfifififitttfitfifitittfit

The following routine returns how many odd bytes have been
left in the Fifo at the end of a data transfer.
tttflkttttiattttktttttttktttttktttattkkttkttttkfittfitfigtttt#:/

int FIEO_count_odd_bytes()
{

int number_odd_bytes;
number_odd_bytes=0;
it (FIFOl->status & nro DA‘l'A_1N mm) (

if (ponr_A_ro_poar_§(ErEoz)7 (
number_odd_bytes = (PORT_A_fiYTE_ADORESS(FIFO!)) ;
i t (PORT_A__'1‘O__RAH_Y ( F1 to 1 ) )

number_oqd_bytes += (PIFOL-)ram_Y_addt) = 4 ;

Attorney Docket No.:AUSP7209
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else number_odd_bytes +- (FIFOI->ran_X_addr) * 4 ;
)
else (

it (PoRT_B_To_pAM_Y(FIFo1))
number_odd_bytes - (FIFO!->ran;Y_eddr) * 4

else number_odd_bytes = (FIFOI->ram_X_addr) * 4
)

)

return (number_odd_bytes);
)

/‘£‘.'9:.".".‘.'t:tktttttfififittfittafififitfififl=‘."£::‘.’:i‘*tt3‘.'%‘:‘:z"-‘:*tt‘:'£.".‘:'k$‘:'£':kt’£‘:**9:t3‘zt
The following routine tests the microprocessor interface of

the chip. It first writes and reads the first 6 registers. It
then writes Is, Os, and an address pattern to the RAM, reading the
data back and checking it.

The test returns a bit significant error code vhere each
bit represents the address of the registers that failed.

air = config register tailed
Bit = control register failed
Bit = status register failed
Bit — ram access control register failed.
Bit ram X address register failed
Bit = ran Y address register failed
air = data register failed
Bit 7 = checksum register failed

at:itsttstttssittttttttttgtttkasttttttatttettsettttatséttts]

adefine RAM_DEPTH 6h - l* number of long words in Fife Ram ‘I

reg_expecred_nnra[6] = { 0x7F, OxFF, 0x00, 0x1F, 0x3F, OXJF ];

char FIFO_nprocessor_interEace_test()
I

unsigned long test_data;
char *register_addr;
int i; -
char j,error;

FIFO1->con£ig = FIFO_RESET; /* reset the chip =/
error=D;
register_addr =(char *) FIFOI;
i=1;

/* first test registers 0 thru 5 */

for (i-0; i<6; i++) [
*register_addr = 0xFF; /* write test data */
if (=register_addr != reg_expected_data[i]) error := j;
*registcr_pddr - 0;- /= write Os to register */
if (=register_addr) error £= j;
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*register_addr - 0xFF; /* write test data again */
it (flregister_addr 1- reg_expecced_data[i]) error 1- j;
FIFO!->config = FIFO_RESET; /* reset the chip */
it (*regisrer;gddr) error := j; /* register should be 0 ‘I
register_addr++; '/* go to next register */
j <<-1;

/* nou test Ram data & checksum registers
test ls throughout Ram & then test Os */

for (test_data = -1; test_data I= 1; test_data++)
H for Is & Os */

' FIFOI-)conf:'Lg — FII-‘O__RESET : rm-‘o_1s_a1-rs ;
FIFO!->contro). =- FIFO_PORT__A___'l'0__B;
for (i=O;i<RAH_DEPTH;f++) /* write data to RAH */

FIFOI-)data = test_data;
FIF01->contro1 - 0;
for (i-=0;i<RAH_DEP'1‘H;i++)

a _ it (FIFO1->data l= tesr_data) error := j; /* read
5 check data */ ' '

if (FIFO1~>checksum) error {= 0x80; * checksum
should = 0 */

)

/* new test Ram data with address pattern
uses a different pattern for_every byte */

test_data=0x00Ol0203; /* address pattern start */
FIFO!->canfig = FIFO_RESE'1‘ : l-'IFO_16_BITS 1 FIFO_CARRY_W'R.AP;
FIFO!->contro1 = FIFO_P0RT_A_TQ_B } FIEO_CHECKSUM_ENABLE;
for (i=O;i(RAM_DEPTH;i++) {

FIFO1->data = test_data; /* write address pattern */
test_data += 0x04640604;

I
test_data=OxOOOl02D3; 1* address pattern start */
FIFO!->cnntro1 = FIEO_§HECKSUM_ENABLE;
for (i=0;i<RAK_DEPTH;i++) [ .

if (FIFO1->status != FIFO_DATA_IN_flAM)
error £= 0x04; /* should be date in ten */

if (FIFO!-)data != rest_dara) error := j; /* read &
check address pattern */

test_data +- 0x04040404;
) .
if (FIFO1-)checksum != 0x0102) error {= 0x80; /* test

checksum of address pattern */ -
FIFO1—>conEig = FIFO_RESET I FIFO_l6_BITS ; /= inhibit carry

wrap.*/
FIF01->checksum = 0xFEFE; /* writing adds to checksum */

Attorney Docket No.:AusP7209
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if (FIFOI-)checksum) error :=0x80; /* checksum should be 0 */
if (FIFOI->scacus) error i- 03:01:; /“ Status Should be 0 */
return (error);

J
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CLAIMS _

1. Network server apparatus for use with a data

network and a mass storage dewice, comprising:

an interface processor unit coupleable to said

network and to said mass storage device;

a host processor unit capable of running remote

procedures defined by a client node on said network;

means in said interface processor unit for

satisfying requests from said network to store data

from said network on said mass storage device;

means- in said interface processor unit for

satisfying requests from said network to retrieve data

from said mass storage device to said network; and

means in said interface processor unit for

transmitting predefined categories of messages from

said network to said host processor unit for processing

in said host processor unit, said transmitted messages

including all requests by a network client to run

client-defined procedures on said network server

apparatus.

2. Apparatus according to claim 1, wherein said

interface processor unit comprises: i

a network control unit coupleable to said network;

a data control unit coupleable to "said massj

storage device;.p «
a buffer memory;

Attorney Docket llo.: I AUSP720fi|CFIGBR/HSU
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means in said network control‘ unit for

transmitting to said data control unit requests from

said network to store specified storage data from said

network on said mass storage device;

means in‘ said network control unit for

transmitting said specified storage data from said

network to said buffer memory and from said buffer

memory to said data control unit;

means in said network control unit for

transmitting to said data control unit requests from

said network to retrieve specified retrieval data from

said mass storage device to said network;

means in said network control unit for

transmitting said specified retrieval data from said

data control unit to said buffer memory and from said

buffer memory to said network; and

means in said network control unit for

transmitting said. predefined categories of messages

from said network to said host processing unit for

processing by said host processing unit.

3. Apparatus according to claim 2, wherein said

data control unit comprises:

a storage processor unit coupleable to said mass

storage device;

.a file processor unit;

means on said file processor unit; for translating

said file system level storage requests from said

-134-
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network into requests to store data at specified

physical storage locations in said mass storage device;.

means on said file processor unit for instructing

said storage processor unit to write data from said

buffer memory into said specified physical storage

locations in said mass storage device;

means on said file processor unit for translating

file system level retrieval requests from said network

into requests to retrieve data_from specified physical

retrieval locations in said mass storage device;

means on said file processor unit for instructing

said storage processor unit to retrieve data from said

specified physical retrieval locations in said mass

storage device to said buffer memory if said data from

said specified physical locations is not already in

said buffer memory; and

means in said .storage processor unit for

transmitting data between said buffer memory and said

mass storage device.

4, -Network server apparatus for use with a data

network and a mass storage device, comprising:

a network control unit coupleable to said network;

a data »control unit coupleable to said mass

storage device;

a buffer memory;

means for transmitting from said network control

unit to said data control unit requests from said

-135-
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network to. store specified storage data from said

network on said mass storage device;

means for transmitting said specified storage data

by DMA from said network control unit to said buffer

memory and by DMA from said buffer memory to said data

control unit;

means for transmitting from said network control

unit to said data control unit requests fro said

network to retrieve specified retrieval data from said

mass storage device to said network; and

means for transmitting said specified retrieval

data by DMA from said data control unit to said buffer

memory and by DMA from said buffer uemory to said

network control unit.

5. Apparatus according to claim 1, for use

further with a buffer memory, and wherein said requests

from said network to store and retrieve data include

file system level storage and retrieval requests

respectively, and wherein said interface processor unit

comprises:

a storage processor unit coupleable to said mass

storage device;

a file processor unit;

means on said file processor unit for translating

said file system level storage requests into requests

to store data at specified physical storage locations

in said mass storage device;

-136-
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means on said file processor unit for instructing

said storage processor unit to write data from said.

buffer memory into said specified physical storage

locations in said mass storage device;

means on said file processor unit for translating

said file system level retrievablerequests into requests

to retrieve data from specified physical retrievable

locations in said mass storage ‘device;

means on said file processor unit for instructing

said storage processor unit to retrieve data from said

specified physical retrievabflelocations in said mass

storage device to said buffer memory if said data from

said specified physical locations is not already in

said buffer memory; and

means in said storage processor unit for

transmitting data between said buffer memory and said

mass storage device .
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_6. Networksezver apparatus for use with a data

network, comprising:

a network controller coupleable to said network t0

receive incoming information packets over said network,

said incoming information packets \ including certain

packets which contain part or all of a request to said

server apparatus, said request being in either a first

or a second class of requests to said server apparatus;

a first additional processor;

an interchange bus different from said network

coupled between said network controller and said first

additional processor;

means in said network controller for detecting and

satisfying requests in said first class of requests

contained in said certain incoming information packets,

said network controller lacking means in said network

controller for satisfying requests in said second class

of requests; . . ‘

means in said network controller for detecting and

assembling. into assembled requests, requests in said

second class of requests contained in said certain

incoming information packets;

means for delivering said assembled requests from

said network controller to said first additional

processor over said interchange bus; and

means in said first additional processor for

further processing said assembled requests in said

second class of requests.
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. 7. ‘Apparatus. according to claim '6 wherein said

packets ‘each include a network node destination

-address. and wherein said means in ‘said network

controller for detecting and assemblil‘-19_ 5-N’-0 assembled

requests, assembles said assembled requests in a format

which omits said network node destination addressesr —

' 8. Apparatus according to claim 5- wherein said

means in said network controller for detecttg and

satisfying requests in said first class of requests,

assembles said requests in saidufirst class of requests

into assembled requests before satisfying said requests

infisaid first class of requests. -

. 9. Apparatus according to claim wherein said

packets each include a network -node — desthation

address, wherein said means in said-network controller

for detecting and assembling into assembled requests,

assanbles said assembled requests in a- format which

omits said network node_ destination addresses, and

wherein said means in said network controller for

detecting and satisfying requests in said first class

ofrequests, assembles said requests in said first

class of requests, in a format which omits said network

‘node destination addresses, before satisfying said

requests in said first class of requests.

-139-
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10. Apparatus according to claim 6. wherein Said

means in said network‘ controller for detecting and
satisfying requests in said first class includes means

for preparing an outgoing message in response to one of

said first class of requests, means for -packaging said

outgoing message in outgoing information padcets

suitable for transmission over said network, and means

for transmitting said ‘outgoing information packets over

said network .

11, Apparatus according to claim $,_ further

comprisinga buffer memory coupled to said interchange

bus. and'- wperein said" means for delivering said

assembled requests comprises:

means _ for transferring the contents of said

assembled requests over said interchange bus into said

buffer memory; and 7 i '

means for notifying said first additional

processor of the presence of said contents in said

buffer memory.

'12.‘ Apparatus according to claim 6, wherein said

11133.15 in said first additional processor for further

processing said assembled requests includes means for.

preparing and outgoing message in response to one of

said second class of requests, said apparatus further

comprising means for delivering said outgoing message

from said first’ additional processor to said network

controller over said interchange bus, said network

controller further comprising means in said network

controller for packaging said outgoing message in

outgoing information packets suitable for transmission

over said network, and means in said network controller

for transmitting said outgoing information packages

over said network .
- 140-
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13. Apparatus according to claim 5, wherein said

first class of requests comprises requests for an

add.-ess of ' said server apparatus. and wherein _said

means in said network controller for detecting and

satisfying requests in said first class comprises means

for preparing .a response packet to such an address

request and means for transmitting said response packet

over said network.

14, Apparatus according to claim 6 for use

further with a second data network, said network

controller heing coupleable further to said second

network, wherein said first class of requests comprises

requests to route a message to a destination reachable

over said second network, and wherein said means‘ in

said network controller for detecting and satisfying

requests in said first class conqarises means for

detecting that one of said certain packets comprises a

request to route a message contained in said one of

said certain packets to a destination reachable over

said second network, and means for transmitting said

message over said second network.

'15; Apparatus according to claim 14 for use

further with a third data network, said network

controller further comprising means. in said network

controller for detecting particular requests in said

incoming information packets to route a message

contained in said particular requests, to a desttzation

readable over said third network, said apparatus

further comprising:
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a second network controller coupled to said

interchange bus and coupleable to said ‘third data

network;

means for delivering said message contained in

said particular requests to said second network

controller over said interchange bus; and

means in said second network controller for

transmitting said message contained in said particular

requests over said third network.

Apparatus according to claim for use
further with a third data network, said network

controller further comprising means in said network

controller for detecting particular requests in said

incoming information packets to route a message

contained in said particular requests, to a destination

reachable over "said third network, said apparatus

‘further comprising:

a second network controller coupled to said

interchange bus and coupleable to said third data
5

network ;

means for delivering said message contained in

said particular requests to said second network

controller over said interchange bus; and

means in said second network controller for

transmitting said message contained in said particular

requests over said third network.

Afitonny Docket Ilu.: AusP72o9ncr/can/vsu
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Apparatus according to claim ‘6 for use
further with a mass storage device, wherein said first

additional processor comprises a data ‘control unit

coupleable to said mass storage device, wherein said

second class of requests comprises remote calls to

procedures ‘for managing a. file system in said mass

storage device, and wherein said means in said first '

additional processor for further processing said

assembled requests’ in said second class of requests

_»comprises means. for executing file system procedures on
said mass storage device in response to said assembled

requests .

13; Apparatus according to claim 1] wherein said

file system procedures include a read procedure for

reading data from said mass storage device,

said means in said first additional processor for

further processing said assembled requests including

means for reading data from a specified location in

said mass storage device in response to a remote call

to .said read procedure, -

said apparatus further including means for

delivering said data to said network controller,

said network controller further comprising means

on said network controller for packaging said data in

outgoing information packets suitable for transmission

over said network, and means for transmitting said

outgoing information packets over said network.

_ 143 -
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‘19. Apparatus according to claim l8_=!. wherein said

means for delivering comprises: i

a system buffer memory coupled to said interchange

bus;

means in said data control unit for transferring

said data over said interchange bus into said buffer

memory; and -

means in said network controller for transferring

said data over said interchange bus from said system

‘buffer memory to said network controller.

- 20'_. Apparatus according to claim 17_, wherein said

file system procedures include a read procedure for

reading a specified number of bytes of data from said

‘mass storage device beginning at an address specified

in logical terms including a file system ID and a file

ID, said means for‘ executing file system procedures

comprising: -

4 means for converting the logical address specified

in a "remote call to said read procedure to a physical

address; and ‘

means for reading data from said physical address

in said mass storage device.

21,’ Apparatus according to claim‘ 20. wherein said

mass storage device comprises a disk drive having a

numbered tracks and sectors, wherein said logical

-address specifies said file system ID, said file ID,

Attorney Bucket Ilo.: AUSFHWIICF/GER/USU
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and a byte offset, and wherein said physical address

specifies a corresponding track and sector number.

'22- Apparatus according to claim '1]. wherein said

file system procedures include a read procedure for

reading a specified number of bytes of data from said

mass storage device beginning a.t an address specified

in logical terms including a file system ID and a file

ID, .

said data control unit comprising a file processor

coupled to said interchange bus and a storage processor

coupled to said interchange bus and coupleable to said

mass storage device,

said file processor comprising means for

converting the logical address specified in a remote

call to said read procedure to a physical address,

said apparatus further comprising means for

delivering said. physical address to said- storage

processor,

said storage processor comprising means for

reading data from said physical ' address ‘in said mass

storage device and for transferring said data over said

interchange bus into said buffer memory: and

means in said network controller for transferring

said data over said interchange bus from said system

buffer memory to said network controller.

'23’. Apparatus according to c1aim_.1Z , wherein said

file system procedures include a write procedure for

-145-
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writing data contained in an assembled request, to said

mass storage device ,

said means in said first additional processor for

further processing said assembled requests including 7

means for writing said data to a specified location in

said mass storage device in response to a remote call

to said read procedure.

_ 24.. Apparatus according to claim 6._. wherein said

first additional processor comprises a host computer

coupled to said interchange bus,‘ wherein said second

classyof requests comprises remote calls to procedures

other than procedures for managing a file system, and

wherein said means in said first additional processor

for further processing said assembled requests in said

second class of requests comprises means for executing

remote procedure calls in response to said assembled

requests. .

_25- Apparatus according to claim 24, for use

further with a mass storage ‘device and a data control

unit coupleable to said mass storage device and coupled
to said interchange A bus, wherein said network

controller further. comprises means in said network

controller for detecting and assembling remote calls,

received over said network, to procedures for managing

a file system in said mass storage device, and wherein

said data control unit comprises means for executing

file system procedures on said mass storage device in

- 146 -
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response to said remote calls to procedures for

managing a file system in said mass storage device.

:26. Apparatus according to claim 24,‘ further

comprising means for delivering all of said incoming

information packets not recognized by said network

controller to said host computer over said interchange

bus.

.27_; Apparatus according to c1aim,;"6, wherein said

network controller comprises:

a microprocessor;

a local instruction memory containing local

instruction code;

a local bus coupled between said microprocessor

and said local instruction memory;

bus interface means for interfacing said

microprocessor with said interchange bus at times

determined by said microprocessor in response to said

local instruction code; "and

network interface means for interfacing said

microprocessor with said data network,

said local instruction memory including all

instruction code necessary for said microprocessor to

perform said function of detecting and satisfying

requests in said first’ class of requests, and all

instruction code necessary for said microprocessor to

perform said function of detecting and assembling 5’.nto

-147-
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assembled requests," requests in said second class of

requests.

'28. Network server apparatus for use with a data

network, comprising:

a network controller coupleable to said network to

receive incoming information packets over said network,

said incoming information packets including certain

packets which contain part or all of a message to said

server apparatus, said message being in either a first

or a second class of messages to said server apparatus,

said messages in said first class of messages including

certain messages containing requests;

a host computer;

an interchange bus different from said network and

coupled between said. network controller and said host

computer;

means in said network controller for detecting and

satisfying said requests in said first class of

messages ;

means for delivering messages in said second class

of messages from said network controller to said host

computer over said interchange bus; and '

means in said host computer for further processing

said messages in said second class of messages.

29. Apparatus according to claim 28, wherein said

packets each include a network node destination

address, and wherein said means for delivering messages

- 148 -
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in said second class of messages comprises means in

‘said network controller for detecting said messages in

said second class of messages and assembling them into

assembled messages in a format which omits said network

node destination addresses.’

30. Apparatus according to claim 28, wherein said

means in. said network controller. for detecting and

satisfying requests in said first class includes means

for preparing an outgoing message in response to one of

said requests in said first class of messages, means

for packaging said outgoing message in outgoing

information packets suitable for transmission over said

network, and means_ for transmitting said outgoing

information packets over said network.

.31_. Apparatus according to claim 28,‘ for use

further with a second data network, said network

controller being coupleable further to said second

network, wherein said first class of messages comprises

messages to be routed to a destination reachable over

said second network, and wherein saiddmeans in said

network controller for detecting and satisfying

requests in said first class comprises means for

detecting that one of said certain packets includes a

request to route a message contained in said one of

said certain packets to adestination reachable over.

said second network, and means for transmitting said

message over said second network.

- 1‘49'-
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.32- Apparatus according to claim 28_,. for use

further with a third data network, "said network

-controller ‘further comprising means in said network

controller for detecting particular messages ‘in said

incoming information packets to be routed to a

destination reachable over said third network, said

apparatus further comprising:

a second network controller coupled to said

interchange bus and coupleable to said third data

network; -

means for delivering said particular messages to

said second network controller over said interchange

bus. substantially without involving said host

computer; and

means in said second network controller for

transmitting said message contained in said particular

requests over said third network, substantially without

involving said host computer.

.33. Apparatus according to_c1a.im 28',“ for use

further with a mass storage device, further comprising

a data control. unit coupleable to said mass storage

device,

said network controller further comprising means

in said network controller for detecting ones of said

incoming information packets containing remote calls to

procedures for managing a file system in said mass

storage device, and means in said network controller

- 1:50 --
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for assembling said remote calls from said incoming

packets into assembled calls. substantially without

involving said host ‘computer. -

said_ apparatus further comprising means for

delivering said assembled file system calls to said

data ‘control unit over said interchange bus

substantially without involving said host computer, a“5_‘

said data control unit comprising means in said data

control unit for executing file system procedures on

said mass storage device in response to said assembled

file system calls, substantially without involving said

host computer.

34}. Apparatus according to claim 28%. further

comprising means for delivering all of said incoming

information packets not recognized by‘ said network

controller to said host computer over said interchange

bus.

35. Apparatus according to claim Z_8,V wherein said

network controller. comprises:

a microprocessor;

a local instruction memory containing local‘

instruction code;

a'local bus coupled between said microprocessor

and said local instruction memory;

bus interface means for interfacing said

microprocessor with said interchange bus at times

Attorney Bucket Ilu.: AusPTza9m:r/can/usu
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determined by said microprocessor in response to said

local instruction code; and

network interface means‘ for interfacing said

ndcroprocessor Vith said data network,

said local instruction memory including all‘

instruction code necessary for said microgrocessor to

perform said function of detecting and ‘satisfying

requests in said first class of requests.
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INVENTOBS: .

EDWARD JOHN ROW, LAURENCE B. BOUCHER,

WILLIAM H. PITTS, STEPHEN E. BLIGHTMAN

QBQ§S:REEEBENQE_IQ_BELAIEDlAEELI§AII9N§

The present application is related to the:
h

following 0.8. Patent Applications} all filed

concurrently herewith:

1. MULTIPLE FACILITY OPERATING SYSTEM-

ARCHITECTURE, invented by David Hitz, Allan Schwartz,

Janos Lau and Guy Harris;

2. ENHANCED VMEBUS PROTOCOL UTILIZING:

PSEUDOSYNCHRONOUS HANDSHAKING AND BLOCK_ MEDE DATA‘

TRANSFER, invented by Daryl Starr; and

3. BUS LOCKING FIFO HULTI-PROCESSOR COMMUNICATIONS

SYSTEM UTILIZING PSEUDOSYNCHRONOUS HANDSHAKING AND

_BLOCK MODE DATA TRANSFER invented by Daryl D. Starr,

William Pitts and Stephen Blightman.

The above applications are all assigned to the:

'assignee of the present invention and are all expressly

incorporated herein by reference.

EAQE§BQ!HQ_QE_IH§LINEENELQE

1 of t v

The invention relates to computer data networksj

and more particularly; to network file server

architectures for computer networks.

Attorney Docket No.:AUSP7209
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Over the past ten years, remarkable increases in‘

hardware price/performance ratios have caused a;

startling shift in both technical and office computing:'

environments. Distributed workstation-server networks?

are displacing the once pervasive- dumb terminal

attached to mainframe or minicomputer. To date,

however, network I/O limitations have constrained thei

potential performance available to workstation users.

This situation has developed in part because dramaticg

jumps in microprocessor performance have exceeded;

increases in network I/O performance.‘ I

In a computer network,‘ individual user:

workstations are referred to’ as clients, and sharedi

resources for filing, printing, data storage and wide-?

area communications are -‘referred to as servers.§

Clients and servers are -all considered nodes of a:
network. client nodes use standard communications;

protocols to exchange service requests ‘and responses:
with server nodes.

Present-day network clients‘ and servers usuallyi

run the. DOS, Haclntosh OS, os/2, or Unix operating:
systems. Local networks are usually Ethernet or Token;

Ring at the high. end, Arcnet in the midrange, or:

Localralk or StarLAN at the low end. The client-server:

Attorney Docket No. :AUsP7209 ’ _ v
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communication protocols are fairly strictly dictated by

the "operating system environment -- usually one of

several proprietary schemes for PCs (Netfvare, 3Plus}

vines, Lamianager, .I.ANServer); Apple'l'alk for

Haclntoshes; and 'l‘CP/IP with NI-‘S or RES for Unix;

These protocols are all well-knofin in the industry’. _
Unix client nodes typically feature a 16-" or 32%

hit microprocessor with 1-8, MB of primary memory, ii

640:; 1024 pixel display, and a built-in networli-

interface. _A 40-100 HE local disk is often optionalg

Low—end examples are 80286-based Pcs or 68000-based;

Maclntosh I’s; mid—range machines include 80386 PCs;

Haclntosh II's, and 680x0-based Unix‘ yorkstations;

high-end machines include RISC—based DEC, HP, and Sun
Unix workstations. servers are typically nothing more

than repackaged client nodes, configured in 19-inch-

racks rather than desk sideboxes. The extra space of

a 19-inch rack is used for additional backplane slots;

disk -or tape drives, and power supplies.

Driven by RISC and CISC microprocessof:

developments, client workstation performance has;<

increased by more than a factor of ten in the last fey

years . concurrently, these extremely fast clients

have also gained an appetite for data that remote

servers are unable to satisfy. Because the I/(‘:,)

shortfall is most dramatic in the Unix environment, the

Attorney Docket No. :AUSP7209 _
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description of the preferred embodiment of the present;
invention will focus on Unix file servers. The;

architectural principles that solve the Unix server I/0:;

problem, however, extend easily to server performance;

bottlenecks in other operating system environments asi

well. similarly, the description of the preférredé

embodiment will focus on Ethernet implementations,_

though the principles extend easily to -other types of?
networks.

In most Unix environments, clients and servers

exchange file data ‘using the Network File System:

(-m:-'s'), a standard promulgated by Sun Kicrosystems and

now widely adopted by the Unix community. NI-‘S isf

defined in a document entitled, ‘N1’-‘S: Network File;

system Protocol Specification,” Request For dommentsi
(arc) 1094, by sun Microsystems, Inc‘. (March 1939).:

This document is incorporated herein by reference

its entirety.-

‘mu simple and reliable, ms is not optimal.

Clients using NFS place considerable demands upon

networks and NFS servers supplying clients with NFSE

.-data. This demand is particularly acute for so-called?

diskless clients that have no local disks ands

therefore depend on a file server for application:

binaries and virtual memory paging as well as data.:

For these Unix client-server configurations, the ten-i

Attorney Docket No. :AUSP7209 f
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to-one increase in client power has-not been matched by;

a ten-to-one increase in Ethernet capacity, in disk

speed, or server disk-to—network I/O throughput.

The result is that the number of diskless clients

that a single modern high-end server can adequately;
support has dropped to between‘ 5-10, depending on:

client power and application workload. For' clients:

containing small local disks for applications- and;
paging, referred to as dataless clients, the client-

to-server ratio is about twice this, or between 10-20.

Such low client/server ratios cause piecewise§'

network configurations in which each local Etherneté

contains isolated traffic for its own 5-10 (disklessfl

clients and dedicated server.’ For overall

connectivity, these local networks are usually joined;

together with an Ethernet backbone or, in the future;

with an FDDI backbone. These backbones are typically%

connected to the local networks either by IP routers or:

MAC¥Ievel bridges, coupling the local networks together;
directly, or by a second server functioning as a}

network interface, coupling servers for all the local

networks together. I

In addition to performance considerations, the low?

client-to—server ratio creates computing problems in;

several additional ways:

Attorney Docket $o.:AUsP1209 -
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1. sharing. Development groups of more than 54

10 people cannot share the same server, and thus cannot

easily share files without file replication and manualg

multi-server updates. Bridges or routers are a partiah

solution but inflict a performance penalty due to more"
> - 0

network hops.

2. Agginifiggggigg. system administrators

must maintain many 1imited—capacity servers rather than

a few more substantial servers. This burden includes

network administration, hardware maintenance, and used

account administration. f
3. £il§_§g§t§m_nagkun. System administrators or

operators must conduct multiple file system hackupsfi
which can be oneroua1y~time consuming tasks. It is

also expensive to duplicate backup peripherals on eacfi

server (or every few servers.if slower network hackufi

is used). _

4. 2;igg42g;;§§§g. V With only 5-10 clients
per server, the cost of the server must he shared bi

only a small number of users. The real cost of ad

entry—level Unix workstation is therefore significantli

greater, often as much as 140% greater, than the cost

of the workstation alone.

The widening I/O gap, as well as administrative

and economic considerations, demonstrates a need for

higher-performance, larger-capacity Unix file servers;

Attorney Docket No.:AUSP7209 ‘ '
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conversion of a display-less workstation into a server?

may address disk capacity issues, but does nothing to;
address fundamental I/O limitations. As an NFS server,§

the one-time workstation must sustain 5-10 or more:

times the network, disk, backplane, and file system

throughput than it was designed to support as
client. Adding larger disks, more network adaptors;

extra primary memory. or even a faster processor do not;
resolve basic architectural I/O constraints;

throughput does not increase sufficiently. ‘

other prior art computer architectures, while notji

specifically designed as file servers. may potentially}:
be used as such. In one such well-known architecturefi

a CPU, a memory unit, and two I/O processors are?
connected to a single bus. One of the I/O processors;
operates a set of diskdrives, and if the architectureij

is to he used as a server, the other I/O processori

would be connected to a network. This architecture is;1

not optimal as a file serv'er,_however, at least becauseé

the two _I/0 processors cannot handle network file;

requests without involving the CPU. All network filei:

requests that are received by the network I/O processor?

are first transmitted to the CPU, which makesi

appropriate requests to the disk—I/0 processor forég1
i

satisfaction of the network request.

Attorney Docket No.:AUSP7209 :
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In another such computer architecture, a disk;

controller CFU manages access to‘ disk drives, and:

several other CPUs, three for example, may be;

clustered around the disk controller CPU. Each of the,

other (2903 can be connected to its own network. '

network CPUs are each connected to the disk controller;

CPU as well as to each other for interprocessorg

communication. One of the disadvantages of
computer architecture is that each CPU in the system;

runs its own complete operating system. ‘Thus, network:

file server requests must be handled by an operating;

system which is also heavily loaded with facilities and?
processes for performing a large number of other, ‘non;

file-server tasks. Additionally, the interprocessorg
communication is not optimized for file server type;
requests. :

In yet another computer architecture,. a plurality;

of CPUs, each having- its own‘, cachepmemory for data and‘?

‘instruction storage, are connected to a common bus with;

a system memory and a disk controller. The disk?‘

controller and ‘each of the (3905 have direct memory;

access to the system memory, and one or more of the;
Cl’Us can be connected to a network. This architecture5

is disadvantageous as‘ a file -server‘ because, among§:

other things, both file data and the instructions foré
the CPUs reside in the same_ system memory. There will;

Attorney Docket No. :AUSP7209 5
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be instances, therefore, in which the CPUs must stop

running while they wait for large blocks of file data

to be transferred between system memory and the network

CPU. Additionally, as with both of the previously

described computer architectures, the entire operating

system runs on each of the CPUs, including the network
CPU.

' In yet another type of computer architecture, a

large number of CPUs are connected together in a

hypercube topology. One of more of these.CPUs can be

connected to networks, while another can be connected
to disk drives. This architecture is also

disadvantageous as a file server because, among other

things, each processor runs the entire operating

system. Interprocessor communication is also not

optimal for file server applications.

 u

The present invention involves a new, ,server—

specific I/O architecture that is optimized for a Unix

file server's most common actions -- file operations.

Roughly stated. the invention involves a file server

architecture comprising one or more network_

controllers, one or more file controllers. one or more

storage processors, and a system or buffer memory, all

connected over a message passing bus and operating in

Attorney Docket No.:AUSP7209
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parallel with the Unix host processor. The network

controllers each connect to one or more network, and

provide all protocol processing between the network

layer data format and an internal file server format

for communicating client requests to other processors

in the server. Only those data packets which cannot be

interpreted by the network controllers, for example

client requests to run a client-defined program on the

-server, are transmitted to the Unix host for

processing. Thus the network controllers, file

controllers and storage processors contain only small

parts of an ‘overall operating system, and each is

optimized for the particular type of work to which it

is dedicated.

Client requests. for file operations are

transmitted to one of the file controllers which,

independently of the Unix host, manages the virtual

file system of a mass storage device which is coupled

to the storage processors. ‘The file controllers mayI

also control data buffering hetween the storage

processors and the network controllers, through the

system memory. The file controllers preferably each

include a local buffer memory for caching file control

information, separate from the system‘ memory ' for

caching file data. Additionally, the network

controllers, file processors and storage processors are

Attorney Docket No. :AUSP7209 .
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all designed to avoid any instruction fetches from the

system memory, instead keeping all instruction memory

separate and local. This arrangement eliminates

contention on the backplane between microprocessor

instruction fetches and transmissions of message and

file data.

EBIEE.DES£BI2I1QH_QE_IBE_DBAflINGS

The invention will be described with respect to

particular embodiments thereof, and reference will be

made to the drawings, in which:

Fig. 1. is a block diagram of a prior art file

server architecture;

Pig. 2 -is Ha block diagram "of a file server

architecture according to the invention;

Fig. 3 is a block diagram of one of the network

controllers shown in Fig. 2;

Fig. 4 is a block diagram of one of the file

controllers shown in Fig._2r

Pig. 5 is a block diagram of one of the storage

processors shown in Fig. 2;

Fig. 6 is a block diagram of one of the system

memory cards shown in Fig. 2;

Figs. 7A—C are a flowchart_ illustrating the

operation of a fast transfer protocol BLOCK WRITE

cycle; and

Attorney Docket No.:AUsP7209 '
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Figs. BA-C are a flowchart illustrating the

operation of a fast transfer protocol BLOCK READ

cycle.

EE$BILED_DE§QEL2IIQH

For comparison purposes and background, an>

illustrative prior-art file server architecture will

first be described with respect to Fig. 1. Fig. 1 is

an overall block diagram of a conventional prior—art

Unix-based file server for Ethernet networks. It

consists of a host CPU card 10 with a single

microprocessor on board. The host CPU card 10 connects

to an Ethernet #1 12, and it connects via a memory

management unit (MMU) 11 to a large memory array 16.

The host CPU card 10 also drives a keyboard, a video
display, and two RS232 ports (not shown). It also

connects via the MMU l1 and a standard 32-bit VNE bus

20 to various peripheral devices, including an SHD disk

controller 22 controlling one or two disk drives 24, a

SCSI host adaptor 26 connected to a SCSI bus 28, a

tape controller 30 connected to a quarter—inch tape

drive 32, and possibly_ a network #2 controller 34

connected to a second Ethernet 36. The SMD disk.

controller 22 can communicate with memory array 16 by

direct memory access via bus 20 and M0 11, with either

the disk controller or the MMU acting as a bus master.

Attorney Docket No.:AUSP7209
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This configuration is illustrative; many variations

are available.

The system communicates over the.Ethernets using

_industry standard TCP/IP and NPS protocol stacks. A

description of protocol stacks in general can he found

in Tanenbaum, ‘computer Networks‘ (Second Edition,>

Prentice Hall: 1938). File server protocol stacks are

described at pages 535-546. The Tanenbaum reference is

incorporated herein by reference.

Basically. the following protocol layers are

implemented in the apparatus of Fig. 1:

ue§un;x;Laxg;. The network layer converts data"

packets between a formal specific to Ethernets and a

format which is independent of the particular type of

network used. the Ethernet-specific format which.is

used in the apparatus of Fig. 1 is described in Hornig,

‘A Standard For The Transmission of IP Datagrams Over

Ethernet Networks,‘ RFC 894 (April 1984), which’ is

incorporated herein by reference.

 .This laY61'

provides the functions_necessary to deliver a package’

of bits (an internet datagram)' from a source to a

destination over an interconnected system of networks.

For messages to be sent from the file server to a

client, a higher level in the server calls the IP

module, providing the internet address of the

Attorney Docket No.:AUSP7209
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destination client and the message to transmit. The IP

module performs any required fragmentation of the

message to accommodate packet size limitations of any

intervening gateway, adds internet headers to each

fragment, and calls on the network layer to transmit

the resulting internet datagrams. The internet header

includes a local network destination address

Itranslated-from the internet address] as well as other
parameters:

For messages received by the IP layer from the

network layer, the IP module determines from, the

internet address whether the_ datagram is to be

forwarded to another host on another network, for _

example on a second Ethernet such as 36 in Fig. 1, or

whether it is intended for the server itself, If it is

intended for another host on the second network, the IP

module determines a local net address for _the

destination and calls on the local network layer for

that'network to send the datagram. If the datagram is

intended for an application program within the server,

the IP layer strips off. the header and passes the

remaining portion of the message to the appropriate

next higher layer. The internet protocol standard used-

in the illustrative apparatus of Fig. 1'is specified in

Information sciences Institute, ‘Internet Protocol,

DARPA Internet Program Protocol Specification,“ RFC 791

’ Attorney Docket No. :AUSP7209
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(September 1981), which is incorporated herein by

reference.

1g21np2_L3yg;. This layer is a. datagram service

with more elaborate packaging and addressing options

than.tbe IP layer. For example, whereas an IP datagram

can hold about 1,500 bytes and be addressed to hosts,

UDP datagrams can hold about 64KB and be addressed to a

particular port within a host. TCP and UDP are

alternative protocols at this layer; applications

requiring ordered reliable delivery of streams of data

may use TCP; whereas applications (such as RPS) which

do not require ordered and reliable delivery may use

UDP.

The prior art file server of fig. 1 uses both TCP

and UDP. ‘It uses UDP for file server-related services,

and uses. TCP for certain other services which the

server provides to network clients. The DD? is

specified in Postel, ‘User Datagram Protocol,‘ are 768

(August 28, 1980), which is incorporated herein by

reference. TCP is specified in Postel, ‘Transmission

Control Protocol,‘ RFC 761 (January 1980) and are 193

(September 1981), which is also incorporated herein by

reference.

XDR£B£QiLa2er. This layer provides functions

callable from higher level programs to run a designated

procedure on a remote machine. It also provides the

Attorney Docket No.:AUSP7209
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decoding necessary to permit a client machine to

execute a procedure on the server. For example, a

caller process in a client node may send a call message

to the server of Fig. 1. The call message includes a

specification of the desired procedure, and its

parameters. The message is passed up the stack to the

REC layer, which calls the appropriate procedure within

the server. When the procedure is complete, a reply

message is generated and REC passes it back down the

stash and over the network to the caller client. REC

is.described in sun Microsystems, Inc., ‘REC: Remote

Procedure Call Protocol Specification, Version 2,‘ RFC

1057 (June 1933), which is incorporated herein by
reference.

RPC uses the XDR external data representation

standard to represent information passed to and from

the underlying UDP layer. XDR is merely a data .

‘encoding standard, useful for transferring data between

different computer architectures. 'Thus, on the network

side of the XDR/REC layer, information is machine-

independent; on the host application side, it may not

be. XDR is described in Sun Microsystems, Inc., “XOR:

External Data Representation Standard,‘ RFC 1014 (June

1987), which is incorporated herein by reference.

H£§TLax§r. The NFS (‘network file system‘)
layer is one of the programs available on the server

Attorney Docket No.:AUsP7209
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which an RPC request can call. The combination of host

address, program number, and procedure number in an RPC

' request can specify one remote NFS procedure to be

called.

Remote procedure calls to NFS on the file server

of Fig. 1 provide transparent, stateless, remote access

to shared files on the disks 24. NFS assumes a file

system that is hierarchical, with directories as all

but the bottom level of files. Client hosts can call

any of about 20 RPS procedures including such

procedures as reading a specified number of bytes from

a specified file; writing a specified number of bytes

to a specified file: creating, renaming and removing

specified files; parsing directory trees; creating and

removing directories; and reading and setting file

attributes. The location on disk to which and from

which data is stored and retrieved is always specified

in logical terms, such as by a file handle or Inode
designation and a byte offset. The details of the

actual data storage are hidden from the client. The

NPS procedures, together with possible higher -level

1 modules such as Unix VFS and UPS, perform all

conversion of logical data addresses to physical data

addresses such as drive, head, track and sector

identification.’ NFS is specified in sun Microsystems,

Inc., “NFS: Network File system Protocol
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specification,‘ are 1094 (March 19:39); incorporated

herein by reference.

with the possible exception of the network layer,

all the protocol processing described above is done in

software, by a single processor in the host CPU card

10. That is, when an Ethernet. packet arrives .on

Ethernet 12, the host CPU 10 performs all the protocol

processing in the NFS stack, as well as the protocol

processing for any other application which may be

running on the host 10. NFS procedures are run on the

host CPU 10, with access to memory 16 for both data and

program code being provided via M0 11. Logically

specified data addresses are converted toia much more

physically specified form and communicated to the sun

disk controller 22 or the SCSI bus 28, via the VME bus

20, and all disk caching is done by the host CPU 10

through the memory 16. The host CPU card 10 also runs

procedures for performing various other functions of_

the file server, communicating with.tape controller 30
via the VHS bus 20. Among these are client-defined

remote procedures requested by client workstations.

If the server serves a second Ethernet 36, packets

from that Ethernet are transmitted to the host CPU 10

over the same VME bus 20 in the form of IP datagrams.

- Again,.all protocol processing except for the'network.

layer is performed by software processes running on the
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heat CPU 10. In addition, the protocol processing for

any message that is to be sent from the server out on

either of the Ethernets 12 or 36 is also done by

processes running on the host CPU 10.

It can be seen that the host CPU 10 performs an

enormous amount of processing of_data, especially_if

5-10 clients on each of the two Ethernets are making

file server requests and need to be sent responses on a

frequent basis. The host CPU 10 runs a multitasking

Unix operating system, so each incoming request need

not wait for the previous request to be completely

processed and returned before being processed.

Multiple processes are activated on the host CPU 10 for

performing different stages of the processing _of

different requests, so many requests may be in process

at the same time. But there is only one CPU on the

card 10, so the processing of these requests is not

accomplished in a truly parallel manner. The processes

are instead merely tine sliced. The CPU 10 therefore

represents a major bottleneck in the processing of file

server requests.

Another bottleneck occurs in MU 11, which must

transmit both instructions and data between the_CPU

card 10 and the memory 16. All data flowing between

the disk drives and the network passes through this

interface at least twice.
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Yet another bottleneck can occur on the VHS bus-

20, which must transmit data among the SHD disk

controller 22, the SCSI host adaptor 26, the host CPU

card 10, and possibly the network I2 controller 34.

In Fig. 2 there is shown a block diagram of a

network file server 100 according to the invention. It

can include multiple network controller (NC) boards,
one or more file controller (PC) boards. one or more

storage processor (SP) boards, multiple system memory

boards, and one or more host processors. The

particular embodiment shown in Pig. 2 includes tour

network controller boards 110n—110d, two file

controller boards 112a—112b, two storage processors

114a—114b. four system memory cards 116e—1l6d for a

total of 192MB of memory, and one local host processor

118. The boards 110, 112, 114, 116 and 118 are

connected together over a VH3 bus 120 on» which en
enhanced block transfer mode as described in the

tNHANCED VHEBUS PROTOCOL application identlfiied above

may be used. Each of the tour network controllers 110

shown in Fig. 2 can be connected to up to two Ethernets

L22, tor a total capacity' of 6 Ethernets 12;e—122h.

Each of the storage processors 114 operates ten

parallel SCSI busses, nine of which can each support up
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to three SCSI disk drives each. The tenth SCSI channel

on each of the storage processors 114 is used for tape

drives and other SCSI peripherals.

The host 118 is essentially a standard Sunos Unix

processor, providing all the standard Sun Open Network

Computing (ONC) services except NFS and IP routing.

Importantly, all network requests to run a user-

defined procedure are passed to the host for

execution. ’Each of the NC boards 110, the FC hoards

112 and the SP boards 114 includes its own independent"

32-bit microprocessor. These boards essentially off-

load from the host processor 118 virtually all of the

NPS and disk processing. Since the vast majority of

messages to and from clients over the Ethernets 122

involve NPS requests and responses, the processing of

these requests in parallel by the NC, PC and SP

processors, with minimal involvement by the local host

118, vastly improves file server performance. Unix is

explicitly eliminated erg». virtually all network,’ file,

and storage processing.

L RR R TIO D A OW

Prior to a detailed discussion of the hardware

subsystems shown in Fig. 2, an overview of the software

structure. will now be undertaken; The software

organization is described in more detail in the above-
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identified application entitled MULTIPLE FACILITY

OPERATING SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE.

Most of the elements of the software are well

known in ‘the field and are found in most networked Unix

systems, but there are two components which are not:

Local NFS ('LNFS") and the messaging kernel ("MK:')

operating system kernel. These two components will be

explained first.

 . The various processors in‘

file server 100 communicate with each other through the

use of a messaging kernel‘ running on each of the

processors 110, 112, 114 and 118. These processors do

not share any instruction memory,_ so task-level

communication cannot occur via straightforward

procedure calls as it does in conventional Unix.

Instead, the messaging kernel passes messages over VME

bus 120 to accomplish all necessary inter-processor

communication. Message ‘passing is preferred over_

remote procedure calls for reasons of simplicity and

speed .

Messages passed by the messaging kernel have a

fixed ' 128—byte length. Within a single processor,

messages are sent by reference; between processors,‘ .

they are copied by ‘the messaging kernel and then.

delivered to the destination process by reference. The

processors of Fig. 2 have special hardware, discussed
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below, that can expediently exchange and butter inter-

processor messaging kernel messages.

 .The 22-function M-‘S

standard was specifically designed to: stateless

operation using unreliable communication. This means

that neither clients nor server can be sure it they

hear each other’ when they talk (unreliability). In.

practice, in an ~Qthernet environment, this works' A
well.

within the server 100, however, NFS level

datagrams are also used for communication between
processors, in particular ‘between the network

controllers 110 and the file controller 112, and

between the host processor 118 and the file controller

112. For this internal communication to be both

efficient and- convenient, it is undesirable and

impractical «to have complete statelessness or

unreliable communications. consequently, a modified

form "of NPS, namely LNPS, is used for internal

communication of NFS requests and responses.. LNPS is

used only Eithin the file server 100; the external

network protocol supported by the server is precisely

standard, licensed NPS. LNFS is described in more_ V

detail below.

The network Controllers 110 each run an NPS server

which. after all protocol processing is done up to the
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NFS layer, converts between external NI.-‘S requests and

responses and internal LNFS requests and responses.

For example, NI-‘S requests arrive as RPC requests with

XDR and enclosed in a UDP datagraxn. After protocol

processing, the NPS server translates the NFS request

.into LNFS form and uses the messaging kernel to send

the request to thefile control].-er 112.

J The file controller runs an LN).-‘S server which

handles LNFS requests both from_network controllers and

from the host 118. The LNFS server translates LNFS

requests to a form appropriate for a file system

server, also running on the file controller, which

manages the system memory file data cache through a

block I/0 layer. -
An overview of the software in each of the

processors will now be set forth.

 m‘,

"i‘he optimized dataflow of the server 100 begins

with the intelligent network controller 110. This

processor receives Ethernet packets from client

workstations. ' It quickly identifies NFS-destined.

packets and then performs full protocol processing on

them to the NFS level, passing the resulting LN!-‘S

requests directly to the file controller 112. This

protocol processing includes IP routing and reassembly,
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UDP demultiplexing, XDR decoding, and UPS request

dispatching. The reverse steps are used to send an NPS

reply back to a client. Importantly, these time-

consuming activities are performed directly_ in the

Network Controller 110, not in the host 118.

The server 100 uses conventional NFS ported from

Sun Microsystems, Inc.. Mountain View, CA, and is NFS

protocol compatible.

Non~NFS network traffic is passed directly to its

destination host processor 118.

The Ncs 110 also perform their own IP routing.

Bach network controller 110 supports two fully parallel

Ethernets. There are four network controllers in the

embodiment of the server 100 shown in Fig. 2, so that

server can support up to eight Ethernets. For the two

Ethernets on the same network controller 110, IP

routing occurs completely within the network

controller and generates no backplane traffic. ihus

attaching two mutually active Ethernets to the same

controller not only minimizes their inter-net transit

time, but -also significantly reduces backplane

contention on the VME bus 120. Routing table updates

are distributed to the network _controllers from the

host processor 118, which runs either the gated or

routed Unix demon.
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While the network controller described here is

designed for Ethernet LANs, it will be understood that

thé‘invention can be used just as readily with other

network types, including PDDI.

Ellfl_Q9n££9ll§;_llZ ' ' '

In addition to dedicating a separate processor for

BPS protocol processing and IP routing, the server 100

also’dedicates a separate processor, the intelligent

file controller 112, to be responsible for all file

system processing. it uses conventional Berkeley Unix

4.3 file system code and uses a binary—compatible data

representation on disk. These two choices allow all

standard file system utilities (particularly block-

level tools) to run unchanged.

The file controller 112 runs the lshared file

system used by all Ncs 116 and the host processor 118.

Both the NCS and the host processor communicate with

the file controller 112 using the LNFS interface. The

has 110 use LNFS as described above, while the host

processor 118 uses LNFS as a plug-in module to sunOs's

standard Virtual File System ('VFS") interface.

When an NC receives an NFS read request from a

client workstation, the resulting LNFS request passes

to_the PC 112. The PC 112 first searches the system

memory 116 buffer cache for the requested data. If
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found, a reference to the buffer is returned to the NC

110. If not found, the LRU (least recently used) cache

buffer in system memory 116 is freed and reassigned for

the requested block. The PC then directs the SP 114 to

,read the block into the cache buffer from a disk drive

array. when complete, the SP so notifies the PC, which

in turn notifies the NC 110. The NC 110 then sends an

NFS reply, with the data from the buffer, back to the

NPS client workstation out on the network. Note that

the SP 114 transfers the data into system memory 116,

if necessary, and the NC 110 transfers the data from

system memory 116 to the networks. The process takes

place without any involvement of the host 118.

E£nras£_2rnna§£n:

The intelligent storage processor 114 manages all

disk and tape storage operations. while autonomous,

storage processors are primarily directed by the file

controller 112 to move file data between system memory

116 and the disk subsystem. The exclusion of both the

host 118 and the PC 112 from the actual data path helps

to supply the performance needed to service many
remote clients.

Additionally, coordinated by a Server Manager in

the host 118. storage processor 114 can execute server

hackup by moving data between the disk subsystem and
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other archival peripherals on the SCSItape or
accessed by host

i;)channels. Further,
SP 114 can provide

if directly

processor 118, a much higher
conventional disk for Unix,interface

performance

and databases. In Unix nomenclature,virtual memory,

mount boot, storage swap,
the host processor 118 can

ions via the storage processors 114.
and raw partit

Each storage processor 114 operates ten parallel,
channels (busses)

synchronous SCSIfully

e of these channels support
three

10 simultaneously. Nin
s of nine SCSI disk drives each, each drive in anarray

array being assigned to a different SCSI channel. The
tenth SCSI channel hosts up to seven tape and other

In addition to perform

level optimizations
SCSI peripherals. ing reads and

114 performs device-
15 writes, SP

directs device error
s disk seek queue sorting,

DMA transfers

such a

between the
recovery, and controls

devices and system memory 116.

‘ Unix,

clients,

ONC are ported from th
the server 100 can provide

ONC Services Release 2,

25 identically compatible high-level ONC services suc
h as
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the Yellow Pages, Lock Manager. DES Key Authenticator,

Auto Mounter, and Port Happer. sun/2 Network disk

booting and more general 1P internet services such as

Telnet. FTP, SHTP, SNMP, and reverse ARE are also

supported. Finally, print spoolers and similar Unix

’ demons operate transparently}

The host processor 118 runs.the following software

nodules: O

 . The Transport Control

Protocol (‘TCP'), which is used for _certain server.

functions other than NFS, provides reliable bytestream

communication between two processors. sockets are used

to establish TCP connections.

1EE_1ntg;£ag§. The Virtual File System ('VPS')

interface is a standard Sunos file system interface.

It paints a uniforn fi1e—system picture for both users

and the non—fi1e parts of the Unix operating system,

hiding the details of the specific file system. Thus

standard NFSf LNFS, and any local Unix file system can

coexist harmoniously.

fl£§_intsr£ace. The Unix File System (‘UPS’)

interface is the traditional and well-known Unix

interface for communication with local-to4the-processor

disk drives. In the server 100, it is used to

occasionally mount storage processor volumes directly,

without going through the tile controller 112.
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Normally, the host 118 uses LN!-‘S’ and goes through the

file controller .

software

different physical device implementations.”

server 100,

processors directly, so the disk driver in the host's
device layer uses the messaging kernel to communicate

with the storage processor 114.

The Route and Port

Mapper demons are Unix user-level background processes

that maintain the Route and Port databases for packet

routing. They are mostly inactive I and not in any

performance path.

 __1.‘Le.m2n. The Yellow

Pages and Authentication services are sun-ONC standard
network services. Yellow Pages is a widely used.

multipurpose name-to—name directory lookup service.
The Kuthentication service uses cryptographic keys to

authenticate, '_ or validate, requests to insure that

requestors have the proper privileges for any actions

or data they desire.

 . The Server Manager is an

administrative application_ suite that controls
configuration, logs error and performance reports, and

provides a monitoring and tuning interface for the
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system administrator. These functions can be exercised

from either system console connected to the host 118.

or from-a system administrator's workstation.

The host processor 118 is a conventional OEH Sun

central processor card, Model 3E/120. It incorporates

a Motorola 68020 microprocessor and 4MB of on-board

memory. other processors, such as a SPARC-based

processor, are also possible.

The structure and .operation of each of the

hardware components of server 100 will now be described

in detail.

Fig. 3 is a block diagram showing the data path

and some control paths for an illustrative one of the

network controllers 110a. It comprises a 20 MM: 68020

microprocessor 210 connected to a 32-bit microprocessor

data bus 212. Also connected to the microprocessor

data'bus 212 is a 256K byte CPU memory 214. The low

order 8 bits of the microprocessor data bus 212 are

connected through a bidirectional buffer 216 to an 8-

bit slow-speed data bus 218. On the slow-speed data

bus 218 is a 128K byte EPROM 220, a 32 byte PROM 222,

and a multi—function peripheral (HEP) 224, The EPROM

220 contains boot code for the network controller 110a,

while the PROM 222 stores various operating parameters
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such as the Ethernet addresses assigned to each of the

two Ethernet interfaces on the board. Ethernet address

information is read into the corresponding interface

control block in the CPU memory 214 during

initialization. The HFP 224 is a Motorola 68901, and-

performs various local functions’ such as timing,

interrupts, and general purpose I/O. The HEP 224 also

includes a UART for interfacing to an RS232 port 226.
These functions are not critical to the.invention and

will not be further described herein.

The low order 16 bits of the microprocessor data

bus 212 are also coupled through a bidirectional buffer

230 to a 15-bit LAN data bus 232. A LAN controller

chip 234, such as the Am7990 LANCE Ethernet controller

manufactured by Advanced Micro Devices, Inc. Sunnyvale,

CA., interfaces the LAN data bus 232 with the first

Ethernet 122a shown in Fig. 2. Control and data for

the LAN controller 234 are stored in a 512K byte LAN

memor§ 236, which is also connected to the LAN data bus

232. A specialized’ 16 to 32 bit FIFO chip 240,

referred to herein as a parity FIFO chip and described

below, is also connected to the LAN data bus 232. Also

connected to the LAN data bus 232 is a LAN DMA

controller 242, which controls movements of packets of ,

data between the LAN memory 236 and the FIFO chip 240.
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The LAN DMA controller 242 may be a Motorola M68440 DNA

controller using channel zero only.

The second Ethernet 122!) shown in Pig. 2 connect:

to a second LAN data bus 252 on the network ‘controller

card 110a shown in Fig. 3. The LAN data bus 252.

connects to the low order .16 bits of the

microprocessor data bus 212 via a bidirectional buffer

250, and has similar components to those appearing on

the LAN data bus 232. In particular, a LAN controller

254 interfaces the LAN data bus 252 with the stnetnet

122b, using LAN memory 256 for data and control, and a"

LAN DMA controller 262 controls DHA transfer of data

between the LAN memory 256 and the_ 16-bit wide data

port A of the parity FIFO 260.

The low order 16 bits of microprocessor data bus

212 are also connected directly to another parity FIFO

270, and also to a control port of a VME/FIFO DHA

controller 272. The FIFO 210 is used for passing

messages between the CPU memory 214 and one of the

remote boards 110, 112, 114, 116 or 118 (Fig. 2) in a

manner described below. The VH3/FIFO DHA controller

272, which supports three round-robin non-prioritized

channels for copying data, controls all data transfers

between one of the remote boards and any of the l"IFOs

240, 260 or 270, as well as between the FIPOs 240 and

260.
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32-bit data bus 274, which is connected to the 32-

bit port 8 of each of the F[F0s 240, 260 and 210, is

thezdata bus over which these transfers take place.

Data bus 2574 communicates with a lo'caJ. 32-bit bus 216

via a bidirectional pipelining latch 278, which is also

controlled by VME/FIFO DHA controller 272 which in

torn communicates with the VHS bus 120 via a

hidirectional buffer 280. .
The local data bus 276 is also connected to a set

of control registers 282, which are directly

addressable across the VHS bus 120. The registers 282

are used mostly for system initialization and

diagnostics.

The local data bus 276 is also coupled to the

microprocessor data bus 212 via a bidirectional buffer

284. When the NC 110a ogerates in slave node, the CPU

memory 214 is directly addressable from VH3 bus 120.

one of the‘remote boards can copy data directly from

the CPU ueuory‘21d via the bidirectional butter 284.

LAN memories 235 and 256 are not directly addressed

over VKE bus 120.

The parity I.-‘IP03 240, 260 and 270 each consist of

an ASIC, the functions and operation of which are

described in the Appendix. The P1903 240 and 260 are

configured for packet data transfer and the FIFO 210 is

configured for message passing. Referring to. the
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Appendix C, the I-‘Il.~‘Os 240 and 260 are programmed with the

following bit settings in the Data Transfer

Configuration Register:

Bit nefiinition Eetxina

0 ND Mode N/A

Parity Chip N/A

Parity Correct Mode R/A

8/16 bits CPU 8- Perth interface l6’bite (1)

Invert Port A address 0 no (0)..

Invert Port A address 1 yes (1)

Checksum Carry Wrap _yee (1)

Reset A no (0)

The Data Transfer Control Register is programmed

as follows:

Bit. D.=£inil:.LQn Bettina

0 Enable Portal Req/Ac): yes (1)

Enable Portn Req/Ack yes (1)

Data Transfer Direction . (as desired)

CPU parity enable no (0)

Perth parity enable no‘ (-0)

FortB parity enable‘ no (0)

Checkaum Enable _ yes (1)

Portlt Hester‘ yea .(1.)

Unlike the configuration used on PIFOs 240 and

260, ‘the microprocessor 210 is responsible for loading

and unloading Port A directly. The microprocessor 210
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reads an entire 32-bit word from port A with a single

instruction using two port A access cycles. Port A

data transfer is disabled by unsetting hits 0 (Enable

PortA Req/Ack) and 7 (Perth Master) of the Data

Transfer Control Register.

The remainder of the control settings in FIFO 270

are the same as those in P'IFOs 240 and 260 described

above.

The NC 110a also includes a command FIE-‘O 290. The

command FIFO 290 includes an ‘input port coupled to the

local data bus 216, and which is directly addressable

across the V143 bus 120, and includes an output port

connected to the microprocessor data. bus 212. As

explained in more detail below, when one of the remote

boards issues a command or response to the NC 1105., it

does so by directly writing a 1'-word (32-bit) ‘message

descriptor into NC 1l0a's command FIFO 299. Command

FIFO 290 generates a ‘FIFO’. not empty‘ status to the

microprocessor 210, which then reads the message

descriptor off the top of FIFO 290 and processes it.‘

If the message is a command, then it includes a. VME

address at which the message is located (presumably an

address in a shared memory similar to 214 on one of the

remote boards). The microprocessor 210 then programs

the FIFO 210 and the VME/FIFO DMA controller 212 to
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copy the message from the remote location into the CPU

memory 214.

command FIFO 290 is a conventional two-port FIFO,

except that additional circuitry vis included- for

generating a Bus Error signal on VH1? bus 120 if an

attempt is made to write to the data input port while

the FIFO is full. Command FIFO 290 has space for 256

entries.

A noteworthy feature of the architecture of NC

110a is that the LAN buses 232 and 252 are independent

of the microprocessor data bus 212. Data packets being

routed to or from an Ethernet are stored in LAN memory

235 on the nu: data bus 232 (or 256 pa ‘cu’; LAN data bus

252l, and not in the CPU memory 2l4. Data transfer

between the LAN memories 236 and 256 and the Ethernets

122a and 122b, are controlled by LAN controllers 234

and 254, respectively, while most data transfer between

LAN memory 236 or 256 and a remote port on the VH bus

120 are controlled by LAN DMA controllers 242 and 262,

FIFOS 240 and 260, and VN/FIFO DNA controller 272. An

exception to this rule occurs when the size of the data

transfer is small, e.g., less than 64 bytes, in which

case microprocessor 210 copies it directly without

using DNA. The microprocessor 210 is not involved in

larger transfers except in initiating them and in

receiving notification when they are complete.
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The CPU memory 214 contains mostly instructions

for microprocessor 210, messages being transmitted to

or from a remote board via FIFO 270, and various data

blocks for controlling the £IFOs, the DMA controllers

and the LAN controllers. The "microprocessor 210

accesses the data packets in the tan memories 236 and

256 by directly addressing them through the

hidirectional buffers 230 and 250, respectively, for

‘protocol processing. The local highespeed static RAM

in CPU memory 214 can therefore provide zero wait state

memory access for microprocessor 210 independent of

network traffic. This is in sharp contrast to the

prior art architecture shown in Fig. 1, in which all

data and data packets, as well as microprocessor

instructions for host CPU card 10, reside in the memory

16 and must communicate with the host CPU card 10 via

the MMU 11.

While the LAN data buses 232 and 252 are shown as

separate buses in Pig. 3, it will be understood that

they may instead be implemented as a single combined

bus.

823935.99!BQL£EB_QEEBAIlQH

In operation, when one of the LAN controllers

(such as 234) receives a packet of information over its

Ethernet 122a, it reads in the entire packet and stores
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it in corresponding LAN memory 236. The LAN controller

234 then issues an interrupt to microprocessor 210 via

HP 224, and the microprocessor 210 examines the status

register on LAN controller 234. (via bidirectional

buffer 230) to determine that the event causing the

interrupt was a ‘receive packet completed." In order

to avoid a potential lockout of the second Ethernet
l22b caused by the prioritized interrupt handling

characteristic of HTP 224, the microprocessor 210 does

not at this time’ immediately process the received

packet} instead, such processing is scheduled for a

polling function.

when the polling function reaches the processing

of the received packet, control over the packet is

passed to a software link level receive module. The

link level receive- module then decodes the‘ packet

according to either of two different frame formats:

standard Ethernet format or SNAP (IEBE 802 LCC) format.

An entry in the header in the packet specifies which

frame format was used. The link level driver then

determines which of three ‘types of messages is

contained in the received packet: (1) IP; (2) AR!

packets which can be handled by a local ARP module, or

:(3) ARP packets and other packet types which must be

forwarded to the local host 118 (Fig. 2) for

processing. If the packet is an AR? packet which can
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be handled by the NC 110a,.such as a request for the

address of server 100, then the microprocessor 210

assembles a response packet in LAN memory 236 and, in a

conventional manner, causes LAN controller 234 to

transmit that packet back over Ethernet 122a. It is

noteworthy that the data manipulation for accomplishing

this task is performed almost completely in LAN memory

236, directly addressed by microprocessor 210 as

controlled by instructions ‘in CPU memory 214. The

function is accomplished also without generating any

traffic on the VME backplane 120 at all, and without

_ disturbing the local host 118.

If the received packet is either an ARP packet

which cannot be processed completely in the NC 110a, or

is another type of packet which requires delivery to

the local host 118 (such as a client request for the

server 100 to erecute a client—defined procedure),

then the microprocessor. 210 programs LAN DMA

controller 242 to load the packet from LAN memory 236

‘into FIFO 240, programs FIFO 240 with the direction of

data transfer, and programs DMA controller 212 to read

the packet out of FIFO 240 and across the VHE bus 120

into system‘ memory 116. In particular, the

microprocessor 210 first programs the LAN Duh

controller 242 with the starting address and length of

the packet in LAN -memory 236. and programs the
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controller to begin transferring data Erom the LAN

memory 236 to" port A of parity FIFO 240 as soon as the

FIFO -is ready to receive data. second, microprocessor

210 programs the VHE/FIE-'0 DMA controller 272 with the

destination address in system memory 116 and the length

of the data packet, and instructs the controller to

hegin transferring data from part B of the FIFO 260

onto VHS bus 120. Finally, the microprocessor 210

programs FIFO 2_40 with the direction. of the transfer to.

take place. The transfer then proceeds ‘entirely under
the control of Dmrcontrollers 242 and 262, without any

further involvement by microprocessor 210.

The microprocessor 210 then sends a message to

host 1l.8 that a packet is available at a. specified

'system memory address. The microprocessor 210 sends
such a message by writing a message descriptor to e

soEtware—emulated command FIFO on the host, which

copies the message from CPU memory 214 on the NC via .

buffer 284 and into the host's local memory, in

ordinary VH3 block transfer mode._ The host then copies

the packet from system memory 116 into the host's own

local memory using ordinary transfers.

If the packet received by NC 110a from the network

is an IP packet, then the microprocessor 210 determines

whether it is (1) an 1? packet for the server 100 which

is notian Ni-‘S packet; '(2) an IP packet to be routed to

i
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a different network; or (3) an NPS packet. If it is an

IP packet for the server 100, but not an NFS packet,

then the microprocessor 210 causes the packet to be

transmitted from the LAN memory 236 to the host 118 in

the same manner described above with respect to certain

ARE packets.

If the IP packet is not intended for the server

100, but rather is to be routed to a client on a

different network, then the packet is copied into the

LAN memory associated with the Ethernet to which the

destination client is connected. If the destination

client is on the Ethernet 122b, which is on the same

NC" board as the source Ethernet 122a, then the

microprocessor 210 causes the packet to be copied from

LAN memory 236 into LAN 256 and then causes LAN‘

controller 254 to transmit it over Ethernet-122b. (Of

course, if the two LAN data buses 232 and 252 are

combined, then copying would be unnecessary; the

microprocessor 210 would simply cause the LAN

controller 254 to read the packet out ‘of the same

locations in LAN memory to which the packet was

written by LAN controller 234.)

The copying of a packet from LAN memory 236 to LAN

memory 7255 takes place similarly to the copying

described above from LAN memory to system memory. For

transfer sizes of 64 bytes or more, the microprocessor
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210 first programs the LAN DHA controller 242 with the

starting address and length of the packet in LAN memory

236, and programs the controller to begin transferring

data from the LAN memory 236 into port A of parity FIFO

2¢0 as soon as the FIFO is ready to receive data.

second, microprocessor 210 programs the LAN DH

controller 262 with a destination address in LAN memory

256 and the length of the data packet, and instructs

that controller to transfer data from parity FIFO 260

into the LAN memory 256. Third, microprocessor 210

programs the VME/FIFO DMA controller 272 to clock words

of data out of port 8 of the FIFO 240, over the data

bus 274, and into port B of FIFO'260. Finally, the

microprocessor 210 programs the two FIFOs 240 and 260

with the direction of the transfer to take place. The

transfer' then proceeds entirely under the control of

DMA controllers 242, 262 and 272, without any further

involvement by the microprocessor 210. Like the

copying from LAN memory to system memory, if the

transfer size is smaller than o4_ bytes, the

microprocessor 210 performs the transfer directly,

without DMA.

when each of the LAN DMA controllers 242 and 262

complete their work, they so notify microprocessor 210

by a. respective interrupt provided through MP9 224.

when the microprocessor 210 has received both
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interrupts, it programs LAN controller 254 to transmit

the packet on the Btherne t
122b, in a conventional

manner .

Thus, IP routing between theitwo Ethernet: in a

single network controller 110 takes place over data

bus 274, generating no tra££ic'over VHE bus 120. Nor

is the host processor 118 disturbed for such routing,

in contrast to the prior art architecture of Fig. 1.
Moreover, all but

the shortest copying «work is

performed by controllers outside microprocessor 210,

requiring the involvement of the microprocessor 210,

and bus traffic on microprocessor data bus 212, only

for the supervisory functions of programing the DHA

controllers and the parity E'IE‘0s' and instructing them

to controllerbegin. The VH3/FIFO DNA 272 is

programmed by loading control registers via

microprocessor data bus 212; the LAN DHA controllers

242 and 262 are programmed by loading control registers

on the respective controllers via the microprocessor
data bus 212, respective bidirectional buffers 230 and

250, and respective LAN data buses 23 and 252, and the

parity I-‘IP05 240 and 260 are programmed as set forth in!

the Appendix C, .
If the destination workstation of the IP packet to

be routed is on an Ethernet connected to a different

one of the network controllers 110, then the packet is
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copied into the appropriate LAN memory on the NC 110 to

which that Ethernet is connected. Snch copying is

accomplished by first copying the packet into system

memory 115. in the manner described above with respect

to certain AR? packets, and then notifying the

destination NC that a packet is available. when an NC.

is so notified, it programs its own parity FIFO and DMA

controllers to copy the packet from system memory 116

into the appropriate LAN memory. It is noteworthy that

though this type of IP routing does create YM bus

traffic, it still does not involve the host CPU 118.

If the IP packet received over the Ethernet 122a

and now stored in LAN memory 236 is an NFS packet

intended for the server 100, then the microprocessor

210 performs all necessary protocol preprocessing to

extract the NFS message and convert it to the local NFS

(LNFS) format. This may well involve the logical"

concatenation of data extracted from a large number of

individual IP packets stored in LAN memory 236,

resulting in a linked list, in CPU memory 214, pointing

to the different blocks of data in LAN memory 236 in

the correct sequence.

The exact details of the LNFS format are not

important for an understanding of the invention, except

to note that it includes commands to maintain a

directory of vfiles which are stored on the disks
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attached to the storage processors 114, commands for

reading and writing data to and from a file on the

disks, and various configuration management and

diagnostics control messages. d'he directory

maintenance commands which are supported by LN!-‘S

include the following messages based on conventional’

NFS: get attributes of a file (GETATTR); set attributes

of a. file (SE‘1‘A'1'rR); look up a file (LOOKIJP); created a

file (CREATE); remove a file (REMOVE); rename. a file

(RENAME); created a new linked file (LINK); create a

‘symlink (SYMLINK); remove a directory (RMDIR); and

return file system statistics (S'I'A'l'FS)'. The data

transfer commands supported by LNFS include read from a

file (READ); write to a file (WRITE); read from a

directory (READDIR); and read a link (READLINK). LNPS

also supports a buffer release command (RELEASE), for

notifying the file controller that an NC is finished

using a specified buffer in system memory. It also

supports a VOP-derived access command. for determining

whether a given type access is legal for" specified

credential on a specified file.

If the LNFS request includes the writing of file

data from the mm memory 235‘ to disk, the no 116a first
requests a buffer in system memory 116 to be allocated

by the appropriate PC 112. When a pointer to the

bufferis returned, microprocessor 210 programs LAN DMA
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controller 242, parity FIFO 240 and VHE/FIFO DNA

controller 272 to transmit the entire block of file

data to system memory 116. The only difference betveen
this transfer and the .transfer described above for

transmitting IP packets and ARE packets to system

memory 116 is that these data blocks will typically

have portions scattered throughout LAN memory 236. The

microprocessor 210 accommodates that situation by

programming LAN DMA ‘controller -242 successively‘ for

each portion of the data, in accordance with the linked

list, after receiving notification that the previous

portion is complete. The microprocessor 210 can

program the parity FIFO 240 and the VME/FIFO DMA

controller 272 once for the entire messagei as long as

the entire data block is to be placed contiguously in

system memory 116. If it .13 not, then the

microprocessor 210 can program the DMA controller 272

for successive blocks in ‘the same manner LAN DMA

controller 242.

If the network controller 110a receives a message

from another processor in server 100, usually from £ile

controller 112, that file data is available in system

memory 116 for transmission on one of the Ethernetsg

for example Ethernet 122a, then the network controller

110a copies the file data into LAN memory 236 in a

manner similar to the copying of file data in the
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opposite direction. In particular, the microprocessor

210 first programs VME/FIFO DHA controller 272 with the

starting address and length of the data in system

memory 116, and programs the controller to begin

transferring data over the VHS bus 120 into port 3 of

parity FIFO 240 as soon as the I-‘IFOA is ready to receive

data. The microprocessor 210 then programs the LAN DHA

controller 242 with a destination address in LAN memory
r36 and then length of the file data, and instructs

that controller to transfer data from the parity FIFO

240 into the LAN__ memory 236. Third, microprocessor

210 programs the parity FIFO 240 with the direction of

the'- transfer to take place. frhe transfer thenproceede

entirely under the control of DHA controllers 242 and

272, without‘ any further involvement by the

microprocessor‘ 210. Again, if the file data is

scattered in multiple blocks in system memory 116, the

microprocessor 210 programs the VH3/FIFO DHA controller

272 with a linked list of_ the lalocks to transfer in the

proper order. '

when each of the DMA controllers 242 and 262

complete their viork, they so notify microprocessor 210:

through Ml-‘P 224. The microprocessor 210 then performs

all necessary protocol processing on the-LN!’-‘S message

in LAN memory 236 in order to prepare the message-tor

transmission over the Ethernet 122a in the form of
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Ethernet IP packets. as set forth above, this protocol

processing is performed entirely in network controller

110a, without any involvement of the local host 118.

It should be noted that the parity FIFOs are

designed to move multiples of 128-byte blocks most

efficiently. The data transfer size through port 8 is.

always 32-bits wide, and the V143 address corresponding

to the 32-bit data must be quad-byte aligned. The data

transfer size for port A can. be either 8’ or 16 bits.

For bus utilization reasons, it is set to 16 bits when

the corresponding local start address is double--byte

aligned, and is set at 8 bits otherwise. The TCP/IP

checksum is always computed in the 16 bit mode.

Therefore, the checksum word requires byte swapping if

-the local start address is not douh1e—byte aligned.

Accordingly, for transfer from port- B to port A of

any of the I-‘IP05 240, 260 or 270, the microprocessor

210 programs the VME/FIFO ‘controller to pad the
transfer count to the next 128;-byte boundary. The

extra 32-bit word transfers do not involve the V142 bus,

and only the desired number of 32-bit words will be

unloaded from port A.

For transfers from port A to part B of the parity

FIFO 270, the microprocessor 210 loads port A word4by-

word and forces a FIFO full indication when it is

finished. The FIFO f-ull indication enables unloading
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from port B. The same procedure also takes place for

transfers from port A to port B of either of the parity

PIPOs 240 or 260. since transfers of fewer than 128

bytes are performed under local microprocessor control

rather than under the control of LAN DMA controller 242

or 26h. For all of the FIFOS, the VME/FIFO DMA.

controller’ is programmed to unload only the desired

number of 32-bit words.

0 ER

The file controllers (PC) 112 may each be a

standard off-the-shelf microprocessor board, such as

one manufactured by Motorola Inc. Preferably,

however, a more specialized board is used such as that

shown in block diagram form in Fig. 4. -

Fig. 4 shows one of the Fcs 112a, and it will be

understood that the other PC can be identical. In many

aspects it is simply a scaled-down version of the NC

110a shown in Fig. 3, and in some respects it is scaled

up. Like the no 1103, ac 112a comprises a. 20MHz aaozo

microprocessor 310 connected to a 32-bit microprocessor

data bus 312. Also connected to the microprocessor

data bus 312 is a 256K byte shared CPU memory 314.

The low order 8 bits of the microprocessor data bus 312

are connected through a bidirectional buffer 316 to an

8-bit slow-speed data bus 318. On slow-speed data bus
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318 areva 128K byte ‘PROM 320. and a multifunction

peripheral [Ml-'P) 324. The functions of the PROM 320

and MP? 324 are the some as those described above with

respect to EPROM 220 and HF? 22-! on NC 110a. PC 112a

does not include men like the non 222 ‘on uc 1103,

but does include a parallel port 392. The parallel

port 392 is mainly for testing and diagnostics.

. Like the NC 110a. the ac uza is’ connected to the
VME bus 120 via a bidirectional buffer 380 and a 32-

bit local data bus 376. A set of control registers.382

are connected to the local data bus 376, and directly

addressable across the VHS bus 120.. The local data bus

315 is also coupled to the microprocessor data bus 312

via a bidirectional buffer 384. This permits the

direct addrassability of CPU. memory 314 from VKB bus
120.

PC 112a also includes a command FIFO 390, which

includes an input port coupled to.’the__local data bus

376 and which is directly addressable across the VHS

bus 120. The command I-‘I1-‘O 390 also includes an output

port connected to the microprocessor data bus 312. The

structure, operation and purpose of command PI!-‘O 3903

are the same as those described above with respect to
command FIFO 290 an NC 1103.

The FC 112a omits the LAN data buses 232 and 252

which are present in NC 110a, but instead includes a 4
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megabyte 32-bit wide PC memory 396 coupled to the

microprocessor data bus 312 via a bidirectional buffer

394. As will be seen, PC memory 396 is used as a cache

memory for file control information, separate from the

file data information cached in system_memory 116.

The file controller embodiment shown in Fig. 4

does not include any DMA controllers, and hence cannot

act as a master for transmitting or receiving data in

any block transfer mode, over the V143 bus 120. Block

transfers do occur with the CPU memory 314 and the FC

memory 396, however, with the Fc 112a acting as an VME

bus slave. In such transfers, the remote master

addresses the CPU memory 314 or the FC memory 396

directly over the VME bus 120 through the bidirectional

buffers 384 and, if appropriate, 3_94L

L ER

The purpose of the PC 112a is basically to provide

virtual file system services in response to requests

provided in LNFS format by remote processors on the

VHS bus 120. Most requests will come from a network

controller 110, but requests" may also come from the

local host 118.

The file related commands supported by LNPS are

identified above. They are all specified to the sc

112a in terms of logically identified disk data blocks.
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For example, the LNFS command for reading data from a

file includes a specification of the file from which to

read (file system ID ’(FSID) and file ID (inode)),

byte offset, and a count of the number of bytes to

read. The PC 112a converts that identification into

physical form, namely disk and sector numbers, in order

to satisfy the command.

a The F9 112a runs a conventional Fast File System
(FPS or UPS),/ which is based on the Berkeley 4.3 VAX

This code performs the conversion and also

performs all disk data caching and control data

caching. However, as previously mentioned, control

data caching is performed using the FC memory_396 on PC

112a, whereas disk data caching is performed using the

system memory 116 (Fig. 2). Caching this file control

information within the FC 112a avoids the VME bus‘

congestion and speed degradation which would-result if

file control information was cached in system memory

116.

The memory on the PC 112a is ‘directly accessed

over the VH3 bus 120 for three main purposes. First,

and by far the most frequent, are accesses to FC memory

396 by an SP 114 to read or write cached file control

information. These are accesses requested by PC 112a

to write locally modified file control structures

through to disk, or to read file control structures
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from disk. second, the Fc's CPU memory 314 is accessed

directly by other processors for message transmissions

from the FC 112a to such other processors; For

example, if a data block in system memory is to he

transferred to an sp 114 for writing to disk, the re

112a first assembles a message in its-local memory 314

requesting such a transfer. The PC 1123 then notifies

the SP 114, which copies the message directly from the

CPU memory 314 and executes the requested transfer.

A third type of direct access to the FC's local

‘memory occurs when an LNFS client reads directory

entries. When PC 1123 receives an LNFS request to

read directory entries, the PC 1123 formats the

requested directory entries in PC memory 396 and

notifies the requestor of their location. The

requester than directly accesses PC memory 396 to read

the entries.

The version of the UPS code on PC 112a includes

some modifications in order to separate the two caches.

In particular, two sets of buffer _headers are

maintained, one for the PC memory 396 and one for the

system memory 116. Additionally, a second set of the

system huffer' routines (GETBLK(), BRELSE(), BREAD(),

BWRITE(), and BREADA()) exist, one for buffer accesses

to PC Mem 396 and one for buffer accesses to system

memory 116. The UPS code is further modified to call
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the appropriate buffer routines for PC memory 396 for

accesses to file control information, and to call the

appropriate buffer routines for the system memory 116

for the caching of disk data. A description of UPS may

be found in chapters 2, 6, 7 and 8 of ‘Kernel Structure

‘and Flow,‘ by Rieken and Webb of .th consulting (Santa

Clara, California: 1988), incorporated herein» by

reference.

when a read command is sent to the FC by a

requestor such as a network controller, the PC first

%converts the file, offset and count information into"

disk and sector information. It then locks the system

memory‘ buffers nhich contain that information,

instructing the storage processor.114 to read then from

disk if necessary. when the buffer is ready, the EC

returns a message to the requester containing both the

attributes of the designated file and an array of

buffer descriptors that identify the locations in

systéin memory 116 holding the data.

After the requester has read the data out of the
buffers, it sends a release request back to the PC.

The release request is the same message that was

returned by the PC in response to the read reguest: the

FC 112a uses the information contained therein to

determine which buffers to free.
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A write command is processed by PC 112a similarly

to the read command, but the caller is expected to

write to (instead of read from) the locations in system

memory 116 identified by the buffer descriptors

returned by the FC 112a. since PC 112a employs write-

through caching, when it receives the release command

from the requester, it instructs storage processor 114

to copy the data from system memory 116 onto the

appropriate disk sectors before freeing the system

memory buffers for possible reallocation.

The READDIR transaction is similar to read. and AT

write, but the request is satisfied by the PC 112a

directly out of its own PC memory 396 after formatting

the requested directory information specifically for

this purpose. The PC 112a causes _the storage

processor read the requested directory information from

disk if it is not already locally cached. Also, the

specified offset is a ‘magic cookie! instead of a byte

offset, identifying directory entries instead of an

absolute byte offset into the file. No file attributes

are returned. 1

The READLINK transaction also returns no file

attributes. and since links are always read in their

entirety, it does not require any offset or count.

For all of the disk data caching performed through

system memory 116, the FC‘ 112a acts as a central
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authority for dynamically allocating, deallocating and»

keeping track of buffers. If there are two or more PCB

112, each has exclusive control over its own assigned

portion of .system memory .116. In all of these

transactions, the requested buffers are locked during

the period between the initial request and the release

‘request. This prevents corruption of the data by other

clients.

Also in the situation where there are two or more

Fcs, each file system on the disks is assigned to a

particular one of the PCs. EC 30 runs a process called

FC_yICE_PREsIDENT, which maintains a list of Vhich file

systems_ are assigned to which PC. . when _a client

processor (for example an NC 11Q) is ahout to make an

‘ LNFS request designating a particular file system, it

first sends the fsid in a message ‘to the

PC_VICE_PREsIDENT asking which. PC controls the

specified file system. The fC_VICE_pR£sIDENT responds.

and the client processor sends the LNFS request to the

designated PC. The client processor also naintains'its

own list of fsid/FC pairs as it discovers them, so as

to minimize the number of such requests to the

-FQ_VICE4PRESIDENT;

§2QRA§E ERQQE§§Q§ HARQWAQE ggguggggzggg
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In the file server 100," each of the storage

processors H4 can intertsce the V148 bus 120 with up to

10 different SCSI buses. Additionally, it can do so at

the full usage rate of an enhanced block transfer

protocol of 55MB per second.

Fig. 5 is a block diagram of one of the 8Ps 1143.

$2 11412 is identicsl. SP lids comprises a

microprocessor 510, which may be. a Motorola 68020’

microprocessor operating at 20MHz. The microprocessor

510 is coupled over a 32-bit microprocessor data bus

'512 with cPU.nemory 514, which nay include‘ up to 1MB of

static RAM. The microprocessor. 510 accesses

instructions, data and status on its own private bus

512, with no contention from any other source. The

‘microprocessor 510 is the only master of bus 512.

The low order l6 bits of the microprocessor data

bus 512 interface‘ with a control. bus 516 via a

bidirectional buffer MB. The low order 8 bits of the

control bus 516 interface with a slow speed bus 520 via

another bidirectional buffer 5.22. I The slow speed bus

52a connects to an um» 524,'s1m11ar to the use 224 in

NC 110: (Fig. 3), and with a PROM 526, similar to PROM -

220 on Mt: 1l0'a. The PROM 526 comprises 128K bytes of’

EPROM which contains the-functional code for SP. 114‘a.;

Due to the width and speed of the ‘PROM 526, thei
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functional code is copied to CPU memory 514 upon reset

for faster execution.

MP9 524, like the MFP 224 on NC 110a, comprises a

Motorola 68901‘ multifunction peripheral device. It< \

provides the functions of a vectored. interrupt

controller, individually programmable I/O pins, four

timers and a DART. The HART functions provide serial
communications across an as 232 bus (not shown in Pig.

5) for dehug monitors and diagnostics. Two of the four

timing functions may be used as general-purpose timers

by the microprocessor 510, either independently or in

cascaded fashion. A third timer function_provides the

"refresh clock for a DNA controller described below, and

the fourth timer generates the BART clock. Additional

information on the MEP 524 can be found in ‘NC 68901

Multi—Function Peripheral Specification,‘ by Motorola,

Inc., which, is incorporated hereinv by reference.

The eight general-purpose I/0 bits provided by HEP

524 are configured according to the follouing table:
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input Power Failure is Imminent - This
functions as an early warning.

input SCSI Attention - A composite of the
SCSI. Attentions from all 10 SCSI
channels.

input Channel Operation Done - A composite 6f
the channel done bits from all 13
channels of the DEA controller,
described below.

‘output »DMA Controller Enable. Enables the DMAController to run.

input VHEbu3 Interrupt Done - Indicates the
completion of a VMEbus Interrupt.

input Command Available - Indicates that the
sP's Command Fife, described below,

contains one or more command pointers.

output External Interrupts Disable. Disables
externally generated interrupts to the.
microprocessor 510.

output Commamd Fifo Enable. Enables operation
of the SP'S <Command Fifo. Clears the
Command Fifo when reset.

Commands are provided to the SP 114a from the VHE

bus 120 via a bidirectional buffer 530, a local data‘

bus 532, and a command use 534. The command 21:0 534

is similar to the command FIFOs 290 and 390 on EC 110a

and PC 112a, respectively, and has a depth of 256 32-

bit entries. The command FIFO S34 is ‘a write-only

register as seen on the VME bus 120, and as a read-

only register as seen by microprocessor 510. If the

FIFO is full at the beginning of a write from the VME

bus, a VME bus error is generated. Pointers are
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removed from the command FIFO 534 in the order

received, and only by the microprocessor 510. Command‘

available status is provided through I/0 bit 4 of the

MFP 524, and as a long as one or more command pointers

are still within the command FIFO 534, the command

available status remains asserted.

As previously mentioned, the SE 114a supports up

to 10 SCSI buses or channels 540a-540j. In the typical

configuration, buses 540a-540i support up to 3 SCSI

disk drives each, and channel S40j supports other SCSI

peripherals such as tape drives, optical disks, and so
on. Physically, the SP 114a connects to each of the

SCSI buses with an ultra—miniature D sub connector and

round shielded cables. Six 50-pin cables provide 300[

conductors which carry 18 signals per bus and 12

grounds. The cables attach at the front panel of the

_ SP 114a and‘ to a commutator board at the disk drive

array. ‘standard 50-pin cables connect each SCSI device

to the commutator board. Termination resistors are

installed on the SP 114a.

The SP 114a supports synchronous parallel data:

transfers up to SHE per second on each of the SCSI

buses 540, arbitration, and disconnect/reconnect

services. Each SCSI bus 540‘ is connected to a

respective SCSI adaptor 542, _which in the present

embodiment is an AIC 6250 controller IC manufactured by
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Adaptec Inc., Milpitas, California, operating in the

non—multiplexed address bus mode. The BIC 6250 is

described in detail in 'AIC-6250 Functional

Specification,‘ by Adaptec Inc., which is incorporated

herein by reference. The SCSI adaptors 542 each provide

the necessary hardware interface and low—levél

electrical protocol to implement its respective SCSI

channel.

The 8-bit data port of each of the SCSI adaptors

542 is connected to port A of a respective one of a set

of.ten parity FIFOs 544a-544j. The PIFOs 544 are the

same as 1'-‘I1-‘Os 240, 250 and 270 on NC 1103., and are

connected and configured to provide parity‘covered data

transfers between the 8-bit data port of the respective
SCSI adaptors 542 and a 36-bit (32-bit plus 4 bits of

parity) common data bus 550. The PIFOS 544 provide

handshake, status, word assembly/disassembly-and speed

matching EIFO buffering for this purpose. The FIFOS

544 also generate and check parity for the 32-bit bus,

and for RAID 5 implementations they accumulate and

check redundant data and accumulate recovered data.

All of the SCSI adaptors 542 reside at a single

location of the address space of the microprocessor

510, as do all of the parity FIFOs 544. The

microprocessor 510 selects individual controllers and

FIFOs for access in pairs, by first programming a pair
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select register (not shown) to point to the desired

pair and then reading from or writing to the control

register address of the desired chip in the pair. The

microprocessor 510 communicates with the control

registers on the SCSI adaptors 542 via the control bus

'516 and an additional bidirectional buffer 546, and

communicates with the control registers on Ftfoe 544

sis the control bus 515 and _a bidirectional buffer 552. ’
Both the SCSI adaptors 542 and FIFOs 544 employ B-bit

control registers, and register addressing oi the PIFOs

544 is arranged such that such registers alias in

consecutive byte locations. This allows the

microprocessor 510 to write to the registers as a

single 32-bit register, thereby reducing instruction

overhead.

The parity FIFO: 544 are each configured in their

Adapteo 6250 made. Referring to the —Appendix C;the

FIFOs 544 are programmed with the‘ following bit

settings in the Data Transfer Configuration Register:

0 Ho Mode ' - (0)

Parity Chip (i)'
Parity correct Mode (0)

8/16 bits CPU & Earth interface .(0)

Invert Port A address 0 ;' (i)

Invert Port A address 1 . (l)
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. Checksum Carry Wrap (0)

Reset (0)

The Data Transfer Control Register is programmed

as follows :

D.e.fiini.ti.o.n . Sitting I

Enable Porth Reg/Ac): (1)

Enable PortB Req/Ack (l)'

Data Transfer Direction as desired

CPU parity enable (0)

Perm parity enable 2. ' I (1)

Portn parity enable (1)

Checksum Enable (0)

Forth Master ' . (0)

"In addition, .bit ,4 of the RAM Access Control

Register (Long Burst) is programmed for 8-byte bursts.

SCSI adaptors 542 each generate a respective‘

interrupt signal, the status of which are provided to

micro-processor $10 as 10 bits of a _16-bit SCSI

interrupt register 556. The SCSI interrupt register

556 is connected to the control bus 516.

Additionally, a. composite SCSI interrupt is provided.

through the‘ MFP S24 whenever any one of the SCSI

adaptors 542 needs servicing.

An additional parity FIFO 554 is also provided in

the SP 114a, for message passing. Again referring to
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the Append1xC,the parity FIFO 554 is programmed with

the following bit settings in the Data Transfer

Configuration Register:

ELL‘ D:£1nLt12n _£st$1ng

o wo Hode 3(0)

Parity Chip (1)

Parity Correct Node (0)

8/16 bite CPU & Portk interface (1)

Invert Port 5 address 0 (1).

Invert Port A address 1 ‘(1)

Checksum Carry Wrap (0)

Reset ’ ‘ (0)

The Data Transfer Control Register is programmed

as follows: A

BJ..t‘.D_e£Lnu'J.9n s.an:.1.ns;

Enable Portb Req/Ack (0)

Enable PortB Req/Ack (1)

Data Transfer Direction as desired

CPU parity emable ' ’ (0)

Forth parity enable (0)

Ports parity enable _ (1)

Checksum Enable > (0)

Perth Master - (0)

In addition, bit 4 cf the RAM Access Control '

Regieter (Long Burst) is programmed for 8-byte bfiratsf
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Port not use 554 is connected to the 16-bit

control bus 516, and part B is connected to the common

data bus 550. FIFO 554 provides one means by which the

microprocessor 510 can communicate directly with the

VME bus 120, as is described in more detail below.

The microprocessor 510 manages data movement

using a set of 15 channels, each of which has an unique

status which indicates its current state. Channels are

implemented using a channel enable register 560 and a

channel status register 562, both connected to the

control bus 516. The channel enable register 560 is a

16-bit write-only register; whereas the channel status

register 562 is a 16-bit read-only register. The two

registers reside at the same address to microprocessor

510. The microprocessor 510 enables a particular

channel by setting its respective bit in channel enable

register 560, and recognizes completion of the

specified operation by testing for a 'done' bit in the

channel status register 562. The microprocessor 510

then resets the enable bit, which causes the respective

'done"bit in the channel status register 562 to be

cleared.
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The channels are defined as follows:

CHANNEL

0:9

15'

EHHQIIQH

These channels control data movement to and

from the respective FIFOs 544 via the common
data bus 550. When a FIFO is enabled and a

request is received from it, the channel
becomes ready. Once the channel has been
serviced a status of done is generated. _

These channels control data movement between
a local data buffer -564, described below,
and the VHS bus 120. when enabled the
channel becomes ready. Once the channel has
been serviced a status of done is generated.

when enabled, this channel causes the DRAM in
local data buffer 564 to be refreshed based

on a clock which is generated by the HEP 524.
The refresh consists of a burst of 16 rows..

This channel does not generate a status of
done.

The microprocessor’s communication FIFO 554
is serviced by this channel. when enable is
set and the FIFO 554 asserts a reguest_then
the channel becomes "ready. This channel
generates a status of done.

‘Low latency writes from microprocessor 510
onto the VNE bus 120 are controlled by this
channel. when this channel is enabled data is

moved ‘from ’a special 32 bit register,
described below, onto the VME bus 120. This
channel generates a done status.

This is a null channel for which neither a

ready status not done status is generated.

channels are prioritized to allow servicing of the

more‘ critical requests

assigned in a descending order starting at channel 14.

That is,

first. Channel priority is

in the event that all channels are requesting

service, channel 14 will be the first one served.
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The common data bus 550 is coupled via a.

bidirectional register 570 to a 36-bit junction bus

572. A second bidirectional register 574 connects the

junction bus 572 with the local data bus 532. Local

data buffer 564, which comprises 1MB of :DRAH, with

parity, is coupled bidirectionally to the junction bus

572. It is organized to provide 256K 32-bit words with

byte parity. The SP llda operates the DRAMs in page

mode to support a very high data rate, which requires

bursting of data instead of random ‘single-word’

accesses. It will be seen that the local data. buffer

564 is used -to implement a RAID (redundant array of

inexpensive disks) algorithm, and is not used for

' direct reading and writing between the VHS bus 120 and

a peripheral on one of the SCSI buses 540.

A read-only register 516, containingall zeros, is

also connected to the “junction bus 572. This register ’

is used mostly for diagnostics, initialization. and

clearing of large blocks of data in system. memory 116.

The movement of data between the PIFOs 544‘ and

554, the local data buffer. 564, and a remote entity-

such as the system memory 116 on the VHS bus 120, is

all controlled by a VH3/PIE."O DNA controller 580. The

’ vus/nso bus controller 550 is similar to the vm:/nro

DHA controller 212 on network controller lloa (Fig. 3),

and is described in the Appendix A. Briefly, it
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includes a bit slice engine 582 and a dual-port static

RAM 584. one port of the dual-port static RAM 584

communicates over the 32-bit microprocessor data bus

512 .with microprocessor 510, -and the other port

communicates over a separate 16-bit bus with the bit

slice engine 582. The microprocessor 510 places

command parameters in the dual-port RAM 584, and uses

the channel enables 560-to signal the VME/I-‘I1-‘O DMA

"controller 580 to proceed with the command. The

VME/FIFO DMA controller is responsible for scanning the

channel status and servicing requests," ‘and returning

ending status in the dual-port RAM 584. The dual-port

mm 534 is organized as 11: it 32 hits at the 32-bit port a

and as 2K x 16 hits at the 16-bit port. An example

showing the method by which the microprocessor 510

controls the VME/FIFO D10. controller 580 is as follows.

First, the microprocessor 510 writes into the dual-port.

RAH 584 the desired command‘ and associated parameters

for ‘the desired channel. For example, the command

might be, ‘copy a block of data from FIFO S4-1.h'out into

a block of system memory 116 beginning at a specified

VME "address." second‘, the microprocessor sets the

channel enable bit in channel enable register 560 for
the desired channel.

At the time the channel enable bit is set, the

appropriate FIFO may .not yet be ready to send data.
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only when the VH8/FIFO DMA controller 580 does receive

a 'ready' status from the channel, will the controller

580 execute the command. In the meantime, the DNA

controller 580 is free to execute commands and move

data to or from other channels.

when the DMA controller 580 does receive a status

of ‘ready' from the specified channel, the controller

fetches the channel command and parameters from the

dual-ported RAM 584 and executes. When the command is

complete, for example all the requested data has been

copied, the DMA controller writes status hack into the

dual-port RAM 584 and asserts ‘done’ for the channel in

channel status register 562. The microprocessor 510 is

then interrupted, at ohich time it reads channel status

register 562 to determine which channel interrupted.

The microprocessor 510 than clears the channel enable

for the appropriate channel and checks the ending

channel status in the dual-port RAM 584.

‘In this way a high-speed data transfer can take

place under the control of DNA controller 580, fully in

parallel with other activities’ being performed by

microprocessor 510._ The data transfer takes place over

husses different from microprocessor data bus 512,

thereby avoiding any interference with microprocessor

instrnction fetches.
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The SP 114a also includes a high-speed register

590, which is coupled between the microprocessor data

bus 512 and the local data bus 532. The high-speed

register 590 is used to write a single 32-hit word to

an VME bus target with a minimum of overhead. The

register is write only as Viewed from the

nicroprocessor 510. In order to write a word onto the

nus bus 120, the microprocessor 510 first writes the

word into the register 590, and the desired VH3 target

address into dual-port RAM 584. ‘when the

microprocessor S10 enables the appropriate channel in

channel enable register 560, the DMA controller 580

transfers the data from the register 590 into the VME

bus address specified in the dual-port RAM 584. The

DNA controller 580 then writes the ending status to the

dual-port RAM, and sets the channel 'done" bit Vin

channel status register 562.

This procedure is very efficient for transfer of a

single word of data, but becomes inefficient for large

blocks of data. Transfers of greater than one word of

data, typically for message passing, are usually

performed using the FIFO 554.

The SP 114a also includes a series of registers

S92, sinilar to the registers 282 on NC 110a (Pig. 3)

and the registers 382 on PC 112a (Fig. 4). The details
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of these registers are not important for an

understanding of the present invention.

 &TIQH

The 30 SCSI disk drives supported by each of the

SPs 114 are visible to a client‘ processor, for example’

one of the_fi1e controllers 112, either as three large,

logical disks or as 30 independent SdSI drives,

depending on configuration. when the drives are

visible as‘ three logical disks, the 5}? uses RAID 5

design algorithms to distribute data for each logical

drive on nine physical drives to minimize disk arm

contention.’ The tenth drive is left as a spare. The

RAID 5 algorithm (redundant array of inexpensive

drives, revision .5) is described in ‘A Case For a

Redundant Arrays of Inexpensive Disks [RAID)', by

Patterson et a1., published at ACM SIGMOD Conference,

Chicago, 111., June 1-3, 1988, incorporated herein by

reference .

In the RAID 5 design._ disk data are divided ‘into

stripes. Data stripes are recorded sequentially on

eight different disk drives. A ninth. parity stripe, the

exclusive-or of eight data stripes, is recorded on a

ninth drive. If a stripe size is set to BK bytes, a

read of 8K of data involves onlyone drive. A write of

SK of data involves ‘two drives: a data drive_and a
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parity drive. Since a write requires the reading back

of old data to generate a new parity stripe, writes are

V also referred to as modify writes. The. SP 114a

supports nine small reads‘ to nine SCSI drives

concurrently. when stripe size is set to 8K, a read of

54: of data starts all eight "SCSI ‘drives, with each

drive reading one 8K stripe worth of data. The parallel

operation is transparent to the caller client.

The parity stripes are rotated. among’ the nine

drives in order to avoid drive contention during write

operations. The parity stripe is used to improve

availability of data. when one drive is down, the SP

114a can reconstruct the missing data from a parity

stripe. In such case, the SP 114a is running in error

recovery mode. when a bad drive is repaired, the SP

114a can be instructed to restore data on the repaired

drive while the system is on-line.

When the SP 114a is used to attach thirty~

independent SCSI drives, no parity stripe is created

and the client addresses each drive directly.p

The SP 114a processes multiple messages

(transactions, commands) at one time, up to 200

messages per second. The SP'1l4a does not initiate any

messages after initial system configuration. The

following SP 114a operations are defined:
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01 No Op

02 send Configuration Data

03 Receive Configuration Data

05 Read and Write Sectors

06 Read and write Cache Pages

01 rooms Operation

08 Dump SP 1143 Local Data Butter

09 Start/Stop A SCSI Drive

oc Inquiry

OE Read Message Log Buffer

OE‘ Set SP 1143 Interrupt

The above transactions are described in detail in

the above-identified application entitled MULTIPLE

FACILITY OPERATING SYSTEM ‘ARCHITECTURE. For an

understanding of the invention, it will be useful ‘to

describe the function and operation of only two of‘

these commands: read and write sectors. and read andus

write cache pages.

 s

This command, issued usually by an F0 l1‘2, causes

the‘ SP [us to transfer data between a. specified block

of system memory and a specified series of contiguous

sectors on the SCSI disks. As previously described in

connection with the £ile'controller 112, the particular

sectors are identified in physical terms; In
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particular. the particular disk sectors are identified

by SCSI channel number (0-9), SCSI ID on that channel

number (0-2), starting sector address on the specified

drive, and a count of the number of sectors to read or

write. The SCSI channel number is zero if the SP 114a

is operating under RAID 5. , _

The SP i14a can execute up to 30 messages on the

do SCSI drives simultaneously. ’ Unlike most of the

commands to an SP 114, which are processed by

microprocessor 510 as soon as. they- appear on the

command FIFO 534, read and write sectors commands (as

well as read and write cache memory commands) are first

sorted and queued. Hence, they are not served in the

order of arrival.

when a disk access command arrives, the

microprocessor 510 determines which disk drive is

targeted and inserts the message in a queue for that

disk drive sorted by the target sector address. The

microprocessor 510 executes commands on all the queues

simultaneously, in the order present in the queue for

each disk drive. In order to minimize .disk arm

movements, the microprocessor 510 moves back and forth

among queue entries in an elevator fashion.

If no error conditions are detected from the SCSI

disk drives, the command is completed normally. When a

data check error condition occurs and the SP 1143 is
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configured for RAID< 5. recovery actions using

redundant data begin automatically. when a drive is

down while the SP 114a is configured for RAID 5,

recovery actions similar to data check recovery take

place.

BsadLEri£s_Qashs_Ee9es

H This command is similar to read and write sectors,

except that multiple VH addresses are provided for

transferring disk data to and from system memory 116.

Each VMB address points to a cache page in system

memory 116, the size of which is also specified in the

command. When transferring data from a disk to system

memory 116, data are scattered to different. cache

pages; when writing data to a disk, data are gathered

from different cache pages in system memory 116.

Hence, this operation is referred to as a scatter-

gather function.

"The target sectors on the SCSI disks are specified

in the commamd in physical terms, in the same manner

that they are specified for the read and write sectors

command. Termination of the command with or without

error conditions is the same as for the read and write

sectors command.

The dual-port RAM 534 in the DHA controller 580

maintains a separate set of commands for each channel
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controlled by the bit slice engine 532. As each

channel completes its previous operation, the

microprocessor 510 writes a new DNA operation into the g

dual-port RAM 584 for that channel in order to satisfy

the next operation on a disk elevator queue.

The commands written to the DNA controller V580

include an operation code and a code indicating

ehether the operation is to be performed in non-block

mode, in standard VMB block mode; or in enhanced block

mode. The operation codes supported by DMA controller

580 are as follows:

92.9925 92335219!

0 . NO-OP

1 ZEROES —> BUFFER Hove zeros from zeros

register 576 to local
data buffer 564.

ZBROES -> P150 Move zeros from zeros
- register 576 to the

currently selected FIFO
on common data bus 550.

ZERDES -> Vnflhus Hove zeros from zeros
register 576 out onto the
VH3 bus 120. Used for
initializing. cache
buffers in system memory
116.
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Vflfihue -> BUFFER Move data from the VMB
bus 120 to the local data
buffer 564. This

operation is used during
a write, to‘ move target
data intended for a down

drive into the buffer for
participation in
redundancy generation.
Used only for RAID 5
application.» ‘

New data to be written
from VME bus onto a
drive. Since RAID 5

requires redundancy data
to be generated from data
that is buffered in local
data bufifer 564, this
operation"will be -used
only if the SP 114a is

V not configured for RAID
5.

vuahus —> BUFFER & FIFO

V VME bus

BUFFER -> Vflmbus

BUFFER -> FIFO

Attorney Docket No.:AUsP7209
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Target data is moved from
120 _to a SCSI

device and is also
captured in. the local
data buffer 564 for

pz1r1:ic‘ipz1ti.on , i;n
redundancy generation.
Used only if SP 114a is
configured for RAID -5
operation;

This
used.

operation is not

is
transferred to create
redundant data or
recovered data on a disk

driver Used only in
RAID 5 applications.

Participating data

This operation is used to
move target data directly

from a disk drive ontothe VME bus 120. -
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FIFO -> BUFFER U'8 e d t o m o v e

participating data for
recovery .and modify
operations. Used only in
RAID 5 applications.

FIFO -> VMEbus & BUFFER

This operation is used to
save target data for
participation in data

- recovery. Used only in
RAID 5 applications.

§X§2EH_HEMQBI

A Fig. 6 provides a simplified block diagram of the

preferred architecture of one of the system ‘memory

cards 116a. Each of the other system memory cards are

the same. Each memory card 116 operates as a slave on

the enhanced VHE bus 120 and therefore requires no on-

board c1>u. Rather, a timing control block 510 is

sufficient to provide the necessary slave« control

operations. In particular, the timing control block

610, in response to control signals from the control

portipn of the enhanced VHE bus 120,.enables a 32-bit

wide buffer 612 for an appropriate direction transfer

of 32-bit data between the enhanced VME bus l2O and a-

multiplexer unit 614. The multiplexer 614 provides a

multiplexing and demultiplexing function, depending on

data transfer direction, for a six megabit by seventy-

two bit hard memory array 620. An error correction

code (ECC) generation and testing unit 622 is also

connected to the multiplexer 614 to generate or verify,
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again depending on. transfer direction, eight bits of

ECG data. The status of ECG verification is provided

back to the timing control block 610.

 L

VHS. bus 120 is physically the same as an ordinary

‘_IHE bus, but each of the min and sPs include additional

circuitry and firmware for transmitting data using an

enhanced VHE block transfer protocol. The enhanced

protocol is described in detail in the shove-identified

application entitled ENHANCED VHEBUS PROTOCOL UTILIZING

PSEUDOSYNCHRONOUS IIANDSHAKING AND. BLOCK HODE DATA

TRANSFER, and summarized in the Appendix B hey-eto_

Typically transfers of nuts file data. between Ncs and

sys.tem'memory, or between Sn and system memory, and

transfers of packets being routed from one NC to

another through system memory, are the only types of

transfers that use the enhanced protocol in server 100.

All other data transfers on VH3 bus 120 use either

conventional VME biock transfer protocols or ordinary

non—block transfer protocols.

. ’ . ;
as is evident from the above description, the

different processors in the server 100 communicate with

each other via certain types of messages. In software,
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these messages are all handled by the messaging kernel,

described in detail in the MULTIPLE FACILITY OPERATING

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE application cited above. In

hardware, they are implemented as follows.

Each of the tics 110, each of the ?Cs 112, and each

of the SP3 114 includes a- command or communication FIFO

such. as 290 on NC 110a. The host 118 also includes a
command FIFO, but since the host is an unmodified

purchased processor board, the FIFO is. emulated in

software. The write port of the command FIFO in each

of the processors is directly addressable from any of

the other processors over VME bus 120. -

similarly, each of the processors except sPs 114

also includes shared memory such as CPI; memory 214 on

NC 110a.’ This shared memory ‘is ‘also directly

addressable by any of the other processors in the
server 100.

If one processor, for example network controller

110a,“ is to send a message or command to a second

processor.V for example file controller 112a, then it

does so -as follows. First, it forms the message in its

own shared memory (e.g., in CPU memory 214 on NC 110a).

Second, the microprocessor in the sending processor

directly writes a message descriptor into the command

FIFO in the receiving processor. For a command being

sent from network controller 110a to file controller
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, 112a, the microprocessor 210 would perform the write

via buffer 284 on NC 110a, VME bus 120, and buffer 384

on file controller 112a.

The command descriptor is a single 32-p-bit word"

containing in its high order 30 hits a VHE address

indicating the start of a qead-aligned message in the

sender's shared memory. The low order two bits

indicate the message type as follows:

hme 

0 Pointer to a new message being sent

Pointer to a reply message_

Pointer to message to be forwarded

Pointer to message to be freed;
also message acknowledgment

All messages are 128-bytes long.

when the receiving processor reaches the command

descriptor on its command FIFO, it directly accesses

the‘ sender's shared memory- and copies it into the

receiyer's_own local memory. For a command_issued from

network controller 110a to file controller 112a, this

would. be an ordinary VME block or non-block mode.

transfer from NC CPU memory 214, via buffer 284, VHS.

bus 120 and buffer 384, into PC C20 memory 314. The PC

microprocessor 310 directly accesses NC CPU memory 214

for this purpose over the VHS bus 120.

When the receiving processor has received the

command and has completed its work, it sends a reply
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message "back to the sending processor. The reply

message may be no more than the original command

message unaltered, or it may be a modified version of

that message or acompletely new message-. If the reply

message is not identical to the original command

message, then the re‘ceivinq_proc_essor ‘directly accesses’

the original sender's shared ‘memory to modify the

original command message or overwrite it completely.‘

For replies. from the‘ PC 112a -to the NC 110a, this

involves an ordinary VME block or non-block mode
transfer from the Fc 112a, via buffer 384, VME bus 120,

buffer 284 and into NC CPU memory 214. ‘Again, the PC

microprocessor 310 directly accesses NC CPU memory 214

for this purpose over the bus 120.‘

Whether or not the original command message

Vheen changed, the receiving processor ' then writes a

reply message descriptor’ directly into the original

' sender's command FIl_?O. The reply message descriptor

contains‘ the same VME address as the original command

message descriptor, and the low_ order two hits of the

word are modified to indicate that this is a reply

message. For replies from the PC 112a to the NC-1-10a,

the. message descriptor yzrite is accomplished by

microprocessor 310 directly accessing command FIFO 290

via buffer 384,’VME bus 120 and buffer 280 on thepllc.

Once this is done. the receiving processor can free the
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buffer in its local memory containing the copy of the

command message.

When the original sending processor reaches the

reply message descriptor on its command FIFO, it wakes

up the process that originally sent the message and

permits it to. continue. After examining_ the reply’

message, the original sending processor can free the

original command message buffer in its own local shared
memory.

As mentioned above, network controller r1oa uses

the hnffer 284 data path in order to write message

descriptors onto the VMB bus 120, and uses VH/FIFO DHA

controller 272 together with parity FIFO 270 in order

to copy messages from the VME bus 120 into CPU memory

214. other processors read from CPU memory 214 using

' the buffer 284 data path.

File controller 112a. writes message descriptors

onto the VME.hus 120 using the buffer 384_data path.

and copies messages from other processors’ shared

memory via the same data path. Both take place under

the control of microprocessor 310. other processors

copy messages from CPU memory 314 also via the buffer

384 data path.

Storage processor 114a writes message descriptors

onto the VHS bus using high-speed register 590 in the

manner described above, and copies messages from other
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processors using DMA controller 580 and FIFO 554. The

SP 114a has no shared memory, so it uses ahowever,

buffer in system memory -116 to emulate that function.

That is, before _it writes a message descriptor into
another processor‘ command FIFO, the SP 114a first

copies the message into its own previously allocated’

_buffer in system memory 116' using DHA controller 580
and FIFO 554. The VH1: address included in the message

descriptor then reflects the V143 address of. the message

in system memory 116.

In the host 118, the command FIFO and shared

1 memory are both emulated in. software.

The invention has been described with respect -to"

particular embodiments thereof, and it will "be

understood. that numerous modifications and variations

are possible within the scope. of the invention.
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In storage processor 114a, DEA controller 580

manages the data path under the direction of the

’ microprocessor 510. The DMA controller, 580 is a

uicrocoded 16-bit bit-slice implementation executing.

pipelined instructions at a rate of one each 62.5ns.

It is responsible for scanning.the channel status 562

and servicing request with parameters stored ‘in the

dual-ported’ ram 584 by the microprocessor 510. Ending

status is returned in the ram 584 and -interrupts. are

generated for the microprocessor S10.

 . The control store contains the

xnicrocoded instructions which _control the DMA

controller 580.‘ The control store consists of 6 11! x 8

proms configured to yield a 11! x 48 _bit microword.

» Locations within the control‘:-store are addressed by the

sequencer and data ,is presented at the input of the

pipeline ‘registers .

. . The sequencer controls program flow by

generating control store addresses based upon pipeline
data and various status bits. The control store

address consists of 10 hits. ‘Bits 8:0 of the control

store address derive from a multiplexer having as its

inputs‘ either an ALU output or the output of an

incrementer. The incrementer can he preloaded with
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pipeline register bits 8:0, or it can be incremented as

a result of a test condition. The 1K address range is

divided into two pages by a latched flag such that the

microprogram can execute from either page. Branches,

however remain within the selected page. Conditional

sequencing is performed by having the test condition

increment the pipeline provided address. A false

condition allows execution from the pipeline address
while a true condition causes execution from the

address 4» 1. The alu output is selected as an address

source in order to directly vector to a routine or..»in

order to return to a calling routine. Note that when

calling a subroutine the calling routine. must ‘reside

within the same page as the subroutine or the wrong

page will he'se1ected on the return.

ALE. The alu comprises" a single IDT49C402A

integrated circuit. It is 16 bits in width and most

closely resembles four 29015 with 64 registers. The alu

-is -used primarily for incrementing, decrementing,

addition and bit manipulation. All necessary control

signals originate in the control store. The IDT HIGH

‘ PERFORMANCE CMOS _1988 DATA BOOK-, incorporated’ by

reference herein, contains additional information about

the alu.

 . The 48 bit microword comprises

several fields which ‘control various functions of the
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DNA controller 580. ‘The format of the nicroword is

defined below along with nnemonics and-a description of

each function.

AI<8:0> 41:39 (Alu Instruction hits 8:0) The AI bits
provide the instruction for the 49C402A
alu. Refer to the IDT data book for a

complete definition of the alu.
instructions. Note that the I9 signal
input of the 49C402A is always low.

CIR ‘ 38 (Carry Input) This bit forces the carry
input to the alu.

RA<5:0> 37:32 (Register A address bits 5:0) These bits
- ; select one of 64 registers as the ‘A’

operand for the alu. These bits also
provide literal bits 15:10 for the alu
bus.

RB<5:0> 31:26 (Register B address hits 5:0) These bits
select one of 64 registers as the '3'
operand for the alu." These bits also
provide literal bits 9:4 for the alu
bus. ' '

(Latched Flag Data) When set this bit
causes the selected latched flag to be
set. When reset ‘this bit causes the

selected latched flag .to be cleared.
This bits also functions as literal hit
3 for the alu bus.

LFS<2:0> 24:22 (Latched Flag Select hits 2:0) The
meaning of these bits is dependent upon
the selected source for the alu bus. In
the event ‘that the literal field is _
selected as the bus source then
LFS<2:0> function as literal bits <2:0>
otherwise the bits are used to select

one of the latched flags.
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Lfifisllflz §ELEQIED_£LA§

This value selects a null
flag.

when set this bit enables the
buffer clock. when reset this

bit disables the bufferclock.

when this bit is cleared VHE
bus transfers, buffer
operations and RAS are all
disabled.

NUT USED

When set this bit enables VHE
bus transfers.

when set this bit
buffer operations.

enables

When set this bit asserts the
row address strobe to the dram
buffer.

when set this bit selects page
0 of the control store.

SRC<1,0> 20,21 (alu bus Souace-select bits 1,0) These
bits select the data source to be
enabled onto the alu bus.

flBl 

0
I
2
3

PF<2:0> 19:17

alu ‘

. dual ported ra
literal
reserved-not defined

(Pulsed Flag select bits 2:0) These bits
select a flag/signal to be pulsed.
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zzszlgz Elan

0 null

1 sGr._cLK
generates a single transition
of buffer clock.

SET_VB
forces vme and buffer enable
to be set.

CL_PERR
clears buffer parity error
status. '

sE'1'__DN .
set channel done status for

the currently selected
channel. r

INC_ADR
increment dual ported ram
address.

6:7 RESERVED - NOT DEFINED

DEST<3:O> 16:13 (DEST1nation select hits 3:0) These
bits select one of 10 destinations
to be loaded from the alu bus.

nE.$.‘L‘51;_0.zD.es1:1na1;:Ls2n

0 null

1 WR__RAM
causes the data on the alu bus
to be written to the dual

ported ram;
D<15:0> —> ram<15:0>

WR_3ADD
loads- the data -from the alu
bus into the dram address
counters.

D<14:1> -> nux addr<8:0>
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WR_YADL
loads the data from the alu

bus into the least significant
2 bytes of the VHS address
register. .
D<15:2> —> VNE addr<15:2>
D1 -> sun_sNH
Do —> ENB_BLK

wn vans.
loads the most significant 2 ..
bytes of the VHS address
register.
D<1$:0> -> vH£.addr<31:16>

-WR_RADD
loads the dual ported ram
address counters.
D<10:0> -> ram addr <10:0>

WR_WCNT
loads the word counters.
D15 -> count enable‘
D<14:8> -> count <6:0>

ws_co
loads the co-channel select

register.
D<7:4> -> CO<3:0>

WR NXT

loads the next—channe1 select
register.
D<3:O> -> NExT<3:0>

ws_cUs
loads the current-channel

select register.
D<3:O> -> CURR <3:0>

bRESERVED - HOT DEFINED
JUM
causes the control store

sequencer to select the alu
data bus.

D<8:O> —> cs_a<a:o>
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TEsT<3‘:0> 12:9 (TEST condition select bits 3:0) select
one of 16 inputs to the test
multiplexer to be used as the , carry
input to the incrementer.

O FALSE -always false

1 TRUE -always true

A1'..U_COU'1‘ -carry output of alu

ALU_l-IQ -equals output of
alu

ALU_OV'R -alu overflow

ALU_NEG -alu negative V

XFR__DONE —transfer complete

1=1m_EP.B. -buffer parity. error

TIMOUT -bus operation
"timeout.

An'!;_ERR '-any error status
RESERVED —NOT DEFINED

15 CH_RDY '—next channelready

NEX‘I'__A<B:0> a:o (usxw Address bits 8:0) Selects an
instructions from the current page of

-- the control store for execution.

 - The dual Ported ram is the

medium by which command, parameters and status are

communicated between the DHA controller 580 and the

microprocessor 510. The ram is organized a.s.1K x 32 at

the master port and as 2K 1: 16 at the DMA port. The ram

may be both written and read at either port.

The ram is addressed by _the DMA controller 580 by

loading an 11 bit address into the address counters.
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Data is then read into bidirectional registers and the

address counter is incremented to allow read of the

next location.

Writing the ram is accomplished by loading data

from the processor into the registers after loading the- n

ram address. Successive writes may be performed on

every other processor cycle.

The ram contains current block pointers, ending

status, high speed bus address and parameter blocks.

The following is the format of the ram:
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,OFPSET 31

The Initial Pointer is A 32 bit value which points

the first command block of a chain. The current pointer

is a sixteen bit value used by the DNA controller 580

.to point to the current command. block. The current

command hlock nointer should be initialized to 0x0000

‘by the microprocessor 510 before enabling the channel.

Upon detecting a valne of 0x0O00 in the current block

pointer the DMA controller 580 will copy the lower 16

bits from the initial pointer to the current pointer.

Once the DMA controller 580 has completed the specified
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operations for the parameter block the current pointer

will be updated to point to the next block. In the
event that no further parameter blocks are available

the pointer will he set to 0x0000.

The status byte indicates the ending status for

the last channel operation performed. The following

status bytes are defined:

SIPBTILS. MEBEIHE

0 no sanoas

1 ILLEGAL or com:

‘BUS opsaauon TIMEOUT

BUS cram-rxou smog

DATA PATH PARITY ERROR.

format of the parameter block is:

3 1 O
:—Zé—é .

I FORWARD LINK 2
_____j______:__.____?__..

I NOT USED . I WORD COUNT .‘ I
__e__._ 

I VME ADDRESS 31:2, EN!-I, BLK I
_______.__________________
;Tr-zauo I 020 : aupzmnao 1

I ,

___‘____________________.
C+(4X.n) I TERM :1 I OP :1 I BU!-‘ ADDR n I

_Z_____:____?________ .

FORWARD LINK -- The forward link points to the

first word of the next parameter block for execution.

It allows several parameter blocks to be initialized
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and chained to create a sequence of operations for

execution. The forward pointer has the following

format:

A31:A2,o,o

--The format dictates that the parameter block must start

‘on a quad byte boundary. A pointer of 0x00000000 is a

special case which indicates no forward link exists.

WORD COUET — The word count specifies the number

of quad byte words that are to be transferred to or

from each buffer address or to/from the VHE address. A

word count of 64K words may be specified by

initializing the word count with the value of 0. The

-word count has the following format:

:D151D14|D13:D12[D11|D10:D9§D8ID71D6:D5|D4lD3:D2:D1:D0|

The word count is updated by the DMA controller

580 at the completion of a transfer to/from the last

specified. buffer address. Word count is ‘not updated

after transferring to/from each buffer address and is

therefore not an accurate indicator of the total data

moved to/from‘ the buffer. Word. count represents the

amount of data transferred to the VNB bus or one of the

FIFOs 544 or 554.

VHE ADDRESS - The VH3 address specifies the

starting address for data transfers. Thirty hits allows

the address to start at any quad byte boundary.
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ENE‘ - This bit when set selects the enhanced

block transfer protocol described in the above—cited

ENHANCED VMEBUS PROTOCOL UTILIZING PSEUDOSYNCDRONOUS

HANDS}-IAKING AND BLOCK MODE DAIA TRANSFER application,

to be used during the VHE bus transfer. Enhanced

protocol will be disabled automatically when

performing any transfer to or from 24 bit or 16 bit‘

address space, when the starting address is not 8 byte
aligned or when the word count is not even.

ELK - This bit when set selects the conventional

VHE block mode protocol to be used'during the VH3 bus

transfer. Block mode will be disabled automatically

when performing any transfer to or-from-16 bit address

space.

BOP ADDR - The buffer address specifies the

"starting" buffer‘ address 'for"the ‘adjacent operation.

only 16 bits are available for a 1M byte buffer and as

a result the starting address always falls on a 16 byte
boundary. The programmer must ensure that the starting

address is on a modulo 123 byte boundary. The buffer

address is updated by the DMA controller 580 after

completion of each data burst.

IAIBIAIBIAI7IAISIAISlA14lAl3{Al2IA11|Al0IA9:A8IA7SASIASEAAI

TERM - The -last buffer address and operation

within a parameter block is identified_by the terminal

bit. The DMA controller 580 continues to fetch buffer
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addresses and operations to perform until this bit is

the last operation within theencountered. Once

parameter block is executed the word counter is updated

and if not equal to zero the series of operations is

repeated. Ohce the word counter reaches zero the

forward link pointer is used to access the next

parameter block.

. — l0l°10}0{0E°€°l0lTE

OP — Operations are specified by the op code. The

op code byte has the following format:

|0£0l0l0]0P3|OP2l0P1IOP0!

The op codes are listed below ('FIFO' refers to any of

the FIFOS 544 or 554):
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92.9923 QREEAEIQK

NO-OP

ZEROES BUFFER

ZEROES FIFO

ZEROES Vmfibus

VMEbus BUFFER

Vnbus FIFO

VMEbus FUFFER & FIFO _

BUFFER V'MEhua

BUFFER FIFO

FIFO Vfifibus

FIFO BUFFER

FIFO VMEbus & BUFFE3

RESERVED

Réssavizu

RESERVED

RESERVED.
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a 

The enhanced VME block‘ transfer protocol is a

VMI-tbus compatible pseudo-synchronous fast transfer

handshake protocol for use on a VKE backplane bus

having a master functional module and a» slave

functional module logically interconnected by a data

transfer bus. _ The data" transfer bus includes a data

strobe signal line and a data transfer acknowledge

signal line. To accomplish the handshake, the master

transmits a data strobe signal of a given duration on

the data strobe line. The master then awaits the

reception of a data transfer acknowledge signal from

the slave module on the‘ data transfer acknowledge

signal line. The slave then responds by transmitting

data transfer acknowledge signal of a given duration on

_the datatransfer acknowledge signal line.

Consistent with the pseudo-synchronous nature of

the handshake protocol, the data to be transferred is

referenced to only one signal depending .upon whether

the transfer operation is a READ or WRITE operation.

In transferring data from the master functional unit to

the slave, the master broadcasts the data to be’

transferred. The master asserts a data strobe signal

and the slave, in response to the data strobe signal,

captures the data broadcast by the master. Similarly,
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‘in transferring data from the slave to the master. the

slaue broadcasts the data to he transferred to the

master unit. The slave then asserts a data transfer

acknowledge signal and the master, in response to the

data transfer acknowledge signal, captures the data

broadcast by the slave.

The fast transfer protocol, while not essential to

the present invention, facilitates the rapid transfer_

of large amounts of data across a VH1’: backplane hue by

substantially increasing the data transfer rate. These

data rates are achieved by using a handshake wherein

the data strobe and data transfer acknowledge signals

are functionally decoupled and by specifying‘ high

current drivers for all data and control. lines.

The_enhanced pseudo-synchronous method of data
transfer (hereinafter referred to as ‘fast transfer

mode“) is implemented so as to comply and be compatible‘

with the ‘IRES VME backplane bus standard. The

protocol utilizes user—defined address modifiers,

defined in the Vufibus standard, to indicate use of the

fast transfer mode. Conventional Vlmbus functional

units, capable only of implementing standard vmzbus

protocols, will ignore transfers made using the fast

transfer mode and, as a result, are fully compatible

with functional units capable of implementing the fast
transfer mode .
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The fast transfer mode reduces the number of bus

propagation: required to accomplish a handshake from

four propsgations, as required under conventional

vuabus protocols, to only two bus propagations.

Likewise, the number of bus propaqations required to

effect a snocx asAn'ox: snocx WRITE data transfer is

reduced. Consequently, by reducing the propagations

across the Vl_4Ehus to accomplish handshaking and ‘data

‘transfer functions, the transfer rate is materially
increased.

The enhanced protocol is described in detail in

the a.bove—cited ENHANCED VMEBOS PROTOCOL application.

and will only be summarized here. Familiarity with the

conventional VMB bus standards is assumed.

In the fast transfer mode handshake protocol, only

two bus propagations are used to ' accomplish a

handshake. rather than four as required by the

conventional protocol. At .the initiation of a data

transfer cycle, the master will assert and deassert

D30“ in the form of a pulse of a given duration. The

deassertion of'Ds0* is accomplished without regard as

to whether a response has been received from the slave.

The master then waits for an acknowledgement from the

slave. Subsequent pulsing ‘of DSO* cannot occur until a

responsive D‘1'ACK* signal is received from the slave.

upon receiving the slaveis assertion of D'I'AcK*, the
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master can then immediately reassert data strobe, if so

desired. The fast transfer mode protocol does not

require the master to wait for the deassertion of

DTACK* by _the slave as a condition precedent to

subsequent assertions of D50‘. In the fast transfer

mode, only the leadine edge (i.e., the assertion) of a

signal is significant. Thus, the deassertion of either

650* or DTACK* is completely irrelevant for completion

of a handshake. The fast transfer protocol does not

employ the ns1- line for data strobe purposes at all.

The fast transfer mode protocol may be

characterized as pseudo-synchronous as it includes both

synchronous and asynchronous aspects. The fast

transfer mode protocol is synchronous in character due

to the fact that Ds0* is asserted and deasserted

without regard to a ‘response from the slave. The

asynchronous aspect of the fast transfer mode protocol

is attributable to the fact that the master may not

subsequently assert Ds0* until a response to the prior

strobe is received from the slave. .Consequently.

because the protocol includes both synchronous and

asynchronous components, it is most accurately

classified as ‘pseudo-synchronous.‘

The transfer of data during a BLOCK WRITE cycle in

the fast transfer protocol is referenced only to DSO*.

The master first broadcasts valid data to the slave,
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and then asserts nso to the slave. The slave is given

a predetermined period of time after the assertion of

DSO* in which to capture the data. Hence, slave

modules must he prepared to capture data at any time,

. as D’l'ACK* is not referenced during the transfer cycle.

‘Similarly, the transfer of data ‘during a BLOCK

READ cycle in the fast transfer protocol is referenced

only to DTACK*. The master first asserts nsovr. The

slave then broadcasts data to the master and then

asserts D'l'ACK*. The master is given a predetermined

period of time after the assertion of DTACK in which

to capture the data. Hence, master modules must be

prepared to capture data at any time as -1380 is not

referenced during the transfer cycle.

Fig. 7, parts A through "C," is a flowchart

illustrating the operations involved in. accomplishing

the fast transfer protocol BLOCK WRITE cycle. 7 To

initiate a BLOCK WRITE cycle, the master broadcasts

the memory address of the data to he "transferred and

the addresemodifier across the DTB ‘bus, The master

also drives interrupt acknowledge signal (IAdK_*) high

and the LWORD* signal low 701. A special address
modifier, for example '11?,'' hroadcast by the master

indicates to the slave. module that the fast transfer

protocol will be used to accomplish the BLOCK WRITE.

The starting memory address of the data to he
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transferred should reside on a 64-bit boundary and the

size of block of data to be transferred should be a

multiple of 64 bits. In order to remain in compliance

with the VMEbus standard, the block must not cross a

256 byte boundary without performing a new address

cycle.

The slave modules connected to the DTB receive the

address and the address modifier broadcast by the

master across the bus and receive LWORD* low and IACK*

high 703. Shortly after broadcasting the address and

address modifier 701, the master drives the AS‘ signal

low 705. The slave modules receive the AS‘ low signal

707._ Each slave individnal1y' determines whether it
will participate in the data transfer by determining
whether the broadcasted address is valid for the slave

.in question 709. If the address is not valid, the data

transfer does not involve that particular slave and it

ignores the remainder of the data transfer cycle.
The master drives WRITE* low to indicate that the

transfer cycle about to occur is a WRITE operation 111;

The slave receives the WRITE* low signal 713 and,

knowing that the data transfer operation is a WRITE

operation, awaits receipt of a high to low transition

on the D50‘ signal line 715. The master will wait

until both DTACK* and BBRR* are high 718, which
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indicates that the previous slave is no longer driving

the DTB .

The master proceeds to place the first segment of

the data to he transferred on data lines D00 through

D31, 719. After placing data on D00 through D31, the

master drives DsO* 10% 721 and, after 3 predetermined

interval; drives D80‘ high 723.

In response to the transition of DSO* from high to

low, respectively 721 and 723, the slave latches the

data being transmitted by the master over data lines

noo through 1131, 125. The master places the next

segment of the data to be transferred on data lines D00

thr6ngh"b31. 721, and awaits receipt of a DTACK*_signa1

in the form of a high to low transition signal, 729 in

Fig. 78.

Referring to Fig. 7B,- the slave then drives DTACK*

low, 731, and, after a predetermined period of time,

drives DTACK high, 733. The data latched by the slave.

725. is written to a device, which has been selected to»

store the data 735. The slave also increments the

_device address 735. The slave then waits for another

transition of DSO* from high to low 737.

To commence the transfer of the next segment of

the block of data to be transferred, the master drives

Ds0* low 739 and, after a predetermined period of

time, drives os6* high 741. In response to the
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transition of D80‘ from high to low, respectively 739

and 741, the slave latches the data being broadcast by

the master over data lines D00 through D31, 743. The

master places -the next segment of the data to ‘be

transferred on data lines D00 through D31, 745, and

awaits receipt of a D'i‘ACK* signal in the form of a high

to low transition, 747.

’ The slave then drives nmacxt low, 749, and, after

a predetermined period of time, drives D‘1'ACK* high,

751. ‘The-data latched by the slave, 743, is written to

the device selected to store the data and the device

address is incremented 753. The slave ‘waits for

another transition of DSO* from high to low 737.

The transfer of data will. continue in the above-

descrihed manner until all of the data has been

transferredjrom-the master to the slave. After all of

the data has been transferred, the master will release

the address lines, address modifier lines, data lines,

IACK"‘ line, LwORD* line and DSO* line, 755. ‘The

master will then wait for-receipt of a D'l.‘ACK* high -to

low transition 757. The slave will drive D'1‘ACK* low,

759 and, after a predetermined period of time, drive

D'1‘ACK* high 761. In response to the receipt of the

D‘I'ACK* high to low transition, the master will drive

As*'high 763 and then release the AS‘ line 765.
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Fig. 8, parts A through ‘C, is a flowchart

illustrating the operations involved in accomplishing

the fast transfer protocol BLOCK READ cycle. To

initiate a BLOCK READ cycle, the master broadcasts the

memory address of the data to be transferred and the

address modifier across the DTB bus 861. The master

drives the LWORD* signal low and the IACK* signal high

501. As noted previously, a special address modifier

indicates to the slave module that the fast transfer

protocol will be used to accomplish the BLOCK READ.

The slave modules connected to.the DTB receive the

address and the address modifier broadcast by the
master across the bus and receive LWORD* low and Iacxr

high 803. Shortly after broadcasting the address and

address modifier 801. the master drives the AS‘ signal

low 865. The slave modules receive the AS* low signal

807. Each slave Vindividually determines whether it

will participate in the data transfer by determining

whether the broadcasted address is valid for the slave

in question 809. If the address is not valid, the data

transfer does not involve that particular slave and it

ignores the remainder of the data transfer cycle.

The master drives WRITE* high to indicate that the

transfer cycle about to occur is a READ operation 811.

The slave receives the WRITE* high signal 813 and,

knowing that the data transfer operation is a READ
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operation. places the first segment of the data to be

transferred on data lines D00 through D31 319. The

master will wait until both D’l'ACK* and BEER‘ are high
813, which indicates that the previous slave is no

longer driving the DT8.

The master then drives DSO‘ low 821 and, after a

predetermined interval, drives D307‘ high 323. The

haste: then awaits a high to low transition on the

breast signal line 324. As shown in Fig. as‘ th€'aiave

then drives the D'I.'ACK* signal low 825 and, after a

predetermined period of time, drives the DTACK' signal

high 821.

In response to the transition of DTACK* from high

to low, respectively 825 and 821, the master latches

the data being transmitted by the slave over data lines

D00 threugh D31, 831. The data latched by the master,

831, is written to a device, which has been selected to

store the data the device address is incremented 833. -

The slave places the neat segment of the data to

be transferred on data lines D00 through B31, B29, and

then waits for another transition of D50‘ from high to

low 835.

To commence the transfer of the next segment oi

the block of data to be transferred, the master drives

D50‘ low 839 and, after a predetermined period 0!
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time, drives DSO* high 841. The master then waits for

the DTACK* line to transition from high to low. 843.

The slave drives DTACK* low, 845, and, after a

predetermined period of time, drives DTACK* high, 847.

In response to the transition of DTAcK* from high to

low, respectively 839 and 841, the master latches the

data being transmitted by the slave ‘over data lines D00

through D31, 845. The data latched by the master, 845,

is written to the device selected to store the data,

851 in Fig. 8C, and the deviceaddress is incremented.

The slave places the next segment of the data to he

transferred on data lines D00 through D31, 849.

The transfer of data will continue in the above-

described manner until all‘ of the data to be

transferred from the slave to the. master has been

written into the device selected to store the data.

After all of the data to be transferred has been

‘written into the storage "device, the master will

release the address lines. address modifier lines, data

lines‘, the AIACK* line, the LWORD line and D50‘ line

852. The master will then wait‘ for receipt of a DTACK*

high to low transition 853. The slave will drive

DTACK* low 855 and, after a predetermined period of

time, drive mm high 357. In response to the

receipt. of the DTACK* high to low transition, the
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master will drive 118* high 859 and release the AS‘ line

861.

To implement the fast transfer protocol, a

conventional 64 mA tri-state driver is substituted for

the .48 am open collector driver conventionally used in

VKE slave modules to drive DTACK*. .Similarly, the

conventional VMEhns data drivers are replaced with 64

tr:L—state drivers in sO—type packages. The latter

modification reduces the ground lead inductance of the

actual driver package itself and, thus, reduces ‘ground

bounce‘ effects which contribute to skew between data,

Ds0* and D‘1‘ACK*. In addition, signal return inductance

along the bus hackplane is reduced by using a connector

system having a greater number of ground pins so as to

minimize signal return and nated-pair pin inductance.

One. such connector system is the ‘High Density Plus“

connector, Model No. 42o-aois-ooo, manufactured by

Teradyne Corporation . ‘
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The parity FIFos 240, 260 and 270 (on the network

controllers 110), and 544 and 554 (on storage

processors 114) are each implemented as an ASIC. All

the parity FlFOs are identical, and are configured on

power-up or during normal operation for the particular

function desired. The parity FIFO is designed to allow

speed matching between buses of different speed, and

to perform the parity generation and correction for

the parallel SCSI drives.

The FIFO comprises two bidirectional data ports,

‘Port A and Port 3, with 36 x 54 hits of am buffer

between then. Port A is 8 bits wide and Port 8 is 32

bits wide. The nan. buffer is divided into two parts,

each 36 x 32 hits, designated RAM X and RAM Y. The two

ports access different halves of the buffer alternating

to the other half when available.~ When the chip is

configured as.a parallel parity chip (e.g. one of the

FIFOs 544 on SP 114a), all accesses on Port 3 are

.monitored and parity is accumulated in RAM X and RAM Y

alternately.

The chip also has a CPU interface, which may be 8

or 16 bits wide. In 16 bit mode the Port A pins are

used as the most significant data bits of the CPU
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interface and are only actually used when reading or

writing to the Pifo Data Register inside the chip.

A REQ, ACX handshake is used for data transfer on

both Ports A and B. The chip may be configured as

either a master or a slave on Port A in the sense that,

in master node the Port A ACK / RDY output signifies

that the chip is ready to transfer data on Port A, and

the Port A REQ input specifies that the slave is

responding. In slave node, however, the Port A REQ

input specifies that the master requires a data

transfer, and the chip responds with Port A ACK / RD!

when data is available. The chip is a master on Port B

since it raises Port B BBQ and waits for Port 8 AC! to

indicate completion of the data transfier.

szsazgmsgsunoaa

Port A 0-7, 2

Port A is the 8 bit data port. Port A P, if used,

is the odd parity bit for this port.

‘A Req, A Ack/Rdy

These two signals are used in the data transfer

mode to control the handshake of data on Port A.
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uP Date 0-7, uP Data P, uPAdd 0-2, CS

These signals are used by a microprocessor to

address the programmable registers within ‘the chip.
The odd parity signal uP Data 9 is only checked when

data is written to the Fife Data or Checksum Registers
u

and microprocessor parity is enabled.

The clock input is used to generate some of the

chip timing. It is expected to be in the 10420 Mhz

range.

Read En, Write En

During microprocessor accesses, while CS is true,

these signals determine the direction of the

microprocessor accesses. During data transfers in the

WD mode these signals are data strobes used in

conjunction with Port A AckL'

Port B-00-07, 1o-11,“2o-27, 30-37, 09-39

Port B is a 32 bit data port. There is one odd

parity bit for each byte. Port B OP is the parity of

bits 00-07, PortB 1P is the parity of bits 10-17, Port

B‘2P is the parity of bits 20-21, and Port B 3P is the

parity of hits 30-37.
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B Select, B Reg, 3 Ack, Parity Sync, B Output Enable

These signals are used in the data transfer mode

to control the handshake of data on Part 3. Port 3 Reg

and Port B Ack are both gated with Port B Select.

The Port B Ack signal is used to strobe the data on the

Bort 8 data lines. The parity sync signal is used to

indicate to a chip configured as the parity chip to

indicate that the last words of data involved in the

parity accumulation are on Port B. The Port 8 data

lines will only be driven by the Pifo chip if all of

the rollowing conditions are met:

a. 7 the data_transfer is from Port A to Port B;

the Port B select signal is true;

the Port B output enable signal is true; and

the chip is not configured as the parity chip
or it is in parity correct mode and the
Parity Sync signal is true.

Reset

This signal resets all the registers within the

chip‘and causes all bidirectional pins to he in a high

impedance state.

.fl 

n9zmgL_Qpg;g;ign.. Normally the chip acts as a

simple FIFO chip. A FIFO is simulated by using two RAM

buffers in a simple ping—pong mode. It is intended,

but not mandatory, that data is burst into or out of
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the FIFO on Port 8. This is done by holding Port 3 sel

signal low and pulsing the Port 3 Ack signal. When‘

transferring data from Port B to Port A, data is first

written into RAM X and when this is full. the data.

- paths will he switched such that Port B may start

writing to RAM Y. Meanwhile the chip will begin

emptying RAH X to Port A. When RAM Y is full and RAM

empty the data paths will he switched again such that

Port la may reload RAM x and Port A may empty RAH Y.

 . This is the default mode and

the chip is reset to this condition. In this mode the

chip waits for a master such as one of the SCSI adapter

chips 542 to raise Port A Request for data transfer.

If data is available the Fifo chip will respond with

Part A Ac}:/say.

gggg; A WD Alfie. The chip may be configured to

"run in the WD or Western Digital mode. In this mode

the chip must be configured as a slave on Port A. It

differs from the default slave. mode in that the chip

responds with Read Enable or Write Enable as

appropriate together with Port A Ack/Rdy. This mode is

intended to _allow the chip to he interfaced to the

Western Digital 33C93A SCSI chip or the NCR 53C90 SCSI

chip.

 . when the chip is configured

as a master, it will -raise Port A Ack/Rdy when it is
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ready for data transfer. This signal is expected to be

tied to the Request input of a DNA controller which

will respond with Port A Req when data is available.

In order to allow the DMA controller to burst, the Port

A Ack/Rdy signal will only be negated after every_8 ory p

16 bytes transferred.

 . In Parallel Vrite

node, the chip is configured to he the parity chip for

a parallel transfer from Port B to Port A. In this

mode, when_ Port 3 Select and Port B Request are

asserted, data is written into RAH X or RAM Y each

time the Port 13 Ack signal is received. For the first

block of 128 bytes data is simply copied into the

selected RAM. The next 128 bytes driyen on Port B will

'be exclusive-OR_ed with the first 128, bytes. This

procedure will be repeated for all drives such that the

parity is accumulated in this chip. The Parity Sync

signal should be asserted to the parallel chip together

with ‘the last block of 128 bytes. .'1‘his enables the

chip to switch access to the other RAM and start

accumulating a new 128 bytes of parity.

 -This

mode is set it all drives are being read and parity is

to be checked. In this case the Parity Correct bit in

the Data Transfer Configuration Register is‘ not set.

The parity chip will first read 128 bftes on Port A as
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in a- normal read node and then raise Port 8 Request.

While it has this signal asserted the ;chip will monitor

the Port 8 Ac): signals and exclusive-or the data on

Port 3 with the data in its selected RAM. The Parity

Sync should again be asserted with the last block of

X28 bytes. In this mode the chip will’ not drive the

Port B data lines but will check the output of its
exclusive-or logic for zero. If any bits are set at

this time a parallel parity error will be flagged. 4

This '

node is set by setting the Parity Correct bit in the

Data Transfer Configuration Register. In this case the

chip will work exactly as in the check mode except that

when Port 3 Output Enable, Port 5 Select and Parity

sync are true the data is driven onto» the Port -B data

lines and a parallel parity check for zero is" not

performed.

 . In the normal mode itlis expected

that “Port B bits 00-07 are the first byte; bits 10-17

the second byte, bits 20-27 the third byte, and bits

30-37 the last byte of each word. The order of these

bytes may be changed by writing to the byte swap bits

in the configuration register such that the byte

address bits are inverted. The way the bytes are

written and read also depend on whether the CPU

interface is configured as 16 or 8 bits. The following
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table shows the byte alignments for the different

possibilities for data transfer using the ,Port A

Request / Acknowledge handshake:

CPU Invert Invert Port 3 Port 3 Port 8 Port 3
I/F Addr 1 Addr 0 00-07 10-17 20-27 30-37_._.__.......T_j.__: _._-.—.—____-_..._: ___.

8 False False Port A Port A PO{l: A Part A
byte 0 byte 1 byte 2 byte 1

Port A Part A , Port A Part A

byte 1 byte 0 byte 3 byte 2

Port A Part A Port A Port A

byte 2 byte 3 byte 0 byte 1

Port A Part A Port A Part A

byte 3 byte 2 byte 1 byte 0

Port A uProe Port A uProc

byte 0 byte 0 byte 1 byte 1

uProc Port A uProc Port A

byte 0 byte 0 byte 1- byte 1

Port A urroc Port A urroc

byte 1 byte 1. byte 0 byte 0

True True uProc Port A uProc Port A

byte 1 byte 1 byte 0 byte 0

When the Fife is accessed by reading or writing

the Fifo Data Register through the microprocessor port

in 8 bit mode, the bytes are in the same order as the

table above but the uProc data port is used instead of

Port A. In 16 bit mode the table above applies.

 . If ' the data transfer" is

’ not a multiple of 32 words, or 128 bytes, the

microprocessor must manipulate the internal registers

of the chip to ensure all data is transferred. Port A

Ack and Part 3 Reg are normally not asserted until all
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32 words of the selected RAM are available. These

signals may he forced by writing to the appropriate RAM

status bits of the Data Transfer Status Register.

When an odd length transfer has taken place the

microprocessor must wait until both ports are quiescent

before manipulating any registers. It should then

reset both of the Enable Data Transfer hits for Port A

end Port B in the Data Transfer Control Register. It

must then determine by reading their Address Registers

and the RAM Access Control Register whether RAH X.or

RAH Y holds the odd length data. It should then set

the corresponding Address Register to a value of 20

hexadecimal, forcing the RAM full hit and setting the

address to the first word. Finally the microprocessor

should set the Enable Data Transfer bits to allow the

chip to complete the transfer.

At this point the Fifo chip will think that there

are now a full.12d bytes of data in the RAM and will

transfer 128 bytes if allowed to do so. The fact that

some of these 128 bytes are not valid must he

recognized externally to the FIFO chip.
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Register Address 0. This register is cleared by

the reset signal.

Bit 0 Set if data transfers are to
use the Western Digital WD33C93A
protocol, otherwise the Adaptec 6250
protocol will be used.

 .

HQ_MQ§§-

Set if this chip is to
accumulate Port B parities.

 - Set if the
parity chip is to correct
parity on Port B.

parallel

gag Interface‘ 15 hits aide. If" set,
the microprocessor data bits are
combined with the Port A data bits to

effectively produce a 16 bit Port. All
accesses by the microprocessor as well
as all data transferred using the Port A
Request and Acknowledge handshake will
transfer 16 bits.

Inv A . Set to

invert the least significant bit of
Port A byte address.

Set to
invert the most significant bit of Port
A byte address.

 - Set to enable the
carry out of the 16 bit checksum adder
to carry back into the least significant
bit of the adder.

Reset. Writing a 1 to this bit will
reset the other registers. This bit
resets itself after a maximum of 2

clock cycles and will therefore normally
be read as a 0. No other register
should be written for a minimum of 4

clock cycles after writing to this bit.
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Register Address 1. This register is cleared by

the reset signal or by writing to the reset bit.

Bit 0  . Set to
‘ enable the Port A Req/Ack handshake.

Bit 1  . Set to
enable the Port 3 Req/Ack handshake.

Bit 2 29:: A :9 Egzfi fl. If set, data
transfer is from Port A to Port 8. If
reset, data transfer is from Part B to
Port A. In order to avoid any glitches
on the request lines, the state of this
bit should not be altered at the same
time as the enable data transfer bits 0
or 1 above.

 . Set if parity
is to be checked on the microprocessor
interface. It will only be checked when
writing to the Fifo Data Register or
reading from the Fifo Data or Checksum
Registers, or during a Port A
Request/Acknowledge transfer in 16 bit
mode. The chip. will, however, always.
re—generate parity ensuring that
correct parity’ is written to the RAM or
read on the microprocessor interface."

 . Set if parity 18
to be checked on Port A. It is checked

when accessing the Fife Data Register in
16 bit mode, or during a Port A
Request/Acknowledge transfer. The chip
will, however, always re-generate parity
ensuring that correct parity is written
to the RAM or read on the Port A
interface. ' '

 . Set if Port 3
data has valid byte parities. If it is
not set, byte parity is generated
internally to the chip when writing to
the RAMS. Byte parity is not checked
when writing from Port B, but always
checked when reading to Port 3.
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 . Set to enable writing
to the 16 bit checksum register. This
register accumulates a 16 bit checksum
for all RAM accesses, including
accesses to the Fifo Data Register, as
well as all writes to the checksum

register. This bit must be reset before
reading from the Checksum Register.

 . Set if Port A is to
operate in the master node on Port A
during the data transfer. -

 mhmn

Register Address 2. This register is cleared by

the reset signal or by writing to the reset bit.

Bit 0  - 3613 if 331’ bits
' are true in the RAM X, RAM Y, or Port A

byte address registers .

 . set if the"
uProc Parity Enable bit is set and a
parity error. is detected on the
microprocessor interface during any RAM
access or write to the Checksun Register
in 16 bit mode.

Set‘ if-the Port A
Parity Enable bit is set and a parity
error is detected on the Port A

interface during any RAH access or write
to the Checksum Register.

 - Set if
the chip is configured as the parity
chip, is not in parity correct mode, and
a non zero result is detected when the

Parity Sync signal is true. It is also
set whenever data is read out onto Port

3 and the data being read back through
the bidirectional buffer does not
compare.

 . Set
whenever the data being read out of the
RAMS on the Port B side has bad parity.
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Register Address 3. This register is cleared by

the reset signal or by writing to the reset bit. The

Enable Data Transfer bits in the Data Transfer Control

Register must be reset before attempting to write to

this register, else the write will be ignored.

Bit 0  . This bit is the
least significant byte address bit. It
is read directly bypassing any inversion
done by the invert bit in the Data
Transfer Configuration Register. '

 . This bit is the
most significant byte address bit. It
is read directly bypassing any inversion
done by the invert bit .in the Data
Trans fer Configuration» Register .

 . Set if Port A is
accessing RAM Y, and reset if it is
accessing RAM X .

 -_ "Set if Port» 3 is
accessing RAM Y,‘ and reset if it is
accessing RAM X’ ._

 . If the chip is configured
to transfer.-‘data on Port A as a master,
and this bit is reset, the chip will

only negate Port A Ack/Rdy after every 8
bytes, or 4* words in 16 bit node, have
been transferred. If this bit is set,

Port A Ack/Rdy will be -negated every 16
bytes, or 8 words in 16 bit mode.

Bits 5-7 um-_y.s_e1.

 

Register Address 4. This register is cleared by

the reset signal or by writing to the reset bit. The

Enable Data Transfer bits in the Data Transfer Control

Attorney Docket No. :AUSP7209
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Register must be reset before attempting to write to

this register, else the write will be ignored.

Bits 0-4 RAM X word address

Bit 5 ' nan x full

Bits 6-1 Not Used

 ad£2l.1:i1:s.l.

.‘ Register Address 5. This register is cleared by

the reset signal or by writing to the reset bit. The

Enable Data Transfer bits in the Data Transfer Control

Register must be reset before attempting to write to

this register, else the write will be ignored.
Bits 0-4 RAH Y word address

Bit 5 _ RAM Y full

Bits 6-7 Not Used

 1_Erir.§l

_ Register Address 6. The Enable Data Transfer bits

‘in tEe Data Transfer Control Register must be reset

before attempting to write to this register, else the

write will be ignored. The Port A to Port 8 bit in the

Data Transfer Control register must_also be set before

writing this register. If it is not, the RAM controls

will be incremented but no data will he written to the

RAM. For consistency, the Port A to PortB should be

A,reset prior to reading-this register.
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Bits 0-7 are I-‘ifo Data. The microprocessor may'

access the FIFO by reading or writing this register.

The RAM control registers are updated as if the access

was using Port A. If the chip is configured with a 16

bit CPU Interface the most significantbyte will use

the Port A 0-7 data lines, and each Port-A access will

increment the, Port A byte address by 2.

 tfl

Register Address 7. This register is cleared hy_

the reset signal or by writing to the reset bit.

Bits 0-7 are Checksum Data. The chip will

accumulate a 16 bit checksum for all Port A accesses.

If the chip is configured with a 15 bit cpu interface,

the most significant byte is read on the Port A 0-7 4

data lines. If data is written directly to this

register it is added to the current contents rather

than overwriting. them. ' "It ‘is important to note that

the Checksum Enable ‘bit in the Data Transfer Control

Register must be set to write this register and. reset

to read it.

 

In general the fifo chip is programmed by writing

_to the data transfer configuration and control

registers to enable a data transfer, and by reading
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the data transfer status register at the end of the

transfer to check the completion status. Usually the

data transfer itself will take place with both the Port

A and the Port B handshakes enabled. and in this case

the data transfer itself should be done without any

other microprocessor interaction.’ In some

applications, however, the Port A handshake may not be

enabled, and it will he necessary for the

microprocessor to fill or empty the fifo by repeatedly

writing or reading the Fife Data Register.

since the fife chip has no knowledge of any byte

counts, there is no way of telling when any data

transfer is complete by reading any register within

this chip itself. Determination of whether the data

transfer has been completed must therefore be done by

some other circuitry outside this chip.

The following C language routines illustrate how

_the parity FIFO chip may be programmed. The routines

assuné that both Port A and the microprocessor port are

connected to the system microprocessor, and return a

size code of 16 bits, but that the hardware addresses

the Fifo chip as long 32 bit registers.
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struct FIFO_regs (
unsigned char contig,a1,e2,a3 ;
unsigned char contro1,h1,b2,b3;
unsigned char s:atus,e1,c2,e3;
unsigned char ram_access_pontrol,d1,d2,d3;
unsigned char ram_x_addr,el,e2,e3;
unsigned char ram_Y_sddr,fl,f2,f3;
unsigned long data;
unsigned int checksum,h1;
1; u -

fidefine FIFO1 ((struct FIFO_regs*) FIFO_BAsE_ADDRESS)

adetine FIFO_RESET 0x80
gdetine FIFO_l6_BITS 0:08
fidefine FIFO_CAERY_HRAP 0x40
fidefine FIFO_POR‘l‘_A__ENABLE 0x01
#define FIE-'0_POR'r_B_ENABLE 0x02
#define FIFO_?ORT_EHABLES 0x03
fidefine FIFO__PORT__A_TO_B 02:04
metine FIFO_CEBCXSUK_ENABt.E 0x40
{marine FIFO_DATA_IN_EAH 0x01
marine FIFO_FORCE_RAM__FU1'.I. 0x20

#define PORT_A;TO_PORT_B(fifo) ((fi£o-) control ) & 0x04)
fidefine POR1;g;pYTE_ADDRESS(tits) ((tifo->ran_access_eontru1) &

0x03)

igdefine PORI;A_jO_§AK;Y(fifo) ((2ito->ram_aecess_contro1 ) E
-0204)

adefine PORT_B_TO_§AH_Y(fi£o) ((tifo-) ran_access_contro1 ) &
0x08)

/tt**tfi#‘k**#5\'**'kt£‘#ttflkktkflflfittfttttktitflttttfitfitflttttttfifltfl

The following routine initiates a Fito data transter using
two values passed to it. '

confTg_§ata This is the date to be written to the
configuration register.

eoncro1_ea:s This is the date to be written to~the Data
Transfer Control Register. It the data transter
is to take-place automatically using both the
Port Aand Port B handshakes, both data transfer

. enables hits should he set in this parameter.
eeeeeeeezeeeeeeeegeeaeeaeeeaaeaseaeesssseeeeeseezatesaeaeee/

FIFO_iuitiate_fiata_transfer(config_data, contro1_dAta)
unsigned char config_data, control_data;
(

FIFO1->contig = contig_nata E FIFO_fiRSET; /* Se:
Configuration value E Reset */
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FIFOI-><:ontI':nl - contro1__data E ("FIFO_POR'l‘_ENABLES);' /* Set
everything but enables‘*/

FIFOI->contro1 - contro1_datn ; /* Set data transfer
enables ‘I
1

/fitttiififiktktttttflflfiflktktttkRtttfltflflfiifltifttklkttttkfiktifittfl
The following routine forces the transfer or any odd bytes

that have been left in the Fito at the end of a data transter.
It first disables both ports, then forces the Ram Full bits, and
then re-enables tb.e‘nppI.'opti:ate Port. _ _ .
«tat:-tatItswat-A-Izfittirakt-3*:-«ttgttttk*a-kttttuu*-k2at~k~k-k*nvawwttttt/

E]:F0_force_odd_1ength_tx:ansfer()
(

FIFO].->contro1 &- ‘FIFO_POE'.|!__ENABLES; /* Disable Port: A & B */
if (POI1'.l'_A__'l'0_POl?.'.l'_B(FIE’0l)) (

if (PORT_A_T0_!!AM_‘Y(FIEOl)) { -
PIF0l-)ram_Y_addr - FIPO_FORCE_RA!i_FUI.L; /= sec m4 Y

full */
1
else FIFO!->:an_X_eddr - FIFO_FOB.CE_BAH_FDLL ; /* Set BAH

X full *1] ‘
PIFOI->control := FIFO_POR'1.'_B_ENABl’..E ; /* Re-Enable

Port 3 '1
}
else ( .

it (POR‘I__B_'1‘O_B.AM_Y(FIF01)) { . . _
FIF01->tan|_Y__addr - um_Eoa.c3_mm_mu. ; /* Set

nu Y tun */ » ,. ' - _ ,
_ } _ . ‘

else FIFO1->ram_X_eddr - FIFO__FORCE_RAH_FULL ; /3 Set RAH
X tull */

EIF0l—>tam:ro1'l= FIFO__PORT_A_EHA.BLE ; /* Re-Enable
Port A */ ' '

The following routine
left in the Biro at the end at a data transfer.
ttiiittttttttittatktkttttttttflfitttfitfitttttitttttttktttt

int FIl'0_count_odd_hytes ()
{ .

int number_odd_bytes;
nu|nber_odd_hytes-0 ;
‘if (PI!-'01-)status & E'IE'0_DA'rA_IN_B.AH) [

1 t (P0ll‘l'__A_'l'0_POR'l.‘_B ( F! to 1) ) (
nunbet_odd_bytes - (PORT__A_BY‘l‘E_ADDR.ESS (P1 P01) ) ;
if (POB.T_A_'l‘O_RAH__Y ( FIFO 1_) )

number-__oqd_bytes +- (EIFOl->ram_Y_nddr) 9-’ lo -, ~
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else nunher_odd_bytes +- (F1FOl->ren_x_addr) * A ;
)
else (

1 r (POR'1‘__B_'l‘O_RAH__Y ( P1 P0 1) )
number_pdd_bytes - (FIF0l->ran_Y_sddr) * A

else numher_pdd_bytes - (FIFO!->ram_x_sddr) * A
)

}

return (numher_pdd_hytes);
)

I‘:1fifitfl2tkkfiIfittitfittfltflktfittétfitttfittfltfifl flfifikfitfifift tiflkitttt
The following routine tests the microprocessor interface or

the chip. It first writes and reads the first 6 registers. It
then writes ls, Os, and an address pattern to the RAM, reading the
date back and checking it.

The test returns a bit significant error code where each
hit represents the address of the registers that failed.

config register failed
control register failed
status register tailed
rem access control register tailed
rem X address register failed
rsn Y address register tailed

air date register tailed
Bit 7 checksum register tailed

asweeawrwwttaeeaeatceeaters:aswwtaeuwetttttsasxsxa«a*u*t*tt/

Bit
Bit

Vgdefine RAH_DEPTH 54 /* number of long words in Fife Ben ‘I

teg_expected_dsta[6} - { 0x7F, oxrr, oxoo, 0x1F, 0x3F, oxsr );

char FIFO_uprocessor_interface_test()
C

unsigned long test_dsta;
char *register_addr;
int i;
char j,error;

FIF01->con£ig = rIro_ssssr; /t reset cne'chip ti
error-0;
register_addr =(char *) F1301;
i=1;

/* first test registers 0 thru 5 */

for (i=0; i(6; i++) (

*tegister_addt - 083?; /* write test data ‘I
if (*register_sddr != reg;expected_data[i]) error := j;
*register_addr - 0;~ I‘ write Os to register */
it [*register_addt) error := j;
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kgg8i3(gr_gddr - oxpp; /* write test data again */
it (*register_addr I-.reg_expected;data[i]) error :- j;
EIFO1->con£ig - FIFO_RESET; /* reset the chip */
it (*register_addr) error 3' J; /* register should be 0 */
registe:_§ddr++; /* go to next register kl '
j <<-1; '

/* new test Ram data & eheeksum registers
test 13 throughout Ram & then test Os */

tor (test_data - -1; test_data l- 1; test_data++) ( I‘ test
for 13 G 05 *1 . '

FIF01->config - FIFO_R.ESET_{ FIFO_l6_BITS ;
FIFO1->contro1 = FIFO_PORT_A_T0_B;
for (i-0;i<RAH;DEPTH;i++) . /* Write data to RAM “I

FIFOI->data = test_fieta;
FIF01->control - 0;
for (i-0;i<RAH_pEPTE;i++)

if (FIF01->data l- test_data) error 1- j; I* read
& check data */ ’

it (FIFO1->checksum) error := 0x80; I* checksum
should - 0 */

J

/= new test Ram data with address pattern ,
uses a different pattern for every byte */-

test_data-0x00010203; /* address pattern start */
FIFO!->config ' FIFO___RESET I FIFO_l6_BI'1'S E FIFD__CAEKY_WBAP;
F1201->contro1 B FIFO_PORT__A__'I.'0_B E FIFO_CHECKSUH_ENABLB;
for (i'O;i<RAH_DEPTH;i++) ( - ' _

FIF01->data = test_fiata; /* write address pattern */
test_data +5 0x04040404;

] .
test_data-0x00010203; - /* address pattern start */
FIFOT—>contro1 = FIFO_§BECKSUK_ENAnLE;
for (i'0;i<RAH_pE?TH;i++) {

if (FIFOI->status l= FIFO_DATA_IN_fiAH)
error 2- Oxoh; I‘ should be data in ran */

it (FIFO1—>data In test_data) error :- j; /* read 5
check address pattern 9/ '

test_data +8 0204040404;
) .
it (FIE01->eheeksum l= 0xD102) error := 0x80; /* test

checksum of address pattern */
FIFO1-)config - FIFO_RESET : rIso_16_pxTs ; It inhibit carry

wrap */ _
FIF01->checksum - 0xFEFE; /* writing adds to checksuu */
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it (FIFO!->checksun) error I-0:80: /* checksun should be 0 */
it (FIFO!->stacus) error 2- 0:04; /* status should be 0 */
re:urn‘(étror);

)
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1. Network server apparatus for use wit‘: a data

networkand a mass storageldevice, comprising:

an interface processor unit coupleable to said

network and to said mass storage device;

a host processor unit;

means in said interface processor mi: -for

satisfying requests from said network to store data from

said network on said mass storage device;

means in said interface processor unit for

satisfying requests from said network to retrieve data.

from said mass storage device to said network;

means in said interface processor unit for

satisfying requests/' from said host processor unit to

store data from said host processor unit on said mass

storage device; and

Attorney Docket No.: AUSP7209(IL)HCF/GER/USU

means in said interface processor unit for

satisfying requests from said host processor unit to

retrieve data from said mass storage device to said host

processor unit .

2, Apparatus according to claim 1, wherein said

interface processor unit comprises:

a network control unit coupleable to said network;

a data control unit coupleable to said mass storage
device;

a buffer memory;

-133-
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means in said network control unit for transmitting

to said data control unit requests from said network to

store specified storage data from said network on said

mass storage device;

means in said network control unit for transmitting

said specified. storage _data from said network to said '

buffer memory and from said buffer memory to said data

control unit;

means in said network control unit for transmitting

to said data control unit requests from said network to

retrieve snecified retrieval data from said mass storage

device to said network; and

means in said network control unit for transmitting

said specified retrieval data from said data control

unit to said buffer memory and front said buffer memory

to said network.

3. Apparatus according to claim 2. wherein said

data control unit comprises :'

a storage processor unit coupleable to said mass

storage device;

a file processor unit;

means on said file processor unit for translating

said file system level storage requests from said

network into requests to store data at specified

physical storage locations in said mass storage device;

-134-
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means on said file processor unit for instructing

said storage processor unit to write data from said

buffer memory into said specified physical storage

.locations in said mass storage device;

means on said file processor unit for translating

file system level retrieval requests from_ said network ',

into requests to retrieve data from specified physical

retrieval locations in said mass storage device;

means on said file processor for instructing

said storage processor unit to retrieve data from said

specified physical retrieval locations in said. mass

storage device to said buffer memory. if said data‘ from

said specified physical locations is not already in said

buffer memory; and

means in said storage processor unit for

transmitting data between‘ said buffer memory and said

mass storage device. ‘

4. Apparatus . according to claim 1, for use

further with a buffer memory. and whereinzsaid requests

from said networlt to store and retrieve data include

file‘ system level storage‘ and retrieval requests

respectively, and wherein said interface processor unit

comprises :

a storage processor unit coupleable to said mass-

storage“ device;

a file processor unit;

-135-
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means on said file processor unit for translating

said file system level storage requests into requests to

store data at specified physical storage locations in

said mass storage device;

means on said file processor unit for instructing

said storage processor unit to write data from said‘»

buffer memory into said specified physical storage

locations in said mass storage device;

means on said file processor unit for translating

said file system level retrieval requests into requests

to retrieve data from specified physical retrieval

locations in said mass storage device;

means on said file processor unit for instructing

said storage processor unit to retrieve data from said

specified physical retrieval locations in said mass '

storage device to said buffer memory if said data from

said specified physical locations is not already in said

buffer ntemory; and

means in said. storage processor unit for

transmitting data between said "buffer memory and said

mass storage device. ‘

_ 5. Network server apparatus for use with a data

network, comprising:

a network controller coupleable to said network to

receive incoming information packets over said network,

said incoming information packets including certain

packets which contain part or all. of a request to said

-136-
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server apparatus, said request being in either a first

or a second class of requests to said server apparatus:

a first additional processor;

an interchange bus different from said network and

coupled between said network controller and said first

additional processor; ' _

means in said network controller for detecting and

satisfying requests in said first class of requests

contained in said certain incoming information packets,

said network controller lacking means in said network

controller» for satisfying requests in said second class

of requests; and

means in said network controller for satisfying

requests received over said interchange bus from said

first additional processor.
6. Apparatus according to claim. 5, wherein said

means in said network controller for detecting and

satisfying‘ requests in said first. class of requests; *

assembles said requests in said first class of requests

into assembled requests before satisfying said requests

in said first class of requests.

7. Appasatus according to claim 5. wherein said

packets each include a network node destination address,

wherein said means in said network controller for

detecting and satisfying requests in said first class of

requests, assembles said requests in said first class of

-137-
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requests. in a format which omits said network node

destination addresses, before satisfying said requests

in said first class of requests. A

3, Apparatus according to claim 5, wherein said

means in said network controller for detecting and

satisfying requests in said first class includes means '

forpreparing an outgoing message in response to one of

said first class of requests. means for packagug said

outgoing message in outgoing information» packets

suitable for tmission over said network. ar.-:1 means

for transmitting said outgoing information packets over

said network. V
9. Apparatus according to claim 5, wherein "said

first class of requests comprises requests for an

address of said server apparatus, and wherein said means

in said network controller for detecting and satisfying

requests in said first class comprises means for

preparing a response packetto such an address request

and means for transmitting said response packet over

said network.

10. Apparatus according to claim '5, for use

further with. a second data network, K said network

controller being coupleable further to said second

network, wherein said first class of requests comprises

requests to route a message to a destination reachable

over said second network, and wherein said means in said
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network controller for detecting and satisfying ‘:@ests

in said first class comprises means for detecting that

one of said certain packets comprises a request :a route

a message contained in said one of said certain packets

to a destination reachable over said second network, and

means for transmitting said message over said second‘

network.

11, Apparatus according to claim 10, for use

further with a third data network, said network

controller further comprising means in said network

controller for detecting-particular requests u said

incoming information packets to route a message

contained in said particular. requests, to a destination

reachable over said ‘third network, said apparatus

further comprising:

a second network controller coupled to said

interchange bus and coupleable to said third data

network;

means for delivering said message contained in said

particular requests to said second network controller

over said interchange bus; and

means’ in said second network controller for

transmitting said message contained in said particular

requests over said third network.

12. Apparatus according to claim 5, for use

further with a third data network, said network
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controller further comprising means in said network

controller for detecting particular requests in said

incoming information packets to route a message

contained in said particular requests, to a destination

reachable over said third network, said apparatus

further comprising:
n u

a second network controller coupled to said

interchange bus and coupleable to said third data‘

network; —

means for delivering said message» contained in said

particular requests to said second network controller

over said interchange bus; and

means in said second network controller for

transmitting said message contained in said particular

4 requests over said third network.

13. Apparatus according to claim 5, for use

further with a mass storage device, wherein said first

_ additional processor comprises a data control unit

coupleable to said mass "storage device, wherein said

second class of requests comprises remote calls to

procedures for managing a file system in said’ ‘mass

storage device, and wherein said means in said" first

additional processor for further processing said

assembled requests in said second class of requests

comprises means for executing file system procedures on
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said mass storage device in response to said assembled

requests. I

14. Apparatus according to claim 13. wherein said

file system procedures include a read procedure for

reading data from said mass storage device,

_ said means in said first additional processor for '-

further processing said assembled requests including

means for reading data from a specified location in said

mass storage device in response to a remote call to said

read procedure,

said apparatus further including means for

delivering said data to said network controller,

said network controller further comprising means on

said network controller for packaging said data in

outgoing information packets suitable for transmission

over said network, and ‘means for transmitting said

[outgoing infomation packets over said network.

.15, Apparatus according to claim 14 ,' wherein said

means. for delivering conprises:

_ a systan buffer memory coupled to said interchange

bus; ‘ V .-

means in said data control unit for transferring

said data over said interchange bus into said buffer

memory; and
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means in said network controller for transferring

said data over said interchange bus from said» system

buffer memory to said network controller.

16. Apparatus according to claim 13, wherein said

file system procedures include a read procedure for

reading a specified number of bytes of data from said '

mass storage device beginning at an address specified in

logical terms including a file system’ ID and a file ID»,

said means for executing file system ‘pmcedures

comprising:

means fior converting the logical address specified

in a remote call to said read procedure to a physical

address: and

means for reading data from said physical address

in said mass storage device.

17. [Apparatus according to claim 16, wherein said

mass storage device comprises a disk drive having a.

numbered tracks and sectors, wherein said logical

address specifies said file system 113, said file ID, and

a byte offset, and wherein said physical address

specifies a corresponding track’ and sector number.

18. Apparatus according to claim 13', wherein said

file system procedures‘ include a read procedure for

reading a specified number of bytes of data from said

mass storage device beginning at an address specified in

logical terms including a file system ID and a file ID,
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said data control unit ‘comprising a ‘file processor

coupled to said interchange bus and a storage processor

coupled to said interchange bus and coupleable to’ said

mass storage device,

said file processor comprising means for converting

the logical address specified in a remote call to said ’

read procedure to a physical address,

said apparatus further comprising means for

delivering said physical address to said storage

processor,

said storage processor comprising means for reading

data from ‘said physical address in said mass storage

device and for transferring _said data over -said

interchange bus into said buffer memory: and

means in said network controller for transferring

said data ova‘ said interchange bus from said system

buffer memory to said network controller.

19. Apparatus according to claim 13, wherein, said

file system procedures include a write procedure for

writing data contained in an assembled request, to said

mass. storage device ,

said means in said first additional processor for ‘

further processing said assembled requests including

means for writing said data to a specified location in

said mass storage device in response to a remote call to

said read procedure.
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20. Apparatus according to claim 5, wherein said

network controller. comprises:

a microprocessor;

a local instruction memory containing local

instruction code;

a local bus coupled between said microprocessor and '

said local instruction memory;

bus interface means for interfacing said

microprocessor "with said interchange bus at times

determined by said microprocessor in response to said

local instruction code; and

network interface means for interfacing said

microprocessor with said data network,

said local instruction "memory including all

instruction code necessary for said microprocessor ‘to

perform said function of detecting and satisfying

requests in said first class of requests.

21. Network server apparatus for use I with a data

network, comprising:

a network controller coupleable to said network to

receive incoming information packets over said network,

said incoming: information packets including certain

packets which contain part or all of a message to said

server apparatus, said message being. in either a first

or a second class of messages to said server apparatus,
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< messages ; and

said messages in said first class of messages including

certain messages containing requests:

a host: cmuter;

an interchange bus different from said network and

coupled between said network controller and said host

computer;

means in said "network controller for detecting and

satisfying said requests in said first class of

means for satisfying requests received over said

interchange bus from said host computer. i

22. Apparatus according to claim 21, wherein said

means in said.network controller for detecting and

satisfying requests in said first class includes means

for preparing an outgoing message in response to one of

said requests in said first class of messages. means for

packaging said outgoing message in outgoing information

packets suitable for transmission over said network, and

means for transmitting said outgoing information packets

over said network. _

23. Apparatus according to claim 21, for use

further with a second data network, said network

controller being coupleable further to said second

network, wherein said first class of messages comprises

messages to be routed to a destination reachable over

said second network, and wherein said in said
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network controller for detecting and satisfying requests

in said first class comprises means for detecting that

one of said certain packets includes a request :: route

a message contained in said one of said certain packets

to a destination reachable over said secondnetwork, and

means for transmitting said message over said second '

network.

24, A.ppa.'-atus according to claim él. for use

further with a third data network, said network

controller further comprising means in said network

controller for detecting particular messages in said

incoming intonation packets to be routed to a

destination reachable over said third network, said«

apparatus further conqarising:

a second‘ network controller coupled to said

interchange bus and coupleable to said third data

network ;

means for delivering said particular messages to

1 said second network controller over said interchange

bus, substantially without involving said host computer:

and .

means in said second network controller for

transmitting said message contained in said particular

requests over said third network, substantially without

involving said host computer.
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to claim 21. for use

further comprising

procedures for managing a file system in said mass
storage device

., and means in said network controller for
G-

':1 remote calls from said incoming packets

into assembled ‘calls, substantially without involving

comprising means for

delivering said assembled file system calls to said data

control unit over said interchange bus "substantially
without 'invol'-rin and said data.

storage device in response to said assembled

calls, substantially without involving said host
computer.

file system

26‘. Apparatus according to claim 21, wherein said
network controller comprises:

a microprocessor;

a local instruction memory containing local
' instruction code;
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.o

a local bus coupled between said microprocessor and
said local i:s:ruction memory;

bus izzerface means for interfacing said

microprocessor with said interchange bus a: times
determined by said microprocessor in response :3 -said

local instruczion code; and

network interface means for‘ i::terfaci:; said
microprocessor with said data network, '

said lccal instruczion memory includi:-5 all
instruction c:de necessary for said microprocessor to

perform ' said function of detecting and satisfying
requests in said first class of requests.

For the Applicant,

;
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[Means to Solve the Problems ]

Following to storage means 22 and this program which house
unit 6 of the plural and common bus VBUC and program
which connect unit of the plural , it designates that it has
allotment means 24 which allots theright each unit to use
common bus , to detenninistic as feature.

preferably , program is drawn up, means 20 which is written
to theaforementioned storage means furthermore has.

In addition, preferably , aforementioned storage means
consists of memory bank ofplural , with writing from central
control system to a certain bank and theaforementioned
allotment means from other bank reading is donein arrayed .

In addition, preferably , aforementioned allotment means ,
following toaforementioned program , transfers address and
operating mode in each unit .
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[Claim (5 )]

[Claim 1 ]

Following to storage means and this program which house
unit of the plural and common bus and program which
connect unit of the plural , computer device . which
designates that it has allotment means which allots right each
unit to use common bus , to detenninistic asfeature

[Claim 2 ]

computer device . which is stated in Claim 1 which designates
thatfurthennore it has central control system which possesses
means which draws upaforementioned program , writes to
aforementioned storage means asfeature

[Claim 3 1

Aforementioned storage means consists of memory bank of
plural ,

computer device . which is stated in Claim 2 which designates
that with the writing from central control system to a certain
bank and aforementionedallotment means from other bank

reading is done in arrayed asfeature

[Claim 4 ]

As for aforementioned allotment means , following to
theaforementioned program , computer device . which it states
in Claim 1 whichdesignates that it is something which
transfers address and the operating mode in each unit as
feature

[Claim 5 ]

program which is housed in aforementioned storage means
consists of the entry which includw reading destination
address , writing destination address and number of
repetitions ,

As for aforementioned allotment means , transferring display
toeach unit on basis ofaddress which is included in this

entry ,following operation which increment it does said
address , to theaforementioned number of repetitions ,
computer device .which it states in Claim 1 whichdesignates
that it is something which it repeats as feature

[Claim 6 1

If as for aforementioned allotment means , when display
whichincludes writing destination address in unit ahead
writing was transferred, the data which corresponds to this
display did not exist is on common bus ,

Way does not do increment of said address , it does not do
writing vis-a-vis unit ahead writing , display computer
device . which isstated in Claim 5 which designates thing

Page 5 Pa1erra® InstantMT® Machine Translation (U.S. Pat. Ser. No. 6,490,548; Pat Pending Ser. No. 10/367,296)
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which is done asfeature

[Claim 7 ]

Aforementioned storage means consists of memory bank of
plural ,

In each memory bank computer device . which is stated in
Claim 1 which designatesthat it is something where program
which becomes basis of display to target unit which
corresponds respectively is housed as feature

[Claim 8 ]

As for aforementioned allotment means each one of

theaforementioned target unit interleave doing
aforementioned common bus , inorder to use, computer
device . which is stated in Claim 7 which designatesthat it
allots as feature

[Claim 9 ]

From storage unit reading it is buffer memory unit which
remembers data atone time and,

communication control unit which sends out data of buffer

memory to communications line witheach user as addresee
and,

common bus which connects these unit and,

means. which houses program

Following to this program , continual data server device .
which designates that ithas means which allots right each unit
to use common bus , to detenninistic as feature

[Claim 10]

In order for data which it should you send out to each user
address with fixed spacing from buffer memory unit to be
taken in to the communication control unit , continual data
server device . which is stated in Claim 9 whichdesignates
that furthermore it has central control system which possesses
means which draws up program which allots use of common
bus , writes toaforementioned storage means as feature

[Claim 11 1

It is through communication control unit from buffer memory
timing of feed of the data to communications line with slot
unit means. which display is done

Aforementioned slot in fixed position inside each
[minisurotto ] which isdivided into equal parts in plural , in
order to be able to allot theuse of common bus in order to take

in data which it should yousend out to each user address to
communication control unit , program is drawn up, Continual
data sewer device . which is stated in Claim 9 which

designates thatfurthennore it has central control system which
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possesses means which iswritten to aforementioned storage
means as feature

[Claim 12]

program which aforementioned central control system writes
is drawn up with theaforementioned [minisurotto ] unit ,

As for aforementioned allotment means , continual data server
device . whichis stated in Claim 1 I which designates that it is
something whichuses number of divisions amount this
program of slot over again as feature

[Claim 13 1

It is through communication control unit from buffer memory
timing of feed of the data to communications line with slot
unit means. which display is done

Aforementioned slot of a quantity which responds to bit rate
of the data which it should you send out to each user address
Micros lot which is divided into equal parts in plural , in order
to be allotted,as use period ofcommon bus in order to take in
said data to communication control unit program is drawn up,
Continual data server device . which is stated in Claim 9

which designates thatfurthermore it has central control system
which possesses means which iswritten to aforementioned
storage means as feature

[Claim 14 ]

program which aforementioned central control system writes
consists of entry which includes number of repetitions which
corresponds to quantity of address , aforementioned Micros
lot inside buffer memory unit and communication control
unit ,

As for aforementioned allotmentmeans , following
operationwhich transfers display to each unit on basis of
address which is included in this entry , to aforementioned
number of repetitions , thecontinual data server device . which
it states in Claim 13 which designates that itis something
which allots use period which responds to theaforementioned
bit rate by repeating, as feature

[Claim rs]

Case where data which reads out from storage unit is taken in
to buffer memory unit continual data server device . which is
stated in Claim 9 whichdesignates that furthermore it has
central control system which possesses means which draws up
program which allots use of common bus , writes
toaforementioned storage means as feature

[Description of the Invention ]

[000 1 ]
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[Technological Field of Invention ]

this invention computer device which has unit of plural which
isconnected to common bus and, regards continual data server
device which at leastutilizes common bus in data transfer

between unit of part.

[0002]

[Prior Art ]

common bus is adopted to be wide as inexpensive method
which connects unit of plural with computer system which
handles digital data.

When constructing system which uses common bus problem
is that the dope width neck of common bus is easy to occur.

In order to increase dope width of common bus , you can
think that the operating frequency of common bus is increased
whether it increases quantity of signal line , but it means to
cause increase of cost to in each case.

[0003]

While avoiding increase ofcost, you can think improvement
of usage of common bus as effective method which prevents
dope width neck of the common bus .

But when unit of plural is connected to common bus
generally,arrange operation centering on use right of common
bus beingnecessary, because fixed time is necessary in
arrange operation, whenthis raises usage ofcommon bus , it
had become damage .

[0004]

In addition, among computer system which large number uses
memory there ismany a thing where inexpensive DRAM is
used as memory .

As for DRAM when you use with high speed page mode etc,
as for dope width itcomes off largely, but there is a problem
that also [reetenshi ] is large.

Therefore, when data transfer is done between DRAM and
common bus , the[reetenshi ]joins to arrange operation,
furthermore usage of common bus decreases.

[0005]

By way, in one ofcomputer system which uses common bus ,
there is acontinual data server device .

Continual data sewer device which handles continual data

like image and audio while synchronization designating
continual data which storage is made storage device as time
vis-a-vis reading , terminal apparatus has thefunction which
sends out (inside constant period constant amount ) data to...._d»l—--nun :0: -An. 6:u\nn
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continuous in real time .

Continual data sewer device a this way storage does motion
picture or other video data of plural and through video ‘on
‘demand , network which sends out motion picture ofoption
incompliance with request from terminal is used with online
shopping or other field which ofi°ers product data with image .

Consequently, because in continual data server device , from
user of the plural request is sent to random , simultaneously -
without breakvis-a-vis multiple user does feed of respective
different continual data it means that capacity which is
required.

[0006]

You explain in detail below, conceming conventional
continual data server device .

In one of conventional continual data sewer device , there are
some which havekind of configuration which is shown in
Figure 19 .

access demand for continual data which was given out with
the user or application program in continual data sewer
device a this way, is sent with communication between
process and communication etc which goes by way of the
network .

this access request, through common bus 721 from network
section 706, is conveyedby central control system 720,
acceptance is done.

central control system 720 conveys reading of continual data
which is requiredto storage unit section 704.

As for data storage control device 714 of storage unit section
704, continual data which the display is done reading ‘, is
written to buffer memory 718 from data storage device 712.

feed of data on buffer memory 718 display it designates
central control system 720,215 network section 706.

network section 706 sends out continual data vis-a-vis

forwarding destination which is appointed with access
request.

These operations are done fixed time interval which usually,
is called the slot as unit.

When disk drive is used is many in data storage device which
remembers thecontinual data , but when optical disk and
magneto-optical disk device etc are used, it is.

It is in addition to disk drive , also times when RAM and the
EEPROM or other semiconductor storage device are used.
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[0007]

In addition, as shown in Figure 20 , there are some which
apply [sutoraipingu ] technique where it has storage unit
section 704 of plural array , divides thecontinual data of one
and it disperses it houses over the plural array .

This enlarges data transfer capacity (Entire dope width ),
compared to multiple user simultaneously hasdesignated that
it makes that access it does possible as objective to same
continual data .

[0003]

With conventional continual data server device of this kind,
storage unit section 704 and network section 706 makes use
demand for common bus 721, storage unit section 704 where
unshown arrange device arrangements, acquires useright and
network section 706 using common bus 72], data transfer
between the buffer memory 718 is done.

Therefore, time when it requires in arrange operation usage of
common bus 721 decreasing, simultaneously number of users
which access it ispossible decreases.

In addition, because with continual data sewer device because
regeneration on user terminal side is not discontinued, it is
necessary normally to guaranteethat in each user terminal data
of constant amount is transferred with thefrxed time interval

without break, for this guarantee, taking Yutaka excessively,
you hold down usage of bus low.

Therefore, while doing above~mentioned guarantee, new
technology whichimproves is desired usage ofcommon bus .

[0009]

[Problems to be Solved by the Invention ]

Until recently, with computer device which has unit ofplural
whichis connected to common bus , fixed time was wasted by
arrange operation,centering on use right of common bus when
this raises usage of common bus , had become damage .

In addition, when data transfer is done between DRAM and
common bus ,[reetenshi ] joined to arrange operation,
furthennore usage of common bus was a problem which
decreases.

[0010]

In addition, until recently, with continual data sewer device
which in the data transfer between unit of device interior

utilizes common bus , data of constant amount while normally
guaranteeing that is transferred with thefixed time interval
without break concerning a certain user terminal , usage of the
common bus as for improving it was difficult.
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man]

As for this invention, considering to above-mentioned
situation , beingsomething which it is possible, it makes thing
objective which offers computer device which makes
improvement of usage of common bus possible.

In addition, this invention while normally guaranteeing that in
each user terminal data of constant amount is transferred with

fixed time interval withoutbreak, makes thing objective which
offers continual data server device whichmakes improvement
of usage of common bus which it uses for the data transfer
with device interior possible.

[0012]

[Means to Solve the Problems ]

computer device relating to this invention (Claim 1 ), unit of
plural (Following to allotment ofbelow-mentioned
[maikurosukej uura ], you use the common bus ) with,storage
means which houses common bus and program which connect
unit ofplural ( [maikurosukejuuruteeburu ] ) with, following
to this program , designates that it hasallotment means
( [maikurosukejuura] ) which allots right each unit to use the
common bus , to deterministic as feature.

[oo13]

Depending on bus use request from each unit , it is not
toarrangement bus use right, in order to allot bus use right
with scheduling which it decides beforehand, you can
guarantee bus use time ofeach unit decide.

Furthermore, (in preceding issuing display to memory to
depend ), [reetenshi ] of memory hiding is possible making
useof this.

Therefore, it can actualize efficient use (Improvement of
usage ) of bus .

[0014]

this invention (Claim 2 ) draws up aforementioned program in
Claim 1 ,designates that furthermore it has central control
system which possesses means which is written to
aforementioned storage means as feature.

As for this invention (Claim 3 ), as for aforementioned
storage means it consists of memory bank of plural in Claim
2 , it designates that with writing from central control system
to a certain bank and aforementioned allotment means fiom

other bank reading is done in arrayed as feature.

[0015]

As for this invention (Claim 4), in Claim I , as for
aforementioned allotment means , following to
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aforementioned program , in each unit address (reading
destination address /writing destination address) and
computer device . which is stated in Claim 1 which designates
that itis something which transfers operating mode (reading
command /writing command ) as feature

[0016]

Transferring display to each unit on basis of address whichas
for this invention (Claim 5 ), as for program which is housed
in theaforementioned storage means in Claim 1 , consists of
entry whichincludes reading destination address , writing
destination address and number of repetitions , as for
aforementioned allotment means , is included in this entry ,
operation which increment does said address , Following to
aforementioned number of repetitions , it designates that it
issomething which it repeats as feature, if as for this invention
(Claim 6 ), as foraforementioned allotment means , when it
transferred display which includes writing destination address
in unit ahead writing , data whichcorresponds to this display
did not exist is on common bus in Claim 5 ,increment of said
address action, In order not to do writing , vis-a-vis unit ahead
writing itdesignates that display it does as feature.

[001 7]

As for this invention (Claim 7 ), as for aforementioned
storage means it consists of memory bank of plural in Claim
1 , it designates that it issomething where program which
becomes basis ofdisplay to the target unit which corresponds
respectively is housed as feature in each memory bank .

[00 1 8]

As for this invention (Claim 8 ), as for aforementioned
allotment means eachone of aforementioned target unit
interleave doing aforementioned common bus , in order to
use, it designates that it allots as feature in the Claim 7.

[00 1 9]

As for continual data server relating to this invention (Claim
9 ), reading it is communication control unit which sends out
data of buffer memory unit and bufier memory
whichremember data at one time to communications line with

each user as the addresee (These unit following to allotment
of below-mentioned [maikurosukejuura ], use common bus )
with, following to means. this program which houses common
bus and the program which connect these unit from storage
unit , right each unit to use common bus , lt designates that it
has means which is allotted to deterministic asfeature.

[0020]

Continual data is sent by communication control unit with
fixed spacing inaddition to acting effect which is explained

conceming invention of Claim 1 , you can guarantee that
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continual data is sent out to communications line with

consequently , fixed spacing .

Therefore, until communication control unit sends out
continual data to communications line ,it can make capacity
of buffer which keeps packet which itreceives capacity of
packet memory which remembers said data at one timeit can
make little, in addition, communications line existing first, in
the user terminal which regeneration does continual data little.

[oozu

this invention (Claim 10 ) in order for data which it should
you send out toeach user address in Claim 9, with fixed
spacing from buffer memory unit- to be taken in to
communication control unit, draws up program which allots
useof common bus , designates that furthennore it has central
control system whichpossesses means which is written to
aforementioned storage means asfeature.

[0022]

communication control unit it is through this invention (Claim
11 ), in Claim 9, fi‘om buffer memory the timing of feed of
data to communications line with slot unit means.

aforementioned slot which display is done in fixed position
insideeach [minisurotto] which is divided into equal parts in
plural , In order to be able to allot use of common bus in order
to take in data being supposed you send out to each user
address to the communication control unit, it draws up
program , it designates that fitrthermore it has central control
system which possesses means which is written to
theaforementioned storage means as feature.

[0023]

Because of this, with fixed spacing of small unit , you
canguarantee that continual data is sent to communication
control unit in comparisonwith slot .

Therefore, capacity of buffer ofpacket memory and user
terminal furthermore can be made little.

[0024]

As for this invention (Claim 12 ), as for program which
aforementioned central control system writes in Claim l I , it
is drawn up with aforementioned [minisurotto]
unit ,aforementioned allotment means designates that it is
somethingwhich uses number of divisions amount this
program ofslot over again as feature.

[0025]

Because of this, capacity of aforementioned storage means
can be madesmall.

As-for this invention (Claim 13 ), in Claim 9, it is through
communication control unit from the buffer memory ,
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aforementioned slot ofa quantity which to bit rate of the data
which it should you send out to means. each user
addresswhich timing of feed of data to communications line
with slot unit display is done responds Micros lot which is
divided into equal parts in plural , In order to be allotted, as
use period ofcommon bus in order to take in said data to
communication control unit it draws up program , it
designates thatfui1herrnore it has central control system which
possesses means which iswritten to aforementioned storage
means as feature.

[0026]

Because of this, bus use period which responds to request bit
rate of each user ,can be gtaranteed inside each slot .

When ( Those which furthemtore divide [minisurotto ] Micros
lot doing ) it uses claim 11 [minisurotto] with combining
furthemrore it is good.

[0027]

Operation which transfers display to each unit on basis of
address which as for this invention (Claim 14 ), as for
program which theaforementioned central control system
writes in Claim 13 , consists of entry whichincludes number
of repetitions which corresponds to quantity ofaddress ,
aforementioned Micros lot inside buffer memory unit and
communication control unit as for theaforementioned

allotment means , is included in this entry , Following to.
aforementioned number of repetitions , it designates that it
issomething which allots use period which responds to
aforementioned bit rate by repeating, as feature.

[0028]

Because of this, capacity ofaforementioned storage means
can be madesmall.

this invention (Claim 15 ) case where data which reads out
from storage unit in Claim 9, is taken in to buffer memory
unit draws up program which allotsuse of common bus ,
designates that furthermore it has central control system
which possesses means which is written to aforementioned
storage means as feature.

In addition, providing this means for central control system of
Claim 10 , the configuration it is possible also to do.

[0029]

Furthennore, each invention ofClaim 2 ~8 is applicable even
in thecontinual data server device of Claim 9.

When Claim 6 is applied to Claim 9, if as for
aforementionedallotrnent means , when display which
includes writing destination address in buffer memory unit
was transferred, data which corresponds to this display did
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notexist is on common bus , it does not do increment of said
address , in ordemot to do writing , vis-a-vis buffer memory
unit display it does, itrequires.

[0030]

When Claim 7 is applied to Claim 9, as for aforementioned
storage means it consists of memory bank which is provided
in communication control unit correspondence of plural ,
program which becomes basis of the display to
communication control unit which corresponds respectively is
housed requiresin each memory bank .

[0031]

When Claim 8 is applied to Claim 9, interleave doing display
forrespectively to aforementioned communication control unit
it transfers theaforementioned allotment means it requires.

In addition, each invention of Claim 11 ~l4 is applicable even
in thecontinual data server device of Claim IS .

In these cases, central control system of Claim l5 , from
storage unit timing of reading of data to buffer memory unit
furthermore including means which display is done with slot
unit , aforementioned slot with Micros lot unit which is

divided into equal parts in plural is goodallotting use of
aforementioned common bus .

[0032]

Furthennore, aforementioned storage means configuration is
good doing makinguse of memory L

In addition, NOPcommand which nothing is done as program
which ishoused in aforementioned storagemeans can be
housed is good requiring.

[0033]

In addition, transfer road which transfers data in order
totransfer address and operating mode in each unit, (common
bus ) with it is goodusing same transfer road and, it is good
using transfer roadwhich is provided separately from transfer
road which transfers said data .

[0034]

[Embodiment of the lnvention ]

While below, referring to drawing , you explain Embodiment
of Invention .

With this embodiment , deterministic following to allotment
with [maikurosukejuura] whichrelates to this invention ,
responding simultaneously to access demandfor continual
data of plural as computer device which possesses the unit of
plural which uses common bus , it picks up continual data
server device which does service of image and audio or other
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continual data .

[0035]

When with first embodiment and second embodiment this

invention is applied to network section ofcontinual data
sewer , being attached, when with embodiment of third this
invention it applies to network section and storage unit
section ofcontinual data server device , being attached, you
explain.

[0036]

(embodiment I ) First, you explain concerning embodiment l.

configuration of continual data server device which relates to
this embodiment in the Figure I is shown.

[003 7]

As for continual data server device of this embodiment ,
storage unit section 4 whichconsists ofdata storage controller
14 which read-out does data from data storage device 12 and
said data storage device 12 of specified number of devices
which houses continual data , from said storage unit section 4
reading it is network section 6 of plural (Here 2 it does )
whichsends out data of butter memory 18, said buffer
memory 18 which remembers data at one timeto network 30
with each user terminal 32 as addresee , Until data reading *
is sent out to network 30 from data storage device 12 storage
unit section on basis of request from common bus VBUS,
terminal 32 whichconnects 4 and buffer memory 18 and
network section 6, program of [maikurosukejuuru ]which is
decided by central control system 20, said central control
system 20 which controls system entirety with thesetting of
scheduling , network as beginning, is housed
[maikurosukejuuruteeburu ] 22, Following to said program ,
decide it allots right to use common bus VBUS for network
section 6 [maikurosukejuura] it has 24. '

[0038]

storage unit section 4, network section 6, role ofbufier
memory 18 is similar to unit and basic to which respectively
Figure 19 and Figure 20 correspond,but with this
embodiment , as for central control system 20 as in storage
unit section operation command of slot (Fixed time interval )
unit is put out 4 and network section 6,
[maikurosukejuuruteeburu ] in 22 program of
[maikurosukejuuru ] writing , [maikurosukejuura] 22 controls
use ofthe common bus VBUS decide in storage unit section 4
and network section 6 in accordance with this program .

Depending on bus use request from namely, each unit , it
isnot to arrangement bus use right , bus use time ofeach unit
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isguaranteed decide by allotting bus use right with
[maikurosukejuuru] which is decidedbeforehand, it has
required.

Now, continual data of constant amount is sent by network
section 6 withfrxed spacing , while guaranteeing that
continual data of the constant amount is sent out to

communications line with fixed spacing , can assure
theimprovement of usage ofcommon bus , simultaneous
service possible number of users can improve.

in addition, until network section 6 sends out continual data to
communications line , there is also a benefit which can make
capacity of buffer which keeps packet which it receives
capacity of packet memory 18 whichremembers said data at
one time in user terminal which it can make little,in addition,
communications line existing first, regeneration does
continual data little.

[0039]

Below, this embodiment is explained furthermore in detail.

First, you explain central control system 20, storage unit
section 4, conoeming basic constitution of network section 6.

[0040]

configuration it does central control system 20, from similar
CPU , to for example electronic computer and memory device
it can acquire function by executing software whichdescribes
control for system entirety with CPU .

central control system 20, in order to control system entirety ,
has managed, data inside system such as communications line
which can connect arrangement state , each network section 6
to disk drive 12 of specification , each continual data of
eachcontinual data which storage has been made inside
system entirely, or it can know.

As specification of continual data , to other than data in
orderspecific to do continual data name or lDcord or other
each continual data ,you can think all data length of for
example each continual data and thequantity etc of entire
block when continual data consists ofblock of plural .

[0041]

data storage device l2, with those in order to remember image
and audio or other continual data , can use magnetic disk
device , optical disk device , magneto-optical disk device or
other disk drive .

In addition, various ones such as RAM and EEPROM or other
semiconductor storage device can be used inaddition to disk
drive .

Continual data which is remembered in data storage device 12
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is data which has structure where bit or byte which is
continuedlines up.

Continual data storage “ is managed with unit of one Matome
ballsuch as preferably , block .

in addition, as for data storage controller l4 continual data
which is rememberedin respectively , data storage device 12
is written to address which display of buffer memory 18
isdone reading , this.

With this embodiment , use magnetic disk device which has
SCSI interface as data storage device l2 below,reading disk
12, data storage controller 14 SCSI controller 14, data storage
device 12 explain.

Furthennore, as for representative example ofcontinual data
with video *data ,in case of this continual data server device
is called video server generally.

[0042]

network section 6 continual data sends out reading , this from
the address where buffer memory 18 is appointed vis-a-vis
communications line of network 30.

ATM network and Ethernet , FDDI etc can be connected to
network section 6.

With this embodiment , it designates network 30 as ATM
network , as for network section 6 it explains as those which
configuration are done making use of ATM controller 16, but
case you connect to network which is based on theother
protocol , interface function which responds to network which
isconnected as needed it provides inside network section 6, it
is good.

[0043]

Here, you explain concerning structure of network section 6
of the this embodiment .

one example of internal configuration ofnetwork section 6 is
shown in Figure 2 .

As in figure network section 6 configuration is done from
ATM controller 16 and network processor 162.

[0044]

network processor 162 control & memory of ATM controller
16 (control memory ) sets 166 on basis of display of central
control system 20.

Setting or other data of buffer while setting and packet
memory of the circuit of ATM is set to control & memory
166.
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~y7’€.‘I!(1:A'F. SARCHIP t‘§E'9‘)155 I:.;:U ATM
IVI-yl~I:#a«%;fi-arLt%§E0>t§~‘%1:§#&$tL
Ha. 1m§E—r>’;17:—x%B 157 Efrlrc AT
M tfi 3o1:5£U&:é=h%>..

K0045]

UTFI1. 7»r7nX'7~>‘1—fi 24 1:E§L'clfi
ZE§EE5JiL‘Cl.\<.,

$15‘. $%EElf3fi§0)lRlll§EJi’Fl¢1;lT0)¢t5l:f.t
6.,

;L—+fia“iX 32 1J\BE¥:*1:"r"—9*2‘-—/ <§e1:;<=1
L‘CE¥v*fi-‘—51tDfi$E3lt75‘%1’"‘ré7r1.7‘:t=é?.
rhatfirllitilfifi 201:z1~1/—~‘/‘=31! 4 0350)?-rz
OEE 12 0)E0)fa11$}l:§3§étL7‘:Eib*u-7-‘-9
75“#E‘§'Za2‘J\E'fi$.l,. "r'—rX'?79'lz7dJ‘l‘1fl0)
:1.—+fi%3lE73\n3a>¥3§2.4;fi1%L7t:L\J:51:-‘1-‘4
7\’J'77-lz3<0):<’7">':L—)I/§t’lElilZ'§"§.

[0046]

fits. —fi&l:. -7-‘4x’J§€E 12 1iiE3u*cL,f:X%
f;t$tfi=&79-1zxs‘»‘§»t791zza>$fi1$ffiJ:L~
-am. E133‘:-‘r‘—61-12*-/<$<*=E'c»11?»r~‘/‘$111,115

' €‘TLl:T:fi$*LT:'7"-5l’E.lil’.§3°J7<§'7§T$i‘\.'i'5‘(i§'l
iii l28KByte)I(‘y77}‘E'J 1s 1:.=.?i~;H:L. :
hélillili 4Mbps t£§r*fi«7+H:1=d'%%1:11 25
Omsec f§l§7'J‘75‘O’C§$T5o

::t=. l28KByte 0fi4x'7a)7’)-h7~I:fi$
0)E& 250msec JZ"J+5:I‘fi(. Willi 60msec
¥§f§‘C'i3§T?‘6Ctl:iE E ?’?1.l35. l":':‘0>?4'X»
’)§§E‘L‘fifi0)Elfi“r“—’$'0)¥5l?’&lfi|i?}l:¥&
7'tu5:tfJ‘2l')75\%>.,

K0047)

flbifillifltlfifi 20 ‘Eli. z‘r~>':1.—5«!:IFl'*l£«’rL6
‘J7l~'717l:J:O'C$§§il0):|.—*ffJ‘|SOJ§3R’E
Ffi$L.".r"«rX0§sEE 12 1'77-tzxa>a‘fi‘.%1b<2:;
L\J:-31:§1J$EI.\z'r~):L—U>7‘§fit;o'C§

;§5(0):L~+fil“3U)¥*l:3'GiL'C'U'—l:'X’Efi'fB7Do

$llifil€—F5$:l:'§‘%>7‘:6t)l:x‘r9:1.—5li7.E1-yl~
tfl¥I1‘tL6—3ta>B¥’rFa‘lFa‘ifi€—H‘:lfitL'C. {Elli
lixlfl"/|~0)fiH1.§§l:RU)XlIl‘yl~0)Z’7'9:L
-'J>’J"&1‘:‘&EL. 7.I~1»—~‘/‘as 4 an scs1 :1‘/t~
B-5 141:3dL.'C¥E%Ei}i%:.
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data from buffer memory l8 compilation makes once packet
memory l64 of ATM controller 16 VBUSinterface (Below,
VBUSIF you inscribe. ) via I63.

lt unites data which is sent to packet memory 164, to ATM
packet SARtip (Below, SARCHIP you inscribe. ).with I65
and stand and others ‘ after being converted to signal of
physical layer, through physical layer interface 167, it is sent
out to the ATM network 30.

[0045]

At below, sequential you explain [maikurosukejuura] in
regard to 24.

First, outline operation of this embodiment is below, it groans.

When regeneration demand for continual data is issued from
user tenninal 32 vis-a-vis continual data sewer device ,
central control system 20 searches, continual data which is
required to which portion ofwhich disk drive 12 of storage
unit section 4exists, in order for disk access not to compete
with request fromother user temiinal , draws up schedule of
disk access .

[0046]

Furthermore, because generally, as for disk drive 12 when
continued thelarge unit is done access , efiiciency of access is
good, withcontinual data server device digitization it is done
and when data which wascompressed with relatively large
unit in (for example l28KByte ) buffer memory 18 reading ,
thisis read out at for example 4Mbps extent 250 msec extent
being required, regeneration it does.

lf you pay attention to here, access ofdisk of 128 KByte the
fully being quicker than speed 250msec of regeneration ,
ending at for example 60msec extent, it understands that
demand for continual data of the plural can be handled
simultaneously with disk drive of l.

[0047]

With central control system 20, [sukejuura] with request from
user of plural will beanangemented with sofiware which is
called, doing efficient scheduling where competition of access
will be with disk drive 12, it does service vis-a-vis request
from multiple user .

In order to make control simple [sukejuura] decides
scheduling ofthefollowing slot in every cut of for example
slot with fixed time interval whichis called slot as unit , gives
command vis-a-vis SCSI controller 14 of storage unit section
4.
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[0048]

:L—+f!tfiX 32 /:u3a)§$¥3ltl:§'5L\t‘a“-Iii:
0)‘r~>’:t—')‘47*.a_'—f"raT:=l=§&€§lJi311§E 20 bus
f§’%E5i»3:ltr;zI~u—~'/‘f.t3 4 0) SCSI 3*/I~
u——-:v 1411. '7"4X7§§E 12 iJU3§5fi$h'i‘:?
-545-fic7+tflL. .=.':*eJ=+HaérLf:7‘-—9='.éI<v77
xv} l8 a>;se7i~'t,z«~1e:x1sma“z».

(0049)

Ifitfilzrlnaefiilwfifi 20l1xEl-yl~$l1‘£l:£'a“é3lE3
2 l:'?—5‘i§~i£tl'4‘?'%>Z’7"‘/':I.—'J‘/7"&i3&E
L. #~-yI~'7—7‘&l3 6 0) ATM :1‘/I~D—5 16 l:
3!tLt?§‘%‘é—§=i./t~y77:H‘E'J 18 l;t7»f7I:I
7U7~‘/‘:L—5 24 aafitilfilllziit-.»'c¥—'31§§:’nc7+t!s.
L. rt-wl~'7—7’&B 6 l1v»r’Jr:i7.'r~J_-t—5 24

gnaimimot. aa+u:a=m;s=—s«=sazus.L
[0050]

{'L'C. $‘yl~‘7—7’§l3 6 75\t3?~“Jl~'7—7 30 l:
%§3K:T:0):L—*f'L'a'r"1$ 32 l:fi'C‘C. —EfiFa‘i
.’_'tl:-—$§0)§$fi‘I"‘—'S¢fJ‘i§l:li$#1.%>.

Er. ‘~'49I:Ix'r~>‘;t—5 24 I1. 747027
‘):L—)l«'7‘-7)!» 22 l:#§¥t'I$#Lf:747Dx*r
‘):.—)l«0)7E| 75.L.l:1‘Eo‘C. I (-y77)l=E') 1
8 a:~»yI~'7—a=e.1s 6 Etébtdéatiaz <1 VBUS
wfifiléfilfiiiéa

rams. ‘«'»f’Juz*r~).-t——3 24 I:.’;1—b’w
|~:L:‘yl*lZ?=l‘?'%>§1l’l5fi‘-?="'¢"’§i.‘fiE0)72l-
—‘?vl~( 4 %§tt)0>$ill311€fi%’&7»r90179
1-1»-?"~')L 22 W027-—7';w>1yI~')75\-5
1 ’J’5’J§3ti+ti*.l,. /txa>{ifi1t§¢FI*4'%a9—
'7'-‘Jl~.1:-y|~l:5:U.'>.:¢l:l:.l:lJ. $ili%ll'é?:“-3&5
:‘Lt‘ofrLT:§é1:L:-yr-filriatattifiztxéfifiifit
fietlxctvb.

fJ1‘5.1'EldI. 7»f’7I:Ix'r~‘/‘:.—$ 24 was
Ax vaus &:l15$:'zLf:$W/\‘Xl:J:U%>?~~y
I~':!—7t‘=‘l! 6 l:t§%€E.=i‘ct\6ffi. 3 0.45
l:;ti§/<7‘ VBUS E-fifiiL‘C%7r~‘y|~U—-’7§I!6
l:?‘i§‘i‘='€"—5-?9.J:’)l:L‘C‘l5l%1’37a2l.\.

f:T:°l.. 1 0)%li‘Z0)7i'7‘J‘Ji‘)§l.\/\'X0)fiF§
$"¢"i§r%:C¢‘:b“(‘?_9%>.,

(0051)

.tEEO)7»fbt:i;L’r~>‘:t—)t»a)7’n7'5.L.l1.
E=l=9&$W’z'§E 20 l:J:UJUr~>'_-t——U/7'a=
11.. 747u:Ur~J.-t—iL-?—7)i, 22 Iztfiiaé
frté.

7—ranx*r~>‘_-t—iifi--7» 22 let. SRAM ti
t’EFfiL\'C$fifi.t3irt. =#=£&$W§§E 20 bwséz
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[0048]

SCSI controller I4 of storage unit section 4 which can give
command from the central control system 20 which did
aforementioned [kejuuringu] on basis of regeneration request
from user tenninal 32 sequential houses data which reading,
reads out data which is required fi'om disk drive 12 to
designated address ofbuffer memory I8.

[0049]

In same way central control system 20 decides scheduling
which forwards data to tenninal 32 in slot unit , gives
command vis-a-vis ATM controller 16 of network section 6,
as for buffer memory 18 to [maikurosukejuura] following
control of 24,data , reading , network section 6 to
[maikurosukejuura ] following control of 24, takes in data
which reads out.

[0050]

And, from network section 6 in network 30 in user terminal
32 of each client the addressee “, continual data of constant
amount is forwarded in every constant period .

Well, [maikurosukejuura] 24, [maikurosukejuuruteeburu ]
following to program of [maikurosukejuuru ] which is housed
in22, controls use ofcommon bus VBUS which connects
buffer memory 18 and network section 6.

namely, [maikurosukejuura] as for 24, just corresponding
unit which can give control command control command of
predetennined fonnat (Figure 4 reference) which includes
operation command for target unit
[maikurosukejuuruteeburu ] at a time one by giving to target
unit which uses reading , bus grant from entry of table inside
22, hasdesignated common bus as usable .

Furthennore, with Figure l , [maikurosukejuura] as for 24
command is given to each network section 6 common bus
VBUS with control bus which becomesindependent, but like
Figure 3 using common bus VBUS, it takes part the command
in each network section 6 requiring, it does not care.

However, usage of bus where configuration of Figure 1 is
highercan be acquired.

[0051]

program ofabove-mentioned [maikurosukejuuru ] scheduling
is done by said central control system 20,
[maikurosukej uuruteeburu ]is housed in 22.

[maikurosukejuuruteeburu ] 22 configuration is done making
use of SRAM , etc corresponds toeach slot from central
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|2|'y|~|:?~‘.ll$L.'C§%f§7’LIS7(L%>o

:hl1?4X’7§E I2 a)fiiltfiflfJ(xc1«yI~§I:‘£

§3h50)l:$‘lFt7L‘Cl.‘%'!o
[0052]

t.:é's.-«~r'7u7Jr~>';—;u—?’>‘;1, 22 étifiz
01%|)/<>9b\%t¥IiL. 2tb5z<y’2~0)=#=§e
twee 2o i:~:so>§e5Aa+t, ltlld)/\"/7fJ‘IB
t7)?47DX’r‘):L—5 24 I:;6%J+tl:l,tE
3lt§llB*JI:%'r'r?'45:¢F:1J‘FIEf—:'C*3?:%>.

[0053]

:JtI:. '«~r0n7w~>';t—)L-7--711, 22 mt?
4’2n;<'7=;:t—;L—‘r—7;u2:l,'cl§‘=1%$irL»37’
I:I'7'51.\a)7>r—7-yI~i:oLwc.§.$tE|='l's*7.5i.

7»r’Jn7Jr~>’:.—1L-‘r—7» 22 ltlbllilzf 4
(DJ:573t7a'—7‘y|'~0)$|lfi'll'-$‘%"£'7'—7)bff?it
'6t%¥’=’rl.'cL\%>.,

4(a)0)$5lZ. 1’30)I>l~'Jl:ld:. IJ>t.t<tt..
€a%t.Tm*€+H:L9E7Fox(v—z-7Fuz)t%
§:iL¢71-9’fi7F|/X(‘74X‘I"4’7-—°/a‘/'7Fl/
x)a)tfi%iJ<§€r5A§:rL5.

3l§§liEll?%'Gli§¥L<l2l:l£:2E'-i'?ofJ‘El 4(b)tDJ:
'3l:. $IE>l:-'E0)I‘/|~'J’éiéE"}iE?'l"2"lfl0>¥'e'i‘%‘
’£l=l7JflL’C1%i'i’l‘-2"%»o

(0054)

F ifi%J&fis'74—)LFI:l1z<«y77 18 0):‘-‘EU
:1‘/I~I::—5(7T<t!3’)t. #~v|~'7—0f=‘ll 6 0) A
TM :1‘/l~I:1——5 l6 Awéfiébtlfitfiéhé.

gfififilfétfiftzt. .:a)$%tL,'C;fita> 2 Efib‘60

(1)5£liifi1“-'i-1‘:/i-7772‘-1E'}tI‘F: ATM :2‘/Ha-
50)I§‘7*‘Jl~}=E'}’\0)§.z':i£

(2)fia+iA«7+€fi%:ATM :iyI~n-—5iz\»3/ (V77
H:-')’\0>iz':i£

%a>ll2l:!e.. zI~u—~>‘->1-7-Lu: RAID mm
LT:i%%l:t;t. :H:—'J:1>|~I:I—§v\ RAID 0);?
§§ttTirfi*t7.'>fifi%=*E74'Jnx‘r~);t—52b\s3
iizaztbtfiifieraaza.

zaaiea. =l=I5e$IIw§§Eat?4z’J§§a>a5zE
Etfitflc. 740u7Jr~>‘;t—1W-—7‘u.r: RAI
D o>f;&>cofifi<%§§%5A¢:..

[0055]

l'i£tHfiE%J0)%’='T. fie7>*tl.‘.L5tE7Fl.zXli5-'-
5'0)$§i’1ll$il1.'CL\%aI<'y77;l-E') 18 0)E%<7-IEHL,
a)5EEE7Fl/X'C'&’tU. §E=:‘Ai+5’i:7Ftzz.l:t:9
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control-system 20 and is rewritten.

This corresponds although control of disk drive l2 is
modified every slot .

[0052]

Furthermore, [maikurosukejuuruteeburu ] 22 configuration is
done from memory bank of plural , the writing from central
control system 20 to a certain bank and, it is possible with
[maikurosukejuura] 24from other bank to execute reading in
arrayed .

[0053]

Next, you explain [maikurosukejuuruteeburu ]
[maikurosukejuuruteeburu ] as concerning format of program
which iskept inside 22.

[maikurosukejuuruteeburu] 22 has kept control command of
format like for example Figure 4 with table form .

Like Figure 4 (a ), at least, command and reading destination
address (source ‘address ) with command of writing
destination address( [disutineeshon ] ’ address ) is written in
entry of one .

With this embodiment it mentions later details, but like Figure
4 (b ),furthermore adding command of number of times which
repeats entry , ithouses.

[0054]

memory controller of buffer l8 (not shown ) with, command
to ATM controller 16 ofnetwork section 6 is housed in field

which displays "command ".

With this embodiment , there are next 2 kinds as this
command .

From (1) forwarding command :bufi‘er memory transfer to
packet memory of ATM controller

(2) It reads, from command :ATM controller transfer to buffer
memory

Even in addition, when RAID is adopted for storage unit
system , it ispossible to memory controller to send command
which calculates RAID the display from [maikurosukejuura ].

In case of this , central control system detects breakdown of
disk drive ,writes command for RAlD in
[maikurosukejuuruteebum ].

[0055]

In case of "Forwarding command ", as for reading destination
address with start address of reading of the buffer memory 18
where data is housed, writing destination address becomes
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—'2"yr~:L:\yI~.*;t;%> ATM :1‘/|~CI—5 16 mo:
IV7“/l~)”E') I64 0)7l~‘lzZOJl€§'5i<’:f.€%>.

f§fi«7+i7_\J+$%J0)i§‘r%l2l:. faamt-tree

(0056)

5 1:. 7»fbn:U7~>‘_1—;L-7-—7)La)7z-—
7~yl~a>—laWJE:T=“a“..

7-r’:r:r;<"r~>’.1—11«-7-7114:4r:=T=l.7‘:?
*f7DX’7"'/'J.—50)?r1‘-ia‘E'fi§3ZiElIii’<T:iiZ'l2"
t§ri!23irL'cL\6.,

74’bI:!x';-~>'_-1-5 24 li. zrvs 1 1‘/I~U'5
OIE§I:§fiLtL\<..

(0057)

vfillili. 7»f’JI:rx’7'~):t—5 24 V=H::Xl:%fi
#6740r:rx*r9:t—;r,-7-—7;r,<7>::yI~'Jt1‘L
E=‘.§{%t€r1'/5rl<“4‘/;“r7a*:>4¢’&.=.£r1. 7400
z'r~>';t—5 24 l;t«1€4’:x'5I7J'7>6raJ#§*L7‘n'-2“
tsIEa>:1:>t~')wmfitttrz/<-y77x=E') 18
(a)2H=.'J:A~r:I—-5)t=t'~~yl~U—0.*?.=I1 6(0) AT
M :1‘/|~D—5 16)::-?—9£Ei.§0)tE%’&thL.
-'r‘—5z<r)=l§£¢r$=rL'cL\%>/<~y77:¢%'J 18 iw‘a’>’
—’7‘-'J|~:l.—‘—'yi~t7f4‘.*'.5#~-yl~'7-9’.°=‘lS 6 A-7-‘-9
E-Lit) 3531:‘. 56L\ldC'3I—’f‘yl~J-Z'y|~<‘:7§I%>
?~vl~'7—7§B 6 #13/<‘y77}=E'J 18 l:-‘r‘—'3'
éieaiaité.

[0058]

L-Carr‘. 5 ‘Eli. '74’7t1:Ur~>':.—)1fi--7
;w>§I>l~-JI:§Ui@L,tElfiza>74—)LFE§£
l‘r'CL\%>.

t§U£t.l§I&a>74—rr,i~‘Id:%/:1a>:yr~')—=&
iill§l%fiL'CfJ\B>fiza)J:yl~')—l:i&t:fJ\0J'l°§

_ fifJ‘7rT$Jl'L'CL\%>.
titer. r€l—0)I>I~')l:2E0)afi<-’="&téUi£L.'C
L\ZaFafili. 7R‘«r‘/;UJ'?>'5I0JfLi:liE¥fié7rLt;L\
J:5I:a‘E>.

(0059)

7:33. E¥L<l2ti§:i2E'§'675‘. 7 0)J:‘3l:74’7
r:Ix'r~‘):t—)L-‘r—7‘)b€-lE&o)/<y’JI:9z‘$J
L. A“/asaJ§itm<ssefis*e:a¢.'u'rsec
256.,

atrafuoaot-3I:$¥m2t§'c-rt. cbaetailtiéflfirfi 2
0 0)7U7">':t—5'El;t-T—4'X7'77-lzJK0):<’r‘/’
:t—'J/YE?-‘rt.:5é:lfilB«*rl:7»f’)n:<*r~>‘:r—
1L—‘r—7;L«§4’Erfi‘4'%>.

C(D7*f7ElX‘7'91—-ll/7'—7}l«liXEl‘7|‘l:
l:t'<‘CaE:!$-:‘l:.’titli5\L\$lfif$ilW3#L7..‘>°
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data of the address of packet memory 164 inside ATM
controller 16 which becomes target unit .

In case of "Reading command ", it becomes opposite.

[0056]

In Figure 5 , one example of fonnat of
[maikurosukejuuruteeburu] is shown.

[maikurosukejuuruteeburu ] configuration is done in fom1
which plurality arranges the command of [maikurosukejuura ]
which is shown in Figure 4 .

[maikurosukejuura] This at a time 1 entry it executes 24, in
sequence.

[0057]

for. example [maikurosukejuura] pointer counter which keeps
entry position of [maikurosukejuuruteeburu ] which
isexecuted next inside 24 is provided, [maikurosukejuura] 24
content of entry of position which pointer counter indicates
buffer memory 18 (memory controller ) with puts out the
command of data transfer to network section 6 (ATM
controller 16 ) on basis of, sendingout data to network section
6 which becomes target unit from the bufi'er memory 18
where data is housed, Or from network section 6 which

becomes target unit data is madeto read to buffer memory 18.

[0058]

By way, with Figure 5 , field of number of repetitions is
provided in each entry of [maikurosukejuuruteeburu ].

Afier field of number of repetitions what time executing each
entry , data whether it advances to following entry of, isshown.

Therefore, repeatedly while being, value ofpointer counter
requires is notrenewed command of same entry position .

[0059]

Furthermore, it mentions later details, but like Figure 7 also it
ispossible to divide [maikurosukejuuruteeburu ] into bank of
plural , changeover toexecute bank .

Aforementioned way with this embodiment, when with
[sukejuura ] ofcentral control system 20 scheduling of disk
access is done, [maikurosukejuuruteeburu ] is drawn up
simultaneously.

this [maikurosukejuumteebum ] in unusual is controlled with
small unit incomparison with slot.
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iillili. $%fi§ll9E'C'l1 4word(l6byte)’E'$lliA’£l]
0)§’l‘$t3i&L. 207-95 4 ’7El‘y’7’E‘;7"’t-7+
tfl"i'£0)&L'CL\?cu
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$EEE3*:J+2‘:'L. ::h€%fil,'cl.\<:tI:t;%>.,

K0060}

t.:6'e. =~rbo;Ur~>‘_—t—1L—'r’?ULE 1 xi:
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With for example this embodiment it designates 4 word (16
byte ) as minimum unit ofcontrol, readout this data with 4
clock .

As for this minimum unit when unit of continual reading of
buffer memory (burst size of for example
SynchronousDRAM )with it does, efficiency is good.

minimum unit , later, calls Micros lot .

Therefore, [maikurosukejuura ] 24 in every Micros lot starts
reading data from [maikurosukejuuruteeburu ],to execute thismeans.

[0050]

When by way, [maikurosukejuuruteeburu] is prepared
equivalent of 1 slot (for example 60msec ), 1 clock
approximately 380 Kentry become necessary as 40 nsec ,
[maikurosukejuuruteeburu ] memory cost of business and
transfer time from central control system 20 become
problem .

Then, holding down quantity of entry with following method ,
[maikurosukejuuruteeburu ]it can compress memory cost of
business.

[0051]

method of first is method which number ofdivisions amount

of slot uses [maikurosukejuuruteeburu ] over again.

When memory of for example 1Kenuy is prepared, this it is
something which380 repetitive use is done.

Because of this, it is possible, with above-mentioned
exampledecreases to H380 to reduce capacity of memory .

[maikurosukejuura] counter such as is provided just does this
method , is realizable easily inside 24.

[0062]

It is method ofsecond , as shown in Figure 5 etc, to provide
field which shows number of repetitions in entry of
[maikurosukejuuruteeburu ], something timeto execute entry
of one .

[0063]

In addition, if2 method above are jointly used, it is possible
todecrease memory capacity of [maikurosukejuuruteeburu ] in
effective .

Here, you explain Micros lot , in this embodiment
[minisurotto ], concerning therelationship of slot .

[0064]
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Figure 6 Micros lot , [minisurotto ], is figure which shows
relationship ofslot .

First, Micros lot aforementioned way configuration is done
from lhefixed bus cycle , with this example configuration
does Micros lot with I0 cycle .

Because Micros lot ofone corresponds to command of one of
[maikurosukejuumteeburu ], with Micros lot which Figure 6
expands data to the user a is sent.

[0065]

Micros lot getting together, equal to fixed number
[minisurotto ] is done the configuration .
Just data transmission to user a and data transmission to user e

have been shownin Figure 6 .

With this example, as for data to user a 9 Micros lot are
occupiedinside 1 [minisurotto ].

this way, plural Micros lot continuing same transfer command
inside the[minisurotto ], means which it executes is realizable
easily with method ofaforementioned second .

[0066]

slot configuration is done with [minisurotto ] of fixed number.

With this example it has become 1 slot with 10 [minisurotto ].

[minisurotto] one time according to method of
aforementioned first isround of [maikurosukej uuruteeburu ].

Because this [minisurotto ] repeatedly is executed, as shown
with Figure 6 ,continua| data is sent by network section 6 with
fixed spacing ofsmall unit in comparison with slot, it
becomes possible toguarantee that transfer of data to each
user tenninal inside 1 slot isdone with fixed rate .

In addition, when it is guaranteed, that transfer ofdata is
donewith fixed rate , it is possible to decrease quantity of the
packet memory 164 ofATM controller léinterior .

[0067]

slot configuration is done with [minisurotto] of fixed number.

With this example it has become 1 slot with 10 [minisurotto ].

[minisurotto ] one time according to method of
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aforementioned first isround of [maikurosukejuuruteeburu ].

Because this [minisurotto ] repeatedly is executed, as shown
with Figure 6 ,you can guarantee that inside slot transfer of
data to each user tenninal is done with fixed rate .

When it is guaranteed, that transfer ofdata is done with
thefixed rate , packet memory 164 of ATM controller
16interior and capacity of buffer of the user tenninal 32 can
be made little.

[0068]

paraphrase * with, according to this embodiment, slot in
fixed position inside each [minisurotto ] which is divided into“
equal pans in plural , inorder to be able to allot use of
common bus in order to take in the data which it should you
send out to each user terminal address to network section 6, to
draw up program of [maikurosukejuuru ], it to be possible
Following to this program , with fixed spacing of small unit,
youcan guarantee that continual data is sent to network
section 6 bycontrolling bus use, in comparison with slot .

Control ofbus use a this way is realizable easily with the
method of aforementioned first and jointly using method of
the second .

[0059]

In addition, slot ofa quantity which responds to bit rate of the
data which it should you send out to each user terminal
address Micros lot which is divided into equal parts in plural ,
in order to be allotted,as use period ofcommon bus in order to
take in said data to network section 6 in drawing up program ,
following to this program andcontrolling bus use depending,
bus use period which responds to request bit rate of each user
terminal , can be guaranteedinside each slot. '

method ofone which actualizes this, aforementioned
wayfollowing to number of repetitions inside entry , is
something which allots the use period which responds to bit
rate by repeating execution.

In addition, like Figure 6jointly using [minisurotto ], it
actualizes when,from, it is a effective .

[0070]

Next, you explain concerning example which divides
[maikurosukejuuruteeburu ] into the bank of plural .

Figure 7 is example which divides
[maikurosukejuuruteeburu ] into 2 bank .

This corresponds as shown with Figure 1 , when network
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section 6 is a two .

Each bank corresponds to [maikurosukej uum ] ofeach
network section.

[0071]

[maikurosukejuura] 24 executes Bank0 and Bank] altemately
in every Micros lot .

In Figure 8 2 network sections (0) with timing of transfer to
(l)is shown from common bus VBUS.

[0072]

Effect is to ease dope width neck of packet memory section
164 of ATM controller 16 by fact that this method is used.

Continuing in for example network section (0), when request
is done, every packet memory 164 of network section (0)
decides that clock writing occurs, stops beingaccepted request
from SARCI-llP165 to feed of ATM packet the hindrance
causes might. .

As shown in for example Figure 9 , access it cannot designate
SARCHIPIGS as the packet memory 164 with data transfer
from VBUSIFIG3.

configuration it can think of packet memory 164 with dual
port memory that it does, butincrease of cost is caused.

[0073]

Then, [maikurosukejuura ] like this embodiment dividing
command from 24 into two , it2 network sections (0) with it
executes it requires alternately in the(l), transfer from buffer
memory 18 to packet memory 164 becomes half, dope width
neck is eased.

[0074]

Next, you explain [maikurosukejuuruteeburu ] with
concerning relationship of bank between Micros lot .

Figure 10 is 2 bank which are explained with this embodiment
and somethingwhich displays relationship of Micros lot .

As for one scale of Figure 10 as for feed to ATM controller
(0) in the BANKO, as for feed to ATM controller ( 1) it is
described to BANKl with 1 Micros lot .

feed to user tenninal where alphabet of lower case
differsrespectively in Figure 10 has been shown.

It starts sending to ATM controller (0) in order ofa, a, a, b, b,
c, c, c, c, c, to ATM controller (1) to order ofe, f, g, h, i,j,j, j,
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iJ‘4tZ-E1‘. 701:"/*f7bi DMA §“lZ“Ji‘LE'9'U)
l:3'EI1z-y*fI:ta‘CfJ\f.;Uwfiifllzfiéo

[0078]

::‘C-. ?«r7I:17Jr~‘/'1-5 24 E DMA 2‘/H:
—-5tl,‘Cfi.%>t. ‘U'7l'5—l~T='.lfiEt.4‘-":"“t"z>l’~)l«0)
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j has sent out.

Like this example with common bus VBUS ATM controller
(0) with data to the ATM controller (1) interleave making
every Micros lot, it is used.

[0075]

With embodiment case where you divided into bank of two
was explained, but this 3 or 4 configuration which has divided
into the bank above as for possible thing does not have
necessity to sayin network section or connection with with
ATM controller .

[0076]

By way, number ofdivisions amount of slot you use
[maikurosukejuuruteeburu ], over again like and/or Figure 5
and Figure 7 command you do number of repetitions of each
entry ,follow to this data and when each entry repeatedly is
executed, the source address of entry and field of
[disutoneeshonadoresu ] are renewed to degreewhich
repeatedly is executed.

When entry of for example [maikurosukejuuruteeburu ] is
executed one time, when data ofl6 byte is transferred,
increment of l6 byte is done.

Renewal function of this address [maikurosukejuura] 24 has
shown fact that itoperates—as DMA controller .

Generally DMA controller supporfhas done only number of
channels which is limitedby constraint ofhardware resource .

DMA controller of for example Zchannel can do transfer
vis-a-vis address pair ofthe source I [disutoneeshon ] where
two ditfers, but when transfer of 2 channel or moreis
necessary, set doing again to do resource of DMA with
processor , it becomes necessary to transfer.

[0077]

On one hand, when ofcontinual data server device like this
embodiment was thought,as for transfer to packet memory of
buffer memory and network section, the support of continual
data server device equal to quantity of user which isdone
quantity ofchannel being necessary, as for those where the
processor set does again to do DMA it becomes
considerableburden for processor .

[0073]

When here, [maikurosukejuura] you look at 24, as DMA .
controller because quantity ofsupport possible channel means
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fizlat-¢»{’7n;U7~J_-t—;L-?—7)ua)1yH10)
§z‘Gt§|lBE‘c’=1'L%>:tl:7;‘7..'>0>'C~. 7»f’Jn7J7~>'
st-11.-T-—7)LbU-T:'J ‘C'%iEé:tL‘cL\%>T:b1>
l:. 0121:: 1000 $=«~‘t~IwJJ:a)+trl'i‘—I~'G£.EI
Eii:l:t£%>.

7»ron:ur-;1—a 24 Etiéfui. DMA a>f;&>
a)1z~yl~fJ‘%‘/2| 7.I:i~yI~I: 1 I§|t'E<. :u::~yI~
Wei: DMA 0>t-y|~LELE’J'%>f:&’)l:7’I:It
-y*HJ‘EllUiLJ+'G9&E0)r$1EiE—$11.6:tfJ‘taI
L‘.

[0079]

:m:. J-—"7°fia"fi5iE¥T:li:I‘/7*‘/“J0)Aof':'/’
—1J«(7§fi25~s5¥—9=&7-y7‘n—F‘<:“6t%‘a
l:’JL\'C§515fi"3'6.

7"/7D—l~'l¢. 5Ei5E7"—’$I"f—/<£§El:¥fiT:
t.:=>€->‘y§nni.6i%’.=#I:aZ\¥f.;ti1’E‘C~fi;
60

7-y7n—|~'Id:. mm: ATM £ 30 |:7—7J»r7
§§E75\I35E$:a*t'7"-’$1E ATM /{Ir-yl~tl,'Ci%_L)
Hjl,?~'y|~"7—’7‘Ell 6 7b\I3%J+flt:7:‘h’E‘\5. =l'~‘y
I~'7—0‘&{1 6 l:Ei§‘7'—7"r’/ \’4xfi;45I.\lat-7—’4
X75-‘r<»rx%E¥§t:‘%LtfiJ+iLt:>$i£txEl:
J:U.$tiE/ix VBUS I:-?—’$!E—3ifiL5M:{;0)
‘G56.

[0080]

7‘y7’l:I—Fl:tsL\'C4b\ §:*nJ+:‘éiir1.T:-F—9l:J:
lilt§l:747I:Ix'r~>:t—-‘J 24 l:J:UFEEfi4Jl:
$|Jifi1l$n%>’;M’E>9"C-étifiliz VBUS lziéll
Hjéh, #551 (X VBUS 0)?—9li/ {V77}-‘E
'J I8 l:E?:‘5Ai=h.. ‘E0)&l:/t-y77:!£') 18
fJ\IS7.l~l»—~>"&1S 4 I:§%5A§hé>..

(0081)

ATM tfiia~s3§m‘:—T-—-','~’l1. SAR CHlP165 I:
32¢)/<'rvl~;t=E'J 164l:§5‘5A$1’L§>o

Ii’7"Jl~:€%'J I64 I32. ATM m 30 tfififi-‘-5!
"f—I<§§E0)Fa‘]tT)I\"y77tl,‘C§J<.

l(‘7"‘Jl*>‘¥'} 184 Wgllli. i§flXli'}‘J71f0)I\'
‘y77tl,'C%‘§$1’L. ATM IE 30 7!t‘I3§%iAt‘
t5*f l~I‘l':’(‘/’)"l(Write Pointer)fJ‘£3+. 'J—l:7l<°
4‘J’;'T(Read Pointer)0)7‘J'ld:XlZ|“) |~§l:7»{7
I:IZ’1“}:i.—Il«"r-7)l«‘EE§$LT:fif£l’f$'yl~
U—77’u«lz~y+r 162 l:J:o‘Ci§&5E>#L6a

a‘E’.é.*I:t54’I~7l<'»r>'3(wri:e Pointer)0)§¥l3: s
AR CHlP16Sl:J:o'Cfi7'aT1‘)11-6.

[0082]

1997-9-22

to be restricted at quantity of entry of
[maikurosukejuuruteeburu ], because
[maikurosukejuuruteeburu ] is actualized with memory , even
with the Support above for example l000channel it becomes
possible.

If [maikurosukcjuura] 24 is used, set for DMA at highest is
good to I slot being one time , inside slot set of DMA to
dodoes again times when in order to do processor is
discontinuedtreatment with interrupt are not.

[0079]

When next, data upload is done from archive device where
user tenninal or content enters, being attached, you explain.

upload , when new content is added to continual data server
device , isnecessary operation.

As for upload , method of reading to for example ATM
network 30 fl*om feed network section 6 with continual data

as ATM packet from archive device . Directly connecting tape
device or disk device etc to network section 6, the data sink it
is something which is packed in common bus VBUS with the
method etc which it reads.

[0030]

Regarding upload , data which is read is sent out by common
bus VBUS with timing which is controlled decide by
[maikurosukejuura] 24 in same way,data of common bus
VBUS is written by butter memory I8, alter that from the
buffer memory I8 is written to storage unit section 4.

[0081]

data which is received from ATM network is written to packet
memory 164 by SARCHlPl65.

packet memory I64 works as bufi'cr between ATM network
30 and continual data server device .

When packet memory l84interior is managed writes from
ATM network 30 as buffer ofthe for example ring , write
pointer (WritePointer ) advances, lead pointer (ReadPointer )
equal to amount whichis set every slot with
[maikurosukejuuruteeburu ] is advanced with network
processor 162.

As for management of write pointer (WritePointer ) it is done
usually with SARCHIPl65.

[0082]
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7»fbu7U7~>’:t—)L-T-—71L1:1:,t. ATM :1‘/l~
12-5160)/Vr-aI~;¢£'J I64 bvazt-y77x£'J
l8 l:§§iAC'-$%€'§l.\‘C3o‘<..

:0)€fi%1:J:U ATM :1‘/l~1:1—5 l6 0):€’r‘J|~
H51) 164 n~«s1:;;=tsa/<7. VBUS I:-"r‘—6m<i£
B11, N-y77x¥'J l8 1:t4tiEr ix vnus _l:<7)
7v7D—I~'1‘-—’;1f~_‘I\"y772HE'J 18 l:§%5A
an

[0083]

:0)1%é:*. t.L, ATMtfi3o #130); {*7-y1~x-*5‘) 1
64 A0)-'1-'——51lJt%b<7»{’):17.*r~>;—--‘J 24 ‘G
l!&L\Ll‘l"%zi$l§f..-l:UEl'r:l'1.l£. /<‘y77€Efia)
‘J97’I <~y77b< empty 1:1:-a'cL$52N5Lh7.‘;
Ln,

tblét-.‘&‘=*ffiiEL\Of1\?‘l: empty ,:,t;I'£>t. 740
ux/7~>_«_—5 24 ;5~s30)t‘a"7E1:31‘$*1“%>-;"—5r
ifiétifiliX.l:l:#I£L>§l.\fi%15‘%$'§'§1:é:
I:7;t%>0)‘E. >i'~~yl~'7—’7§B 6 0):?-.-yl~'7—77’t:1
'lz~y*J“ I62 25* empty iitfiéfilflb. 'M7Dx'7
91-5 24 25!: vrvl~x£I) 154 a3.%%«7+1i1LEE
st:-a‘e9»rs>7-c-$I1w1.%—‘%='.»21111.r. Jtié/<2
vsus 1:1:?‘—5E§1tt.tL\¢k-3I:'4'»'.:'>..

it. -7r‘——51b<§ti§n'x VBUS 1:§sotLv::L\
WE. 7»fbI:1:Ur~)_-L—5 24 l:t:1:yI~'JI=P0)7
l~'l/Z"¢'~f>7'J>“/l~‘l=_*'§".I{'y77)‘=E'J 18 Id:
x«=.')l:fl.?’c*5AJ+’.a_=fii;;197;:L\.,t5t€7T=?a“%.‘>.,

[0084]

_1:§aa>s‘.%141¢. ATM 1% 30 :bu=_»5E%z1:‘\yI~1/—l~
75‘—E‘C'fil.\*%%'C'. I:‘-ul~lz—I~2‘1<—E0>t%
‘.:‘.*l:I2l:.l:EE0>&l%§§l1fJ\fi7‘a:<'C=£./V7-yI~2“E
U 164 2'1‘/V-y77é:l.‘C%é. /<‘7'yl~2l-T:'J 164
hi empty I-'fJ?€>C&:l3I7.'£L\a

—7E‘. I:'~yI~l/—t~1J‘—E'C*t£L\%‘3l:t7»f91:1
7J7~>’;t—-5 24 1:1:-‘19§a=a‘1.6§X0>1x—I~‘c~
ATM IE 30 7‘z\x‘a0>E':%3‘+H:'L0)fi?‘1‘?’c“)UrL‘Ct:3
3. fiiI:?‘1:L,f:&fi€i-{it1b\126.1;E1.\.

(0085)

mi. —mJ.J:Lr. ATM flaws vsus ¥§E3'C'7’
-y7’u—1~'-T-—'31§€:5A¢:7*5%§:T=Lr;b<. vsu
s 1:e;a¥—a=wtteve+‘/<4zeo1+2s:a
iJ‘EJEE’E?i:%»:tI:J:L\5§'C*£t;L\.

(0036)

321:. 7-('7ux*r~>’:t—3 24 :s.tU7«f'7nx
‘r->':t—1L»-‘r—7;L« 22 0Jfi1:!z1:oL\‘cE.5tI3Ji=;'
60
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command which from packet memory 164 of ATM controller
I6 is written to buffer memory 18 iswritten to
[maikurosukejuuruteeburu ].

data is sent by common bus VBUS from packet memory l64
of ATM controller 16 by the this command , buffer memory
I8 writes upload data on common bus VBUS to buffer
memory 18.

[0033]

In case of this , if it is slower than speed which data supply to
packet memory 164 from ATM network 30 sucks up with
[maikurosukejuura] 24, ring buffer ofbufl‘er region becomes
empty, might.

Supply without overtaking, when it becomes empty, because
[maikurosukejuura] itmeans that state where data which
corresponds to display from 24 does not exist on common bus
occurs, network processor 162 ofnetwork sectioné detects
emptystate , [maikurosukejuura] control signal is put out with
timing to which24 requires reading of packet memory 164,
data is not placed to the common bus VBUS, requires.

In addition, because data is not riding in common bus VBUS,
[maikurosukejuura] as for24 address in entry increment it
does not do, in order not to do writing in memory , display it
does buffer memory 18.

[oos4]

Above-mentioned condition when with when bit rate which

comes fi'om ATM network 30 is not fixed, bit rate is fixed not
being able to use theabove-mentioned mechanism , packet
memory 164 it works as buffer , there are nottimes when
packet memory 164 becomes empty.

On one hand, when hit rate is not fixed, in
[maikurosukejuura] 24 command of the reading from ATM
network 30 is inserted with maximum rate which is

expected,when function which is mentioned earlier is useed it
is good.

[0035]

Above, as one example , from ATM network upload data is
written method which was shown with VBUS going by way
of, but as for being possibleto attach device which directly
supplies data to VBUS itis not necessary to say.

[0086]

Next, you explain [maikurosukejuura] 24 and
[maikurosukejuuruteeburu ] concerning configuration of22.
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111:. 7»f’Jr:1;U7~J_~.—5 24 aamfiiltfiiifits
J:v!7»f’Ju7Jr~>':t—;L-T--711; 22 wfifilza)
-ifllirfii.

[0087]

‘~'«r’7I:I:Ur~);t—1L-F-711, 221:1: SRAM E
MEL. clwetétlfiflfifi 20 nu3§=é5M>6J:51:
fit?-Cl.r‘6o

11 mfifiicli. SRAM22 25%-yI~'7—0£.'11 1
6 a)§z1:é‘b1:t:9a>/(ya Bank0 & Bankl

9:‘l1IZ-m'C#3U( 7 $9.15.). %2<%'Jn'/Jlzli
‘E'7iL‘?#‘L36l’Fi3T2"5’3—‘7"‘/l-J.:‘ul~'\0)¥'e‘1‘7T<
aa§a2:;zz,9°ua*51.n<1§:a11a=M».,

:'n1:1em,r. ?£:‘z1’:'d’%>7Fl/7dJ'>>5I2t5J:
I.H§"JilZL7J'7‘/’5'<’:£. 2 ¥E'5’)?‘-r'-iI£'9“7.'a.

zneéfllfiiémli 11 =l=1:n’<Lr: BANK
léwet-356..

BANK i§'%I1.1 7*{9E|Z|-‘-l‘yl~C'tl: 1 t 0
wEii=£t&Ufia‘l‘.=:%'6&;%>.

ztuslzotot. 6r—'7“yI~:L:.-yI~a>-HL%':rLl:
31l?‘%>¥E7R’&1 wfbnzu-yl~:.i;I:«{>5I'J—
jtxciziiér-é%.J:-3I:l,'cL\%;..

(0088)

'<~r71:1:Ur~>'_-t—11,—'r’3)L22 7'J‘|3‘747DX
'7"/‘:L—5 24 |7‘llZ.§.fi:7+l‘.lf-$?‘LT:'7"—9li—§.
1/~‘/'19 241 lzfiishéo

.:in.ttt.1:. fiE‘w%a)74—1LFa>m‘s°b<fi£d1
€5%10>i%%1:I;t. 1<-‘J77!-'E'J I8 1:‘/—x7
F1/xtéF%75(. ATM :1yr~n—-3161:1at-7-‘»rx
-T‘»1'=i'~—~‘/a>7l~‘l/Xt€1:“%7'.I‘%I‘~'$1':i£3#L.
T8E&+iA«7+a%%1a>1%%I:l:. :<~y772¢£') 18

. 1:-'r‘4x-74=f~—~>a>7FL»xtfi%%ia‘,ATM
:1‘/1~u—5161:1:v—x7F1/7.é:*-E'%b<%/z
iiiiéné.

K0039}

‘J—X7l~'|zX3$J:lH"4Zl~3f-—“/a‘/7FlzX
Izt. em-'n4>7ux-/rs; 243,242 1:J:L).1
‘7*t’9DZEl“/l~'G§ii£31'L%fi"—5'§l:$E§i'§'
6/i-y770)7Fl/zfi‘f£l'r*f>9')>l>l~$ih.7‘:
iii. §%i2\.»7+'7‘—I~ 244 1:J:U7»r9DX'7~>’.-t
-21,-7--7» 22 Izfiuééfiého.

[0090]

CONT t:'-yI~11. Elma/a< 1 1:t‘yl~$h. 20).’;
512-223 241 d)fiUi§Ll§l§z-7—'—5riJ<kEUiEL
-.b'7>5= 248 $f:l;l: 250 I:1:I—I~'$-‘rt. CONT t:’
-;I~I:I:t 0 btfiéfiéti./5.

1997-9-22

In Figure 11 , [maikurosukejuura] internal configuration of
24 and [maikurosukejuuruteeburu ] one example of
configuration of 22is shown.

[0037]

[maikurosukejuuruteebum] You use SRAM to 22, can write
from central control system 20 it groans.

With configuration of Figure 11 , SRAM 22 adjusting to
number ofnetwork sections 16, bank Bar1k0 and Bankl min
of two ‘ and others‘ * time (Figure 7 reference), program
which becomes basis of display to the target unit which
corresponds respectively is housed in each memory bank .

Corresponding to this, also address counter and repetition
counter whichit mentions later exist, at a time 2 sets .

Fact that these are changed is BANKsignal which is shown in
the Figure 11 .

BANKsig11al is signal which repeats inverting of I and 0 in
every Micros lot.

With these, interleave designating display target unit for
respectivelyas every Micros lot , it can transfer, it has
required.

[0083]

[maikurosukejuuruteeburu ] data which [maikurosukejuura ]
reads out from 22 inside 24 once is stored in register 24].

When with this, content of field of command is "Forwarding
command ", in the buffer memory 18 source address and
command , by ATM controller 16 [disutineeshonadoresu ]
with command each aretransferred, when it is a "Reading
command ", in buffer memory 18 [disutineeshonadoresu ]
with command , in the ATM controller 16 source address and
command each is transferred.

[0089]

[maikurosukejuuruteeburu] You write source address and
[disutoneeshonadoresu ], on 22 again equal to address
amountof buffer which is suitable to data amount which is

transferred withl Micros lot by respective increment vessel
243,242, increment afier beingdone, with writing gate 244
and are reset.

[0090]

As for CONTbit , initial value set makes 1, at time of the this
number of repetitions data of register 24] repeats and counter
248 or load makes250, 0 writes on CONTbit and is reset.
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ts-:ui§1.mya 248 itlat zsoamfili.
1y1~un<%fia=ru'sm: 1 '5')-?’J'J24‘/l~é
in. t§UiEl,22-7>6r 248 $72!: 250 2'3‘ 01:22»;-.3
EB. 3kl.'.¥i‘Tr?'§>T<'47U7~’7“}:I.—)l«'7'—7
)l»0)I:zl~'Jt:LEE¥‘§Lfi=?“7l'i’«r>5I7J'7‘/9 25
1 am: 252 E-ry7'Jx>I-*4'é~..*_-<‘:£I:. EU
CONT t:'~yH: 1 aesazna,

[0091]

11 ‘Eli. SRAM22 I1-7-’;7;v71<*—I-tfiiirzc.
tllétfiilflé‘-EE 20 t7»f9nz'7->':L—5 24 mm
7ifJ‘I377tJ<'C*=.1_"%>J=5l:7..«1‘rJ'CL\%>o

SRAM22 2-‘_—-7-‘17)L7t<°—l~tfit3!£t-l;tt;<. 9'71»
Ii-y77i§IilZl:*J'.7a:t£?IfiE'G&5%>.

:a>'ee.=a=aw1a:§a 20 2b<—J5a>;<~/0|:
ease/..t~ueea. t.5—75a)/t>’J&'~?«r9I:I
7.»r=;.~t—an<aa+a:a*.,

[0092]

7*f7ElZ’7">:1.)l«'T'-7}l«0)i=§l'}5ELl§l§ll:J':
U. l:"7"7l"‘f—I\'§§E'C*ldI§’J~'.z1‘:7"—'3'|./-l~
0)l:°"r'7J'€5E;Eé‘fl'%':.Z¢‘:7h‘3IfiE'C'5>?o..

$112111. VBUS 0)-‘r‘—9§z‘::i£5£J§€ 33MB: 32
bit r~ 1056Mbit/sec ti»/Kate. '?47DXfi"J:L
-'30)I‘/|~'J—-5113‘ 4096 tl,'C§Ufil,lEl§5t 1
"cl: 1056Mbit/4096 =258Kbit/sec ttxé.

4Mbit/sec 0)iii£l2l:ti'-§U5§Ll§l§il€' 16 ll?"
6°

C0)J=5l:$2"Ji§L|§l&’&E‘2f7E‘-3‘6Ct‘C'$%I:
t:‘?7l'¥fii£Lz—l~E'1*:‘§€E‘9'é:tfJ‘3IfiE'l‘§:€>°

[0093]

iiiil/—I~l:l;t 258Kbit a>§¥1l:§§i:<1*a‘LEE'-3'
éaitltti/575‘. $33 32 «*4. ATM :1‘/I~u—51
6 I:/<'y777fz%%>0)‘G. :a)§¥1l:§%§lizn
-yt~fi|:t&Ui§LlE1&émE=;‘6:.1;'c——E0)fi
flwizuxmezwt-36.,

(0094)

749DZ‘f‘J:1.—5 24 §'i§of:1§"=’.‘t7)fiJ§0)
—9I1. '§§l:;<4’75-(>413?!-‘l1.T:77-|z7~t:
$61 \’10)§iJ$B‘JiIlFfi'(‘?i;?a.

749nz'7~>':t—5 24 emurzee. 121:
='r‘=a‘=#L%>J:5l:/<-y77;l=E'J 18fJ\E»7~'yl~'7—9
‘El! 6 l:Es*cc7+t11‘e*:ttvEz-'1-‘—5I0)7’JtJKB%Fa‘lEl!§
ii§‘E€r. in’:-?‘—@§fii+H:Lt.tfJ*E»7“--540)
iiiibiilfifittié.

(0095)
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When repetition counter 248 or content of 250 at a time 1
decrement isdone in degree where corresponding entry is
executed andtherepetition counter 248 or 250 becomes 0, as
pointer counter 25] which indicates the entry position of
[maikurosukejuumteeburu ] which is executed next or 252 is
done increment, lwrites on CONTbit again and is reset.

[0091]

With Figure 11 , SRAM 22 with dual port configuration ,
central control system 20 from [maikurosukejuura] the access
is possible both of 24, it groans.

SRAM 22 it is not a dual port configuration , also it is
possible to make double buffer configuration .

In case of this , while central control system 20 is writing to
bank of oneside, [maikurosukejuura ] reads out bank of
another .

[0092]

With number of repetitions of [maikurosukejuruteeburu ],
with video server device video of data rate whichdiffers it is

possible to exist together.

When data transfer speed of for example VBUS being 1056
Mbit/s ec with 33 MHz 32bit, thequantity ofentry of
[maikurosukejuura] with number of repetitions 1 1056 MB
/4096=258l(bit /5 ago as 4096.

In transfer of4 Mbit/s ec number of repetitions is designated
as 16.

"this way it is possible to set video transfer rate easily by fact
that number of repetitions is set.

[0093]

In transfer rate it means that quantization error of258 Kbit
exists, but becausethere is a buffer in terminal 32 and ATM
controller I6, as for this quantization error by thefact that
number of repetitions is adjusted every slot it can supply
inside fixedrange.

[0094]

[maikurosukejuura] one of effect when 24 was used
high-level to pipeline is efiicient utilization ofbus with access
which is converted.

When [maikurosukejuura] 24 is used, as shown in Figure 12 ,
access time ofdata which reads out from buffer memory 18 in
network section 6 hiding it ispossible, at same time data
reading transfer ofdata becomes possible.

[0095]
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With conventional system , time to be required for arrange of
request of plural , furthermore because it cannot transfer data

and reading in parallel, all treatment is done in series array ,
but with [maikurosukejuura ] system like Figure l2 in
parallel, efficiency in use ofbus quite is highby fact that ittreats.

[0096]

(embodiment 2 ) Next, you explain concerning embodiment 2.

configuration ofcontinual data server device which relates to
this embodiment in the Figure 13 is shown.

[0097]

Continual data server device of this embodiment consists of
data storage controller 14 which read-out does data from data
storage device 12 and said data storage device 12 of specified
number of devices which housescontinual data , storage unit
section 4 of plural (Here 4 system it does ), reading is the data
is remembered at one time from said storage unit section 4,
Corresponding to storage unit section 4, until reading “‘ it
sends out the data to network 30 from data storage device 12
network section 6 ofplural (Here 2 it does )which it sends out
to network 30 data of buffer memory 18, said buffer memory
I8 which isprovided with each tenninal 32 as addresee ,
storage unit section on basis ofi'equest from common bus
VBUS, temiinal 32 which connects 4 and buffer memory 18
and network section 6, with setting of scheduling , network as
beginning, program of [maikurosukejuuru ] which is decided
by central control system 20, said central control system 20
which controls the system entirety is housed
[maikurosukejuuruteeburu ] 22, following to said program
and right common bus VBUS to be used for network section 6
decide is allotted, [maikurosukejuura] it has 24.

[0098]

It is something where namely, this embodiment , storage unit
section plural system (With Figure 13 4 system )
amount,connects 4 of embodiment l and buffer memory 18 to
common bus VBUS, each buffer memory 18 connects to
ATM controller 16 of each network section 6.

[0099]

Like this embodiment when storage unit section 4 ofplural
array is provided, [sutoraipingu ], itarranges data in disk drive
12, dope width of disk access it can makelarge by reading out
disk in parataxis , continual data the service is possible
simultaneously to many user .
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In addition, RAlDsystem configuration is possible portion of
storage unit section 4 which is plural array as parity code by
allotting.

[0100]

Figure 14 , when from each buffer memory 18 sending out
data to network section6, is something which shows
relationship ofdata which from command and buffer memory
I8 from [maikurosukejuura ] is sent out to network section 6.

When with timing 1 reading demand 1 for bufier memory 18
is put out to each buffer memory 18 from [maikurosukejuura]
24, way with time 6 data is outputted from the buffer memory
(0), with time 7 data is outputted from buffer memory (l),with
time 8 data is outputted from buffer memory (2), with the
time 9 data is outputted from buffer memory (3), data is read
out fi'om buffer memory 18 of sequential 4table .

time 1 it starts reading important point, here, by factthat
response for request 1 has started from time 6, with pipeline
operation [reetenshi ] of memory hiding it does.

[0101]

With this embodiment from [maikurosukejuura] 24 control
bus to buffer memory 18 and ATM controller 16 is provided
in dedicated , but in same way as embodiment 1,
[maikurosukejuura] withoutproviding pass ofdedicated fiom
24, there is also a method whichshares common VBUS.

[0102]

(embodiment 3 ) Next, you explain conceming embodiment 3.

With embodiment 2 bus between ATM controller 16 and

buffer memory 18 wascontrolled with [maikurosukejuura]
24, but [maikurosukejuura] it is possible also to control bus
between SCSI controller 14 and bufier memory 18 with 24.

[0103]

configuration of continual data server device which relates to
this embodiment in the Figure 15 is shown.
Continual server device of this embodiment is same

configuration as embodiment 2 in the basic , but
[maikurosukejuura ] 24 point which controls bus use
concerning the both of storage unit side and network side,
[maikurosukejuuruteeburu] point which draws up the
program of [maikurosukejuuru ] which is housed in 22
concerning respectively of storage unit side and network side
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differs.

[0l04]

Like this embodiment , when [maikurosukejuura ] both of
storage unit side and network side iscontrolled with 24,
[maikurosukejuura] 24 and [maikurosukejuuruteeburu ]
configuration of 22 is thought innext 2 cases.

[0 l 05]

As shown with (I) Figure 16 , storage unit side is controlled
[maikurosukejuura] 24 andcontrols
[maikurosukej uuruteeburu ] 22 and network side
[maikurosukejuura] configuration makes 24 and
[maikurosukejuuruteeburu ] 22independent.

[0 I 06]

As shown with (2) Figure 17 , controls storage unit side
[maikurosukejuura] controls 24 and network side
[maikurosukejuura] 24 with common , has divided into two
of the portion which controls portion and network side where
[maikurosukejuuru ] administration table 22 controls storage
unit side.

[OIO7]

In addition, as shown in Figure [8 , internal configuration of
SCSI controller I4 replaces SARCHlPl65 of internal
configuration (Figure 2 ) of ATM controller 16 of network
section 6 to the SCSI CHlP185, packet memory 164 replaces
to storage unit memory 184, ATM network to outside replaces
to SCSI and * becomes landing net.

[0108]

With this embodiment, it is similar to embodiment 1 or
embodiment 2 concerning the portion ofnetwork side,, but
case where data which reads outfrom storage unit section 4
concerning storage unit side, is taken in to buffer memory 18
program of [maikurosukejuuru] which allots use ofcommon
bus is drawn up.

[0 I 09]

With this embodiment, first, as for data which reads out from
disk drive 12 compilation it makes storage unit memory 184
of SCSI controller 14.

capacity of storage unit memory 184 of SCSI controller 14
than data size which access isdone is larger to disk drive 12
which is connected with 1 slot.

disk drive 12 which 64 KByteaccess is done being 1 slot with
for example lslot , when reading command is issued from
SCSI controller 14 vis-a-vis 4, capacity of storage unit
memory 184 becomes 256 I(Byte.
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[0110]

At below, when double buffer where implementation is
easiest is used for the storage unit memory I84 being
attached, you explain.

data which with a certain slot reads out in storage unit
memory I84 istransferred to buffer memory I8 with
following slot .

Because double butfer is used, while transferring to buffer
memory 18, bank of another means to transfer to storage unit
memory 184 from disk drive 12.

As for transfer between storage unit memory 184 and buffer
memory 18 with fixed speed ,using almost 100% bus ,
transfer is possible.

In case of this , storage unit memory 184 does fimction which
buffering does data which does not come out of disk drive 12
with fixed speed .

[0111]

On one hand, aforementioned way when content is done
load ,this bus works completely in direction ofopposite.

data is transferred from namely, buffer memory 18
[maikurosukejuura] by display of24 in the storage unit
memory 184, next from storage unit memory 284 data is
transferred to disk drive 12.

In case of this , storage unit memory 184 works as buffer .

[0112]

Furthermore, with this embodiment, [maikurosukejuura] 24
also embodiment which controls bus use concemingjust
storage unit side is possible.

In case of this , [maikurosukejuura ] fi'om 24 means which
conveys data becomes unnecessary to network section 6 in
above-mentioned configuration ,[maikurosukejuu1a] 24 and
[maikurosukejuuruteebum ] 22 is provided in storage unit side
correspondence, in orderonly [maikurosukejuuringu] for
storage unit side to do corrects central control system 20.

In addition, in case of this , as for configuration * operation
conceming storage unit side being similar to description
above, configuration * operationconceming network side
becomes similar to Prior Art , (Use right ofcommon bus is
controlled by arrange device ).

[0113]
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With each embodiment above using SCSI , you connect disk,
but itis not as for other disk interface necessary such as fiber
charmel to say beingable to use.

In addition, ATM is used for network section, but it is
theother network also it is desirable a one example of
embodiment whose such as Ethernet to use.

In addition, with embodiment above as for
[maikurosukejuura] 1 was in system ,but also it is possible to
provide in every buffer memory .

this invention, it is not something which is limited in
embodiment which thedescription above is done, various
deforming in technological range , it canexecute.

[01 14]

[Effects of the Invention ]

According to computer device which relates to this invention
(Claim 1 ), depending on the bus use request from each unit,
not to be to arrangement bus use right ,following to program
which is housed in storage means , it allots theright each unit
to use common bus with allotment means , to the
deterministic because it required, In order to allot bus use
right with scheduling which is decidedbeforehand, bus use
time of each unit can be guaranteeddecide.

Because ofthis , because it can precede can issue display to
memory , [reetenshi ] of memory hiding is possible.

Therefore, it is possible to assure improvement of usage of
bus .

[0115]

According to continual data sewer which relates to this .
invention (Claim 9 ),fol lowing right to use common bus for
data transfer between buffer memory unit and communication
control unit , to program , it allots to deterministic , vis-a-vis
each communication control unit because it required, in
addition to Effect of Invention of Claim 1 , withfixed spacing
in communication control unit continual data sending, You
can guarantee that continual data is sent out to
communications line with consequently , fixed spacing .

Therefore, until communication control unit sends out
continual data to communications line ,it can make capacity
of buffer which keeps packet which itreceives capacity of
memory which remembers said data at one timeit can make
little, in addition, communications line existing first, in the
user terminal which regeneration does continual data little.

[Brief Explanation of the Drawing (5 )]
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[Figure 1 ]

Figure which shows configuration ofcontinual data server
device which relatesto embodiment l of this invention

[Figure 2 ]

Figure which shows one example of internal configuration of
network section

[Figure 3 ]

Figure which shows other configuration of continual data
server device whichrelates to same embodiment

[Figure 4 ]

[maikurosukejuuruteeburu ] Figure which shows one example
of fonnat of unit program which ishoused in 22

[Figure 5 ]

Figure which shows one example of fonnat of
[maikurosukejuuruteeburu ]

[Figure 6]

Micros lot , [minisurotto ], figure in order to explain
relationship of the slot

[Figure 7 ]

Figure which shows other example of format of
[maikurosukejuuruteeburu ]

[Figure 8]

timing chart which shows timing of transfer to 2 network
sections with bank changeover

[Figure 9 ]

Figure in order to explain flow of data in network circles

[Figure 10]

2 bank and figure in order to explain relationship of the
Micros lot

[Figure 11 ]

one example of internal configuration of [maikurosukejuura ]
and figure which shows one example ofconfiguration of -
[maikurosukejuuruteeburu ]

[Figure 12]

Figure in order to explain pipeline processing in same
embodiment

[Figure l3]

Figure which shows configuration ofcontinual data server
device which relatesto embodiment 2 of this invention
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[Figure 14]

When from each butfer memory sending out data to network
section, thefigure in order to explain relationship of data
which from command and buffer memory from
[maikurosukejuura] is sent out to network section

[Figure 15 ]

Figure which shows configuration of continual data sewer
device which relatesto embodiment 3 of this invention

[Figure 16]

In same embodiment, [maikurosukejuura] and figure which
shows one example of the configuration of
[maikurosukejuuruteebum ]‘

[Figure 17]

In same embodiment, [maikurosukejuura] and figure which
shows other example of configuration of
[maikurosukejuuruleeburu ]

[Figure 18]

Figure which shows one example of internal configuration of
SCSI controller 14 in same embodiment

[Figure 19]

Figure which shows one example ofconfiguration of
conventional continual data server device

[Figure 20]

Figure which shows other example of configuration of
conventional continual data sewer device

[Explanation of Symbols in Drawings ]
12

disk drive

14

SCSI controller

16

ATM controller

162

network processor

163

VBUSIF

164

packet memory
165
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SCSI
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central control system
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[maikurosukejuuruteehuru ]
24
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241

register
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increment vessel

243

increment vessel

244

writing gate

245

multiplexer

246

logic computation element
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logic computation element
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(57) [Abstract]

[Objective ]

personal computer system which can share magnetic disk
device ofplural with personal computer of the plural is
offered.

[Constitution ]

Regarding magnetic disk device 8~12 of plural , hypothetical
magnetic disk device of 1 thoseall storage area are designated
as storage area , magnetic diskjoint ownership device 3
which has partition * control & table 7 which manage access
privilege of each personal computer 1, 2, “’"‘ which it
appoints every partition of storage area of magnetic disk
control mechanism 6 and thehypothetical magnetic disk
device which it controls possessing, Following to respective
access privilege , access it designates each personal computer
as hypothetical magnetic disk device .
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[Claim (s )]

[Claim 1 ]

In personal computer of plural and personal computer system
which includes magnetic disk device ofplural ,

Regarding magnetic disk device of aforementioned plural ,
hypothetical magnetic disk device of 1 all storage area of
magnetic disk device of said plural is designated as the
storage area , control means of magnetic disk device which it
controls and personal computer respective practical right of
aforementioned plural in storage area of the this said
hypothetical magnetic disk device magnetic disk joint
ownership device which has the security administration
means which manages possessing,

As for personal computer of aforementioned plural following
to therespective practical aforementioned right, personal
computer system . which designates that access it makes
aforementioned hypothetical magnetic disk device as feature

[Description of the Invention ]

[0001]

[Field of Industrial Application ]

this invention regards personal computer of plural and
personal computer system which includes magnetic disk
device of plural .

[0002]

[Prior Art ]

Until recently, only physical magnetic disk device of I be
able to correspond magnetic disk controller in personal
computer system vis-a-vis logic magnetic disk device of 1,
also magnetic disk management of upper position software
(operating system ) has become similar.

[0003]

In addition, magnetic disk device could not be shared with
personal computer of the plural .

[0004]

[Problems to be Solved by the Invention ]

As for conventional magnetic disk contml device which
description above is done, because itbecomes specification
which only physical magnetic disk device of l it can
correspond to the logic magnetic disk device of I, it is not
possible, to handle data which exceeds the capacity of

Page 4 Paterra® lnstantMT® Machine Translation (U.S. Pat. Ser. No. 6,490,548; Pat. Pending Ser. No. 10/367,296)
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magnetic disk device of l deficiency that is “ there is a
deficiency that inaddition carmot share magnetic disk device
with personal computer of plural .

[0005]

As for object of this invention , as it makes that data of size
which exceeds capacity of magnetic disk device of single
platform by access doingfrom individual personal computer
with all storage area of magnetic disk device of plural as
storage area ofmagnetic disk device of l just, is handled
possible, while managing access privilege of individual
personal computer , It is to offer microcomputer system which
possesses magnetic disk controller which can share the
magnetic disk device of plural with microcomputer of plural .

[0006]

[Means to Solve the Problems ]

As for personal computer system of this invention , regarding
magnetic disk device ofplural , thehypothetical magnetic disk
device of 1 all storage area of magnetic disk device of those '
plural isdesignated as storage area, control means of
magnetic disk device which it controls and personal computer
respective practical right of plural in storage area of
thehypothetical magnetic disk device magnetic diskjoint
ownership device which has security administration means
which manages possessing, Following to respective practical
right, access it designates the personal computer of plural as
hypothetical magnetic disk device .

[0007]

[Working Principle ]

You take in individual personal computer , all storage area of
magnetic disk device ofplural like whether it is a storage area
of magnetic disk device of I just of, it makes that access it
does possible, personal computer respective practical right of
plural for storage area ofhypothetical magnetic disk device of
l of that is appointedevery individual microcomputer andis
managed.

[0008]

[Working Example (5 )]

Next, refening to drawing concerning Working Example of
this invention, youexplain.

[0009]

Figure l is block diagram which shows configuration ofone
Working Example of personal computer system which

Page 5 Pater1’a® lnstantMT® Machine Translation (U.S. Pat. Ser. No. 6,490,548; Pat. Pending Ser. No. 10/367,296)
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includes, magnetic disk common device of this invention .

[0010]

In Figure 1 , personal computer main body I, 2, "*‘ through
interface board 4, 5, "“‘*, is connected to magnetic disk
common device 3.

In addition, magnetic disk device 8~12 is connected to
magnetic disk common device 3.

magnetic disk common device 3 configuration is done from
magnetic disk control mechanism 6 and partition * control &
table 7.

[0011]

access demand for magnetic disk device 8~l2 is notified by
magnetic disk control mechanism 6 from personal computer
1, 2, “"“ via interface board 4, 5, **" for magnetic disk , is
converted to access request for the imaginary magnetic disk
device which extends over magnetic disk device 8~ l 2 in
magnetic disk control mechanism 6.

It becomes possible fi'om personal computer main body
depending upon treatment aboveto handle magnetic disk
device 8~l2, all storage area of magnetic disk device 8~12 is
designated as recording region of self as magnetic disk device
of one which is imagined is converted.

[oo12}

security management separation does storage area of
above-mentionedhypothetical magnetic disk device , sets
practical right every of individual personal computer toeach
portion (You call partition ) which separation is done, with
those in order to preventillegitimate access , drawing up
partition " control & table 7, is done.

R (reading ), W (writing ), C (Compilation), D (Elimination),
there is a X (Execution) in access privilege to partition .

[0013]

Figure 2 is example of partition ‘ control & table .

As for personal computer 1, rwding , writing , compilation
and execution being possiblevis-a-vis partition 1, reading ,
writing being possible [paateishon ] vis-a-vis 2, the reading is
possible [paateishon ] vis-a—vis 3.

As for personal computer 2, reading , writing , compilation
and execution being possible [paateishon ]vis—a-vis 1, reading
is possible vis-a—vis partition 3.
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As for personal computer 3, reading , writing , compilation
and execution being possiblevis-a-vis partition 1, reading is
possible vis-a-vis partition 2.

By above-mentioned security administration means , it
becomes possible to prevent theillegitimate access where
utilization fiom personal computer is not permitted.

[00 I 4]

[Effects of the Invention ]

As above explained, as access it does personal computer
system which possesses the magnetic disk common device of
this invention , fi-om individual personal computer with all
storage area of magnetic disk device of plural as storage area
of magnetic disk device of I just,it makes that data of size

_which exceeds recording capacity of the magnetic disk device
of l by at same time managing access privilege of each
personal computer , ishandled possible, Lumping together
without it makes that magnetic disk device of plural isshared
due to microcomputer of plural possible, keeping data
withindividual personal computer , there is an effect which it
can manage.

[Brief Explanation of the Drawing (5 )]

[Figure l ]

It is a one Working Example of personal computer system of
this invention .

[Figure 2 ]

It is an example of partition ' control & table .

[Explanation of Symbols in Drawings]
1

personal computer main body 1
10

magnetic disk device
11

magnetic disk device

12

magnetic disk device
2

personal computer main body 2
3
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§Z§s‘t'\7"4’Z’7§¥fi§§i§ magnetic diskjoint ownership device
4 4

*1’ 1/5'7I—X71':—F interface board

5 5

*1"J’5'7J'.—X7i'3—F interface board

6 6

§§fi.¥»fX9$‘lW§§i§ magnetic disk control mechanism
7 7

/§—"_r»f“/3)-:1‘/|~El |~|2l—lL-‘7'—7)la partition *Controjp7 roll ‘table
8 8

$574175? magnetic disk device

9 ‘ 9

m§i5"»1'7x9§E magnetic disk device

Drawings

[1] [Figure I]
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[Patent Attomey]

[Name]

Nakamura Minoru (6 others )

(57) [Abstract ]

(There is an amendment. )

[Problems to be Solved by the Invention ]

It is in midst of transferring data between CPUs and the
storage disc and data ‘copy which resembles is removed.

[Means to Solve the Problems ]

recording routine 130 controls access to 30 where it possesses
storage device 100~l0S andl l0 - 115.

sofiware *routine is used in order to supply directly access to
storage device 30 with required CPU 22.

Hypothetical memory *address for buffer I60 of required
CPU 22 is formedwith required CPU 22.

With storage device access request hypothetical memory
‘address is sent to CPU 20 whichincludes recording routine130.

work request includes hypothetical memory *address which is
sent to the storage device 30 fi'om recording routine 130.

Next, data is transferred directly required CPU 22 and
between storage device 30.

As for storage device 30, you respond to work request next.
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With data processing system which transfers data ,

central processing unit ofplural which includes required CPU
(CPUs ); Aforementioned storage device to supply access
directly with CPUs of storage device ; aforementioned plural
of at least one where one of theaforementioned CPUs controls
access to storage device and network ; aforementioned
required CPU which interconnect does aforementioned
storage device , hypothetical memory ‘address for buffer of
aforementionedrequired CPU only formation with storage
device access request aforementionedhypothetical memory
‘address , We to have responded to means. aforementioned
work request in theaforementioned required CPU which is
supplied to aforementioned one of aforementioned CPUs
which controls access to theaforementioned storage device
and through aforementioned network theaforementioned one
of aforementioned CPUs directly access means ; which
includes means. in aforementioned one oftheaforementioned
CPUs which sends work request which includes
theaforementioned hypothetical memory ‘address in
aforementioned storage device which interface has been done
having,

As for aforementioned data , data processing system . which
designates theaforementioned required CPU and that it is
directly transferredbetween aforementioned storage device asfeature

[Claim 2 ]

Description above directly access data processing system .
which is stated in the Claim 1 which designates that data is
made to grasp in theaforementioned bufier ‘memory in
aforementioned required CPU from theaforementioned

storage device in aforementioned hypothetical memory‘address asfeature

[Claim 3 ]

As for aforementioned data , each one, data processing
system . which is statedin Claim 1 which designates that it is
transmitted with data ‘packet which includes addresee node
identification, source ‘node identification, theaforementioned
hypothetical memory ‘address , and data ‘word ofpluralasfeature

[Claim 4 ]

As for aforementioned storage device , afier each one of
aforementioned data ‘packet which includes data for
transferring was transmitted to theaforementioned required
CPU data processing system . which is stated in Claim 3
which designates that means which does advise in
theaforementioned one of aforementioned CPUs is included
asfeature

{Claim 5 ]
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Description above directly access in aforementioned required
CPU , in aforementioned storage device which access does
theaforementioned bufi'er in aforementioned hypothetical
memory ‘address fortransferring aforementioned data entry
data processing system . which is statedin Claim 1 which
designates that it can increase as feature

[Claim 6 ]

As for aforementioned access means , aforementioned
hypothetical memory ‘address for aforementioned buffer of
aforementioned required CPU onlyformation with
aforementioned storage device access request data processing
system . which is statedin Claim l which designates that
soflware ‘routine ofat least one whichsupplies
aforementioned hypothetical memory ‘address to
aforementioned one of aforementioned CPUs is included as
feature

[Description of the lnvention ]

A [0001]

[Field of Industrial Application ]

As for this invention, it regards data transfer in data
processing system generallydirectly, from specifically through
network which supplies connectivity for processor and
input/output communication , it regards bulk input/output
which is done with the system transfer directly.

[0002]

[Prior Art ]

third ‘per T. transfer system supplies various scheme for data
transfer .

High-Perfonnancestorage system (HPSS ) is high-level ,
distributed type hierarchy memory management system it can
integrate (Adjustment) simultaneous input/output (I/0 )
operation in order to.achieve high assembly [/0 capacity
(throughput ) over network . for example high perfonnance
storage system

HPSS is next generation sofiware ‘system which is in midst
of developing with thenational storage research laboratory
(Nationalstorage Laboratory ).

You can acquire further data concerning HPSSn, through the
world ‘wide ‘web page on lntemet which is shown next:

———————~ 

http://wwwrccsoml.gov/l-IPSS/HPSS_overview.htn1l
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[muuba ] (Mover ) which is used in order to transfer data to
empty sink ‘device (sinkdevice ) is disclosed.

As for this [muuba ], in addition, device control operation ofone set is executed.

[0003]

As for fiber ‘channel (FC ), in addition, third ‘per T. transfer
is supplied. -

FC allows transfer ofdata between workstation , mainframe ,
server computer , desktop ‘computer , storage device , display
and thcother peripheral .

You can acquire fimher data concerning FC, through the
world *wide ‘web page on lntemet which is shown next:

http://www.amdah|.com/ext/CARP/FCA/FCA.html

draft reference model (drafiReferenceModel ) for
Openstorage Systems interconnection (OSSI ) was fonned.
And, as for IEEE storage system standard research group ,
open storage system interconnect

Fact that it shows next is something from version 5 of the
draft OSSIdocument ,1" 2.3.3 controls and separation of data‘flow

"OSSlmodel distinguishes control flow from client , data
‘source , and data *flow whichoccurs between data ‘sink .

client and it requires control flow , data ‘source or data *sink
between,responds, and it notifies asynchronous carry .

control flow between data “‘sourcc and data ‘sink carry does
source -sink ‘protocol data inorder to manage flow of data .

To only sink pass it does data ‘flow , from source .

By fact that control and data ‘flow are separated into
logical ,OSSlmodel supplies possibility of thing which
optimization does each flow which passes by individual
[inpurimenteeshon ].
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" 2.3.4 third ‘per T. transfers

"OSSlmodel , under controlling third ‘per T. , flow doing
data directly between independent source and sink , only
starting controls the agent or client .

Each entity , data ‘flow control , error report or transfer only
start executes operation like thing which ends individually.

Through following world ‘wide ‘web page , you can acquire
further data concerning OSSl,:

http://www.arl.mil /IEEE /ssswg.html

As for U.S. Patent Application No. 08/486, 217 number (It is
attached as attachment material A ) which it adopted here
because of all objective is applied in I995 June 7 days as cited
reference , it responds to necessity for multiple processing
system in high reliability system ‘area ‘network which
supplies connectivity or bonding ability between processor
and input/output communication .

this patent application (Below, it calls attachment patent
application ) [feeru ] * fast, [feeni ] ‘ functional , [fooruto] "
supplies pick—up runjp7 *microprocessor ‘system .

architecture which is disclosed in attachment patent
application includes the server ‘network cloud _
(sewemetcloud ) which input/output (l/O ) controller (Also
sewer ‘network ‘adapter is called ) with communication does
all central processing unit (CPU ).

Therefore, as for l/0 controller , address it is possible with
CPU to be appointed, at same time address with [/0 controller
to beappointed it is possible CPU .

this sewer ‘network cloud with attachment patent application
is called sewer ‘network . '

With this application attachment patent application transfer is
made tandem ‘computer ‘incorporated .

[0004]

Speaking widely, invention which is disclosed in attachment
patent application includes processing system which has
multiple sub processing system .

Each sub processing system has CPU as main treatment
component .

this CPU includes processor ofpair which in order to
executeeach command from command stream simultaneously
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operates with lock ‘step synchronization (lock-steps ynchr
onized ) system .

Each one of sub processing system furthennore includes
input/output system ‘area ‘network which supplies redundant
communication path between various component of a larger
processing system .

These various component CPU and include peripheral device
(for example mass storage device , printer , etc) which assert
isdone.

As for these redundant communication path , in addition, it
can exist between sub -processor whichfomts a larger general
processing system .

communication of (Between between, or CPU and peripheral
device for example first CPU and second CPU ) between
component ofprocessing system only formation the
implementation is done message which is included in packet
by factthat it transmits.

With desirable Working Example , as for each packet , data of
64 byte isincluded.

These packet are sent to addresee component (for example
peripheral device ) from transmission or source *component
(for example CPU )by system *area ‘network structure (It
calls server ‘network ).

[0005]

this system ‘area ‘network structure includes multiple router
component which interconnect is done with interconnect link
of plural .

router which from source of packet sends packet to the
addresee of packet , is disclosed in attachment patent
application does notgeneratc those itself packet .

router , adopting input packet on link ofone , andoperates by
fact that it sends out that on appropriate link vis-a-vis the
addresee as packet "‘Switch .

router component is a responsibility which selects appropriate
or practical communication path to addresee component from
transmission component ofprocessing system .

communication path is based on data which is included in
message ‘packet .

Consequently, routing capacity ( [keipabiriti ] ) of router
component supplies input/output system of the CPUs which
possesses communication path to peripheral device .

[0005]

As for architecture which is disclosed in attachment patent
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application , in orderto manage each disk as for halfofdisk
treatment pair ,and as for other half, it is a backup ‘disk
treatment in primary disk treatmentmaking use of disc
treatment pair .

Furthennore, disk treatment which controls disk on SCSI
chain is not restricted by CPUs ofrwo , at same time disk
treatment, in order to run in CPUs ofplural , configurationispossible.

When using server ‘network cloud ofattachment patent
application , both of the CPUs and sewer ‘network ‘adapter
can generate reading and entry server ‘network cloud
transaction for CPU memory .

Figure I shows one example ofarchitecture of storagedevice .

this configuration includes server ‘network cloud I0 which is
disclosed in theattachment patent application .

With disk /storage controller 30 and 32 CPUs20, 22, 24 and
26 are connected to sewer *network cloudI0.

sewer ‘network *adapter 30 and 32 with SCSI tip 40, 42, 44
and 46 [/0 [pakettaiza ] (packetizers ) include 34 and36.

I/O [pakettaiza] converts data ‘packet from network
*protocol to bus ‘protocol .

As for this configuration , in addition, SCSI chain 120 of
(storage disc I00~l05 of total [2 and in IIO - I15
confronting ) two and 122 isdone [hangu ] * off,
(hangingoff) 6 SCSI disk ‘pair I00-I05 and [I0 — I15 isshown.

disk configuration_is done primary disk I00 (SA ), IOI ($B ),
I04 ($E ), I05 (SF ), III($D )and H4 ($C ) and minor ‘disk
I02 ($C ), I03 ($D ), I10 ($F ), lI2 ($B ), 113 ($E ) and
1 l5($A ) as.

CPUs (CPU 020, CPU I22:CPU 224 and CPU 326 ) of4
accommodates 6 disk ‘pair 100--I05 and disk treatment
whichcontrols 110 ~ I15.

primary disk treatment ($A-P, $B-P, $C-P, $D-P, SE-P and
SF-P ) and backup ‘disk treatment (SA-A, $B-B, $C-B, SD-B,
$E-B and SF-B ) scattering makes the CPUs20, 22, 24 of4and in 26.

primary disk treatment I30 ($A-P ) for for example storage
disc I00 ($A ) is arranged in CPU 020 and lacquer, backup
‘disk Process I33 ($C-P ) at same time for storage disc I02
($Cmirror ) can beananged in CPU I22.
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($Cmirror ) can bearranged in CPU 122.

disk treatment 130 - l4l (It shows in Figure 1 way )can be
ananged in CPU s or greater of the two .

With another configuration , as for 8 hom storage disc ‘pair ,
SCSI chain of (In storage disc of total 16 confionting ) two
[hangu ]* ofi‘ it is possible, at same time it can arrange extra
(excess ) SCSI tip , to do, in each sewer *network ‘adapter
for outside storage device .

[0007]

As shown in attachment patent application , as for request
treatment 145, theentry data ‘message is sent to disk
treatment 130 which is arranged in CPU 020 first, entry *
vis-a-vis request treatment 145 which isarranged in CPU I22
of for sake of in disk 100, (disk treatment 130 controls disk
100 ).

Next, as for disk treatment 130, checksum is calculated over
the data .

ehecksum makes that data integrity for block of data
istransferred secure.

Next block ofdata from CPU 020 is transferred to disk 100
through server ‘network cloud 10.

When this transfer ends, as for disk treatment 130, you
respond torequest treatment 145.

[0008]

[Problems to be Solved by the lnvention]

Figure 2 shows one example of disk transfer.

Figure 2 has majority of same component which are included
in the Figure l .

In addition to these component , bufi'er I50 which is arranged
in CPU 020 and buffer 160 which is arranged in CPU 122 areshown.

With this example, as for request treatment and disk
treatment, itis arranged in different CPUs.

As for these treatments, in addition, it is possible also to
bearranged in same CPU .

With step 1, as for request treatment, from bufier 160 data
entry * thing is desired in $Adisk 100.

Therefore, it was ananged in CPU 020, because it is a disk
treatment disk treatment I30 for $Adisk 100, data which
isarranged in buffer 160 is sent to butter I50 which is
arranged in the CPU 020.
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With step 2, as for disk treatment I30, data which isarranged
in buffer ISO in disk I00 entry “.

Because with step 3, transfer ofdata to disk 100 ended, asfor
disk treatment I30, you respond to request treatment l45.

With this configuration , as for data , copy it makes
intennediate CPU whichpossesses related disk treatment from
CPU which possessesrequest treatment and from intennediateCPU copy makes disk .

You consider objective of this invention , to problem of
theabove-mentioned Prior Art , you offer system which can
remove CPUs and data ‘copy which resembles while
transferring data between the storage disc .
[0010]

[Means to Solve the Problems ]

access to storage device and network ; required CPU which
interconnect does storage device , thehypothetical memory
*address for buffer of required CPU only formationwith
storage device access request hypothetical memory ‘address ,
We to have responded to means. work request in required
CPU whichis supplied to one ofCPUs which controls access
to the storage device to have access means ; which includes
means. in one of the CPUs which sends work request which
includes hypothetical memory ‘address in storage device
which interface has been made one of the CPUs directly and
through network , as for data , lt is achieved with required
CPU and data processing system which is directlytransferred
between storage device .
[001]]

With data processing system of this invention , directly as for
access , data ismade to grasp in buffer ‘memory in required
CPU from storage device in thehypothetical memory ‘address
it is possible to require.

With data processing system of this invention , as for data ,
each one, istransmitted with data ‘packet which includes
addresee node identification,source ‘node identification and
hypothetical memory ‘address , and data ‘word of plural mayrequire.
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With data processing system of this invention , as for storage
device , afler each one of the data ‘packet which includes data
for transferring was transmitted to therequired CPU means
which does advise in one of the CPUs is included, it is
possible to require. ‘

With data processing system of this invention , directly as for
access , in therequired CPU , entry it can increase in storage
device which access does buffer in hypothetical memory
‘address for transferring data itis possible to require.

[0012]

With data processing system of this invention , as for access
means , hypothetical memory ‘address for buffer of required
CPU only formation with storage device access request
sofiware ‘routine of at least one which supplies hypothetical
memory *address to the one of CPUs is included, it is
possible to require.

[0013]

[Working Principle ]

this invention supplies data processing system in order to
transfer data .

this system includes central processing unit which
interconnect is done (CPUs ) and storage device with
network .

CPUs includes request treatment and recording routine (Also
disk treatment is called ).

recording routine controls access to storage device .

sofiware ‘routine is used in order to supply directly access to
storage device with required CPU (CPU which includes
request treatment).

server *network hypothetical memory ‘address for bufier of
required CPU isformed to required CPU .

With storage device access request server *network
hypothetical memory ‘address is sent to CPU which includes
recording routine .

work request which includes server ‘network hypothetical
memory ‘address is sentto storage device from recording
routine .

Next data is transferred to required CPU and between the
storage device directly.

As for storage device , next, you respond to work request.

[0014]

In person skilled in the art it becomes clear by fact that further
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embodiment andfeature of this invention should adopt in
regard to drawing which isattached, explanation of of details
below this invention read.

[00 I 5]

[Working Example (s )]

As for this invention, through network which supplies
connectivity for the processor and l/O communication bulk
*data transfer in high reliability system is supplied directly.

this directly data transfer when copy ofdata between the CPU
which is making CPU and disk treatment run which
aremaking request treatment nm is removed maintains disk
treatment pair configuration simultaneously.

Consequently, data copy is done directly buffer ofiequest
treatment and between storage device .

As result, because (1) data is not transferred to buffer of disk
treatment, because network bandwidth to be done save , (2)
disk treatment in buffer data also not receiving, it is
good,because context ‘Switch time save to be done, (3) buffer
copy is evaded, the input/output (l/O ) [ratenshii ] is
decreased, At same time because (4) message *system does
not send data duringrequest treatment and disk treatment, as
for work , from the message ‘system " burden is lightened ".

this message *system is used for interprocessorcommunication .

[00 l 5]

Figure 3 , when controller " [pusshingu ] " being (pushing ),
has shown transfer ofdata which occurs.

When for example data is transferred from disk 105 to CPU
memory , sewer ‘network ‘adapter 30 "[pusshingu ] " does
data [70 in CPU memory .

As for this, in addition, “ also reading "operation is called.

With this configuration , as for both of request treatment and
data processing ,it is ananged in CPU 326.

As for this CPU 326, in sewer ‘network ‘adapter 30, with
parameter (for example remote node identification) which
relation isattached to data transfer , data I70 is received,
sewer *network virtual address I72 for buffer I62 is sent.

server ‘network virtual address I72 includes data which is

used in order to acquire the physical address of buffer I62.
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used in order to acquire the physical address ofbuffer I62.

this sewer ‘network virtual address l72 is reset, about afler
convening in physical address .

With desirable Working Example , as for sewer ‘network
virtual address I72, page number and ofiset whose it is
necessary to be used together in order to decide therelated
physical address both is included.

Therefore, it is possible to provide server *network virtual
address I 72 of two or more vis-a-vis buffer ofone .

As for server *network virtual address , vis-a-vis all objective
it is disclosed in detail by theattachment patent application
which is adopted Cited Reference (5 ) as.

buffer 162 belongs to request treatment.

parameter which relation is attached to transfer, through
"work required " (workrequest ), is sent to server ‘network
‘adapter 30 from central processing unit 326.

With this data , sewer ‘network *adapter 30 directly from l/O
device (for example $Fdisk I05 ) can transfer the data 170 to
memory of request treatment.

With similar configuration , " entry * "thing can designate
CPU , as l/0 device (disk ).

As for this, server "‘network ‘adapter from CPU memory data
" [puringu ] " it is (pulling ), it iscalled.

With this configuration , as for CPU 326, with parameter
which relation isattached to [/0 space , sewer ‘network
virtual address I72 for CPU buffer 162 which includes the
data is sent to sewer ‘network *adapter 30.

Again, these parameter are included "work request ".

With this data , sewer *network ‘adapter 30 from CPU
memory can transfer data to the disk ‘device 105.

Therefore, as for data , it is transferred between disk
whichdoes not transfer data through CPU which is making the
CPU and related disk treatment run which possess non- disktreatment.

[0017]

packet (sewer *network *packet it is called ) which is sent
through sewer ‘network cloud includes header which
identifies source ‘node 174 and addresee node I76 for sewer
*network ‘packet .
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this identification is shape of node identification (lD ).

With desirable Working Example ,just CPUs and other
peripheral device have the node Id.

As for each sewer *network ‘packet ‘header , in addition,
transaction type field which shows thetype of packet isincluded.

packet type is grasped or or entry rare * time, packet deduces
afiimiative response (acknowledgement ) from addreseenode .

Vis-a-vis reading packet , this afiirmative response includes
data which retum it should you make node which executes
reading.

Vis-a-vis entry packet, this afiinnative response return docs
successor failure state for entry operation .

[0018]

server ‘network reading / as for sewer *network ‘address
which is appointed with entry packet, it was not a physical
address in addresee node , substituting and grant check it was
done and and, grant check did pass , if is, it is convertedto
physical address , it is at address .

this server *network ‘address is server *network virtual
address which description above refers to.

grant inspection, for example source ‘node identification
adequacy inspection and conversiontype checking (Namely,
reading / entry grant) and is shape of bound (bounds )
inspection.

address adequacy inspection and conversion (AVT ) chart is
used for conversionand grant inspection which are applied toserver ‘network virtual address .

source which corresponds to AVTentry which as for source
lDfield of the AVTentry which access is made in order you
verify (inspection) source ‘node ID, isused is appointed.

this source IDfie|d is compared as occurred with AV'I‘error
interruption where mismatch (mismatch ) negative does
access as result, source ID which isincluded in message
*packet which is been required.

transaction type checking, includes inspection in order to
decidewhether or not access for reading or entry can be done
grant .

Vis-a-vis bound inspection, bottom bound ‘field and upper
part bound *field of AVTentry , the ofiset value are compared
in order to decide whether or not access is done grant .
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grant inspection of this type is stated in detail in attachment
patent application (page 55~6l, Figure I3
A-&lt;SP&gt;l3&lt;/SP&gt;C of for example ).

[oo 1 9]

hardware which is used in order to achieve transfer ofdata

directly memory ‘access (DMA )engine in addition, also
block transfer engine is called.

With desirable Working Example , as for block transfer
engine , it is possible with the asynchronous to calculate
checksum on memory *bufi‘er , at same time DMA engine of
at least one is arranged in each CPU .

As inscribed, checksum makes consistency ofdata secure
vis-a-vis block of data which is transferred.

As inscribed, CPU 20, 22, 24 or to entrust buffer to block
transfer engine in ordeno transfer packet of data over server
‘network cloud it is possible26.

Furthermore, CPU 20, 22, 24 or as for 26, only calculation to
entrust the buffer to block transfer engine in order classified
by to arrange checksum in the butter it is possible checksum .

And, with desirable Working Example , as for DMA engine
which is arranged in SCSI tip 40, " [pusshingu ] " (pushing)
or " [puringu ] " (pulling) is executed (disk * reading " or "
entry " confronting ) vis-a-vis each data transfer .

[0020]

As inscribed, when this invention data transfer is done
directly, data isnot transferred between CPU which includes
requiredoccurrence CPU and disk treatment.

server ‘network virtual address is fonned by substituting and,
and is used.

this sewer *network virtual address in order directly to
execute data transfer is used with the server ‘network
‘adapter .

Again, data transfer of type of two exists at time of this
treating.

first is disc entry operation which includes fact that the server
‘network virtual address is fon'ned and fact that it uses.

server ‘network ‘adapter uses this server ‘network virtual
address in order to do necessary operation vis-a-vis disk entry.
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fhrbiiz. (E3iiflEI\'v77l:ifi‘6)*f—
n’-1-vI~{IiE7I~'uzr:;’za‘¢6 AVT r/H)
rt. Esttmg/t-;77&7'2tx¢4s:t§M¥
é:a“%>*f—/<-$-yI~-751’79l:iH”%>*f~z<-
#~-yr-/~r~' ID Etfiisfé.

(0021)

7”’»{Z’7§5A3+7J"<lz—~‘/a‘JlZ$'4L'C. Estzm
E52‘:-31z*tL\?~t§é$ CPU lat. ?+xamm«
0)¥3R€fifi’4'%:r*!iIl:-?-’5l0)=)'-1‘y’7*3‘1.~§
:a*s+a<r»'.s.

¥fi5UlE7.‘:‘%0)I \'-y77l:i=ll.'C*f—r \' - »‘f~"/l~
{li§7’Flz7kE$fi>‘cl.f:&. ESRMEI1. fa)
*t-—-/\'-$-yl-{li?@7Fl/Suzi‘:-‘-rxbflfilz/t’
Z376.

"r’-rzbmflli. ‘/-1 ID §&§'r'|‘£t§§b‘9&P6IL,
560?. ¥3RMEI\'-y77E7”JtX'9*%>1':&>
l:.:0)&—I<-Il=‘yl~lliE7FI/X§FHL\%'>:t
fJ"C*§‘7.il.‘o

fl'—I\"$‘7l~0iE7FlxX€'§l'I'H)lo7*:i§:. -74
xamari. (r)¥3l2€—§é£EL,'cL\6 cPu(¥5t€
mE=&§A;r~L~2.'> CPU)l:$d?'%.o")'——/(-#~"J|'~-
/—r~' ID «mama. RU(2)§3R9LlEl:E§fi(=t‘
l7‘I3tL1’:I<-'/77l:;‘<“~t‘-i'?o*f—/\’-$'yHli§7
FL/X. €f‘§EL,'Cl.\6*1‘—/\'- :t~~yr~-75v'7’5r
~"'7—’7¥3R"§i£<3.

*f—I\'-»”r’~-yl~-75l'fi’9l1. -E1l'L75<%iAi+7l"<
l»——~‘/3‘/C‘3i;%)0)'C*. *f—I\'- ?~vl~{liE7l~’lx
ximt\'c7‘—@€m\c“:";L”(puIIs) ‘flu.

:0)-?—5«a>$£i£o)&§tJ'e. (—ts1:§u5Aa+a)
fiaaniaiu/at. -?»rX7flflE’&‘é‘ArGL\Za cput:
iitarfiéhé.

mnra -7-'»r7~7a&El;t:. 7'=—'31§£i£a>#5T€--E
ttlziatfiu’-i'I.T:f:a¢>I:§3lE5lllEl:m’.§*-.l'%».,

AVT fi&U*i—/<-:t~-yI~tE§7Fl/1I:E§?r
éittétfifili. i§i‘l‘¢'ti‘§4‘r‘i.‘rfilZ{$‘¥$$11.'C|.\
6.

[0022]

% 2 0)3£t7)?-Gliiiili. 'T"»rZ7§r*:H)l'-J l:$'-‘ll,
‘C‘C'&56.,

4 I1. -?4Z’7.'=ii5c'HSl‘)l:$Gl?’6Ei§5"—9iEi£
0)—f§ll’&7T=L'CL\6o

ERIE ll ‘Eli. /i‘y77150I:3<=l*J'Zn*i-/<-#~-‘J
l~{IiE7Fl/zb<$fi2?5t1.4I>.

/t-‘)7? I50 I32. Esttmfi 145 i:aasam+«an
60
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Consequently, AVTentry for (In required treatment bufier it
confronts )server ‘network virtual address appoints server
‘network ‘node ID for the server ‘network *adapter which
needs that required treatment bufier is done access .

[0021]

Vis»a—vis disk entry operation , occurrence CPU which is
makingrequest treatment run before issuing demand for disk
treatment,calculates checksum ofdata first.

Request treatment afier fonning server ‘network virtual
address vis—a-vis bufier , requesttreatment pass makes server
‘network virtual address disk treatment.

Because as for disk treatment, source lDadequacy inspection
can fail, this server ‘network virtual address cannot be used in
order access to do required treatment buffer .

After receiving sewer ‘network virtual address , as for disk
treatment, "work request "you send to server ‘network
*adapter which appoints sewer ‘network virtual address , for
buffer whichrelation is attached to treatment, and (2) request
treatment to the server “network ‘node ID for CPU (CPU
which includes request treatment) which generates (l)
request.

Because as for server ‘network *adapter , that is entry
operation , data " [puru ] " (pulls )next making use of server
*network virtual address .

With end of transfer of this data , (Generally shape of
interruption ) notification, transmitting to CPU which includes
disk treatment, it is reset.

Next, as for disk treatment, you respond to request treatment .
inorder to notify end of data transfer to that.

AVT chart and further data regarding server ‘network virtual
address are suppliedto attachment patent application .

[0022]

data transfer of second type is vis—a-vis disk reading.

Figure 4 has shown one example ofdata transfer for disk
reading directly.

With step I l, server ‘network virtual address for buffer l50 is
formed.

buffer I50 relation is attached to request treatment 146.
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Esra 12 ‘Eli. £22322 I46 Ii. E325-‘r‘47.0
(1)p2)£&§ 133 Aiié.

Eszlté 13 mi. 7‘-11299132 133 lat. '7—7¥3t2
§+r—»<-4:-yr-7479 30 ’\'7—’J§3i?Ei£
60

Big 14 "Git. +a*—r<-=t~vI~-76f7’6r 3011. $1=
5717 105 fJ\t3/$277150 A0)-’F—’30)§1':i£
E-ifi‘-$6.

are 1411. ¥m¥—aa>gtn<n'-y77 150 A
iéehéicfibhéo

+‘—9§£i£b<$§7Lf:t§1:11. *2“-/t-#~-ylv
7779 30 ii. are 15 t-7‘-—r:<'JmE 133 l:§ll
tJsA¢:.. -

are 16 731:. $4,-mm 133 Ii. -?—-aiiii
i:‘¥=%‘1'L,1‘:.'_t€¥3RmE l46l.’.§l1‘B‘ti'6.

Eilifi 17 ‘C4:-1:. ¥3§€9&§"&iIE>1‘_J"CL\Z.’>5é$ CP
U ii. /W770)=)'-:1:-y7"fL£‘I%"r§L,‘EL‘C7
—5‘€'§l1)U(L%>fifil2{'FiL’&$‘§2?‘%>..

(0023)

-7-'4x’7%5AJ+I:i=f‘9“»E>Et¥-‘1-’—’51i1‘;i£Id:. (1)
E3?)‘J‘?»1'19il&1§lZi3§B1‘L%>fiiil:9‘1‘y’7‘i‘
1..fJ‘§3k9L1§l:J:a‘CE+§$h.. 7510(2)-?—’5?
0)§1=.i£0>2’:"1E:1i.1< CPU X-E‘J1J\I3?»(Z7’\‘C*§J
6:.1:E|3.$=é. -1“4z7é‘1%HrtUI:5lE":‘r.‘1:filL:lL,r
W3.

5 1:.-’r‘4z7§5Aa+1:3za*-tzsflfi-?—51$z3
i£a>—fiIl’&n‘=L'cL\Z.a.

BEE 21 ‘Eli. emu: 145 11. 9’-I~y9+M.§+
Htifiiés

59% 22 151:. fisitint-ye‘ 146 I1. ;<‘y77 1
so l.'.i'?l.)5\O-‘fI'9'7*J'J.u-/(‘y‘77l:5't1l,‘C'&
—I\"7i'~“J|*‘ii§§-7|~°l/X€‘$fiE"T.7D.

we 23 cut. Estzmg 146 I1. %0>¥3tz¥~_“-%‘4
zaflfi 133 A525.

ESE? 24 14:. -7-’47~9a.ILE 133 I1. '7—’J¥:it‘
‘.aE*i'—I<-=f~vI~-7’;=‘7'6I 130 Aiiéao

we 25 ‘Eli. +i~—z<-2~-yI~-7975' 3011. It
"177 150 iJ\A‘:>0)-T~—'3'L'I.I.i=)’-::-y7*2‘J.x-I<~y7
7fJ\50)-?::“J’J'9'A’E$F -?4x*) 105 «ass?
50

¥st2Lt:v'-‘—aa)2'cb<:<-y77 150 bus-F47~
9 105 ~!1‘:i£é:ttf;t£. #-/<-zvyr-7473
301:. EEK 25 E-?4x7tt&§ 133 Izalflto

59$ 27 mi. -7-'4x79J& 133 I2. -F—5I!i:i£.uto.—.. . — - .n.==_..n...«n . .. .-s-~ .- -v
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With step 12, as for request treatment 146. request is se11t to
the disk (Dp2 ) Process 133 .

With step l3, as for disk Process I33 , work request work
request is sentto sewer ‘network ‘adapter 30.

With step 14, as for sewer ‘network *adapter 30, transfer of
data to buffer 150 is executed from $l-‘disk I05.

step [4 is done, until all of required data is sent to butTer 150.

When data transfer ends, it intenupts sewer *network
‘adapter 30, disk Process 133 with the step IS.

With step 16, as for disk Process I33 , it informs about fact
that the data transfer ends request treatment I46.

With step 17, as for occurrence CPU which is making
requesttreatment run, it calculates checksum of buffer and and
beforeaccepting data , it verifies that.

[0023]

Directly as for data transfer for disk entry, before (1) request
is sentto disk treatment, checksum is calculated in request
treatment,resemb|es to unusual in disk reading at same time
direction ofiransfer of (2) data from CPU memory excluding
fact that is to disk .

Figure 5 has shown one example ofdata transfer for disk
entry directly.

With step 21, as for request treatment I46, checksum
calculation isexecuted.

With step 22, as for required processor 146, sewer ‘network
virtual address is formedvis-a—vis confronting and checksum
‘buffer in bufier 150.

with step 23, as for request treatment 146, that request is sent
to disk Process I33 .

with step 24, as for disk Process 133 , work request is sent to
sewer ‘network ‘adapter 130.

With step 25, as for sewer ‘network ‘adapter 30, data from
buffer 150 and the checksum from checksum ‘buffer are
transferred to $Fdisk I05.

After all ofdata which it requires was transferred fi'om buffer
150 to disk 105, it interrupts sewer ‘network ‘adapter 30,
disk Process 133 with the step 26.

With step 27, as for disk Process I33 , it infonns about fact
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iJ‘$%TLf::é:€¥3lEfl¥ 146 lziuefila.
(0024)

tEi§"r'—5'§r‘:i£l:$'H'?>‘/'Jl~*)::7l;l:. -fix
7--?:<«r7\1a~-sa>($r;r:. I:)§s}29zLE>&t-3
1=_l“Cl.\Zn CPU I:(§f:l:,t. b~B)?—9’.§t’é_‘t&i£
‘SE60

fiibl.‘¥7riEfi'llZ#SI.\'Ci§¥£'?-9iEi£€¥?’r
’J'%>f:U)l:. ‘F/<42 - I \>l~'Il.«7b‘fiL\I‘a1’L%ra

’ :a>~7-‘/<41-nywblat. 3§i'r§i"1‘—I§-?~-yI~-
/—I~' ID =&$—9§i:.‘§I:3rt'9“%> AVT r/l~'JI:
fittrsié.

C0)/—F lD l:°t’.>‘Cfii':|lE‘1’l.1':‘U'—/\’- 3i'~“Jl~-
7¢¢'7"3v0).7+iJ<-1’-—5iE£i$§I:$ra‘a'45 AVT fit:
33l1’?.rI>|~'}’&77tX'§"5Ctb"G§‘6o

AVT Stet. {—in.2b‘IELL~/—I~‘ ID ’.~_”—=fi*J'%>*f—
/\'-$*7|~'79'79l:7’7tZ3IfiE'G5:§>J15
I2. E3}? CPUs /i-‘/77%“?-/(-»‘f“7l~{liE7’l~’
l/X§iaa'1iZ7‘.‘l7?‘§>n

EE13#Lf:£:€l:. 5-‘/\'4’7\-/\‘/|~’)Lli. 1-}:
ID €‘.‘a‘it.‘"?—’3¥z':i£I i5)‘-’2'¥EiE‘l.7T=’J"..

:0)?-‘/<41-/\pF:I2&Hx1%a“zar:u>I:. “TS
ER_DI-:v1NsTALL"¢‘:twfi-1b’¢=Rr§-5itLf:*2‘—
I \'- >?~vl~ - /—l~'- ll»--¥‘/7fIW¥¥LL‘¥fifiWJ'C‘
FEL\|3ih.%J.

titor. 5§fi+z*—I<-#vyi~-/—I~‘r:r3§§ta*r7*«‘a
hf:/51-91:. C.0)}b——¥‘/IJ‘|13FHfi$11.6t
$l::r—I~'l:¥'€i5E$#I.€>.

[0025]

t¥¥LL\¥EEfi1l‘Eli. ~‘/Z-3‘-Ali. 7‘-—@iii£
r:art»s¥srza<aaansaer:r";ra¥—a$a
sssesrwo TSER_DEVlNSTALL 2;???
60

e:a¥—a::r:asar_na7srrs T Lrztel; f/<4
Z-/\‘/l~')l»l:t. 91121:. TSER_DEVREMOVE
}L—‘)'-‘2E|5FH.‘r‘3’.‘_tlZJ2')'C')51—‘/é‘1’I.%r.

% 2 aJ¥bEt§IJ'c=I:t. =r‘:<»f>.-xx‘/Frbsftfifirxv
w~>nI:3r~t'¢én‘J1fii('J‘u—/<1»)-Fztrx-nu
F»:f:I115!-ya/=e§:t-—;L/1::r-y|~;5<g~ cp
Ul.'.Rf§31’|-7.’).

.‘_0)¥fif§l§TJ'C'li. TSER_DEVlNSTALL RU TS
ER_DEVREMOVE ;I,—¥~/rat. uwurznvzaL‘.

:.—*fl:t. §v<0)Ir'5£'GL'é_'?§?-’3¥ii£€'Rit.\
6Ct‘;0)¥¥E7'1'='9".‘_tiJ"C'é’=%>..
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that the data transfer ends request treatment 146.
[0024]

Directly, sofiware for data transfer can delay (Or, empty) data
directly in CPU which is making (Or) request treatment fromdisk ‘device run.

In order directly to execute data transfer in desirable Working
Example , it canuse device ‘handle .

remote server ‘network ‘node ID it supplies this device
‘handle , to AVTentry for data transfer .

entry in AVT chart only server ‘network ‘adapter which is
identified with this node ID for data transfer access is
possible.

AVT chart as been a accessible in sewer "network "‘adapter
which possesses node [D where that is correct, map
designates required CPUsbufl"er as the server ‘network virtual
address space .

When being started, device *handle indicates data transfer
parameter which includes the node ID.

In order to acquire this device *hand|e , it is used with
Working Example where the sewer ‘network ‘node ‘routine
which was pasted "TSER_DEVfNSTALL* and label isdesirable. —

Therefore, parameter which relation is attached to remote
sewer ‘network ‘node , when the this’ routine is called, is
appointed to cord .

[0025]

With desirable Working Example , as for system , when
request for the data transfer is recognized, data transfer only
starting TSER_DEVlNSTALL is executeddirectly.

Directly when data transferring process ends, device ‘handle
return is done by factthat for example
TSER_DEVREMOVEroutine is called.

With second Working Example , general purpose (global)
device ‘handle or stack /module /slot for device *handle
conversion cache is arranged in each CPU .

With this Working Example , as for TSER_DEVlNSTALL or
TSER_DEVREMOVEroutine , it is not called.

To show demand of thing which directly uses data transfer
with themany method it is possible user.
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miN£\SE1-MODE vii Iatn“-4x’)-77411,
tiaiilzidrréx%u?——9$£i£=E——FE»r#~—
jrvfzré.

:0) SETMODE I¢.:L—+f1:. -7-‘4z’JmE=\'—
iv-y->15:<=r;<;Lfl'Z>-7-'41’:-77411.«a)jq
-zrtt. 3fir§1rlz77tx&t1§~37h<¥§'a*<3:t§$fi
Eé#16:tt:<t%%>.

5|l(Dl§‘l'C'l1.BULKREAD Lw BULKWRITE
1:. It-/77‘-/7’. Efc. 5:"/7. =:;n<es1zene
tau. l?if=‘l3“J—-Il«tl,‘CFl3ll.\6.‘_¢‘_'iJ“C*€=%>.=

BULKREAD 3'41} BULKWRITE Ii. it. 7‘-'«'
X7flflE:\'—t'~y~‘/:Lt1I\'»r/txifa.

{—m1>z1:. BULKREAD $1213: BULKWRITE
§t1.\12t SETMODE 141 iJ<77»r11,iz':i£1:$dL

t4=1'~—7‘1L3irLT:t;«3ti. ‘rat:-?—9$Ei£1¢.
§£i£9x9’&¥fi'4'%af:u>1:f¥IL\a3rr.¥.>.

[0026]

!I¥¥L,L\%t1tEf5Il‘6I2.t.s1-:TM0D1-: 141 Mesa
fztélt. >“y'lz—‘/‘I1. %0)$‘t--‘J’/1575-y
°/.:LT6T:tV)l.‘_‘?‘fX7M3§l.‘.iE|‘o?l"L%>..

:0) SETMODE ¥3lt~a)s5°.§a3—§1!é:Lt.
747./ymeu. ’c:tL25<Et§-1'-‘—6r§z‘:i:£z-It.«*r
3“»‘5.:t/:<r~éZa77»r11,-9x7-L.1:;*tLtt‘§r
7T<(indication)E'J3—‘/3'60

'F4X'751&§l:l:. fit. :Ot7)*i'—/i-»‘?~~‘/I~ lDs
5774;»-=/x-r1.1:-151-‘/=r2:>.

..'21'L*30)*i'—/?-3l'~“Jl~ IDs li. E§E71~rZ7&
vi-a)=5—-v‘-’4:<9~a>:oa)$§(1 mfi
$Efirfi'6'%>.,

-7-'—rX’J--‘r’I<»fJv\0J§5A«?+E-t-'r'3<‘:z?l:1%-'37:?

0)*f-/t-av/I~ ID b‘FfiL\E1'I.. fJ\'_>—:>0)_+f
-1?-«T~‘yl~ID 0)-7'+ffi§EHSl'-}7J"\°l/—~‘/a‘Jl:‘>’a‘
L'CH=‘lL\n‘a11..7a.

77411,->x+z.n<—74zaaw2s\-steesée
I‘fElZ5t€'l:. {'7h.l1. l$‘.é‘.‘E%§§:l..15\O*7‘—
I \'-»'f~'yl~-:I—l~’€—:oa)*f~n'-1'~ryr~ IDs l:§£

E?‘-5t:&>I:Et§-7‘-—51§ii£;L—=I->Efl¥H:
[0027]

liltfit. BULKREAD $12!: BULKWRITE i1<
t'arEa==nr;2:e1:. 77411,-=/X-7-mat. SE’:-?
0)/§)l«7-7"—5'§z':i2'§.¥3l?€"T"'4'X7911-El:i£
60

3Ifi’é¢£1%f=.‘l:li. '7'”-r179&Eli. %h7'J‘1'El§
-T—3§z”:i£€*I$r*f‘§'é«.'.¢‘:fJ“C'é6:t*:E-7T=L,'C
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Large data transfer mode where for example SETMODEMI
confronts disk ‘file transfer enable ispossible.

this SETMODE is large to disk ‘file which bypass does disk
treatment cache to user , non- configuration access they to
demand it ispossible to be appointed.

With another example, when backup , restoration and dump ,
etc arerequired, you can use BULKREAD and BULKWRITE,
as interior tool .

As for BULKREAD and BULKWRITE, in addition, bypass it
does also disk treatment cache .

Consequently, BULKREAD or BULKWRITE or
SETMODEl4l enable it wasdone vis-a-vis file transfer if is,
directly data transfer is used inorder to execute transfer task .

[0026]

With desirable Working Example , when SETMODEl4l is
shown, as for message ,it is sent to disk treatment in order
flash to do cache .

As portion of response to this SETMODE request, disk
treatment return does display (indication ) vis-a-vis file
‘system where that directly can support data transfer .

disk treatment, in addition, server ‘network IDs oftwo return
itdesignates as file ‘system .

These server ‘network lDs configuration do principal
(primary ),path of two to therelated disk and its mirror ‘disk .

When doing entry seeing to disk ‘device , it can use server
‘network ID of the both , at same time it can use only sewer
‘network ID of one vis-a~vis reading operation .

When file ‘system receives response from disc treatment, that
responseonly reading calls data transfer routine in order to
install server ‘network ‘cord in the server ‘network IDs of
two directly.

[0027]

When in same way, BU LKREAD or BULKWRITE display
being done, the file ‘system sends conventional bulk ‘data
transfer request to disk treatment.

In possible case, as for disk treatment, you respond to file
‘system which has shown fact that that directly can support
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L\?o77'f}lr'°/7s'T'J.xI:lr‘[‘,5‘,=‘-.'-‘$5,

:a)B%I:t:. —‘r‘4x7£l.J1El§:.$f:. BEE?-'41
axttfii-0>s5—«o2:oa)£§§‘.§£%§fifi2's“
?o:’J0)fi'—Ii-?~—l~ ID E'J‘3—>?*6..

mm. 7741»-=/7.-7-Ltli. aesaan ow--‘r’
—9iii.§D3¥tliLl:ttL'ciEt§v“-—5=iEi£’<&Ffi
Lk iJ\’J$f:*2‘—Ii-*-yl~-:I—F€r:’)0)+f—
n’-r?~~yI~ ID lZ§EE'9“§>f:61>l:E?§'7‘—@§z':i£
;L—a=yEIFF:h'é'.

(:’3*2‘—I(-?~v|~ ld ’&§QE‘5'%>)E¥§7"'-Glii
iii:-y’/3‘/E1"L0)—‘&lh*:L‘C. Eta-'r’—9§i5£
11,-5->11. it. FLEXP_00L nuaamiiletfi
in~y7(TiB)I:s‘<t3”%>§Fa‘It.fi?%=’d'%>.

TIB Ii. Eta-?—’,¢$.F.i£;L.—=)=A_-+2~/<-rrvy
I~-:z—F.|;a>FéIa)4>sx—7:«rxI:rfiL\-an
6.

TIB 11. it. 3‘I.“J7*i'.Ln§1’§€'fi"3f:U)l:‘U'
—n’-rt--yI~-:I—l~’2b< DMA 1>~‘/'>é—FfiL\é»t
L~5.:2:=&¥3lt'=i'%>f:d>I:lEt£-?——6I§Ei£1L—
9'-‘Jl:J:o‘Cfafi§l.\Eal’L§>..

H§L,l.\¥fi‘§t§1J‘C*li. 9'-r‘/7*f.L».-7l"\°tu—">
3‘/fJ‘fil§JI‘Gfi)?.'10)'C'.$—0) TIB 2s<m~e.n
60

FLEXPOOL la. x£'J'éB;EI:$<#Lr§Fafi§%IJ'»J
£16.

(0023)

6 It. EOJJ:-3l::9a)*i-—I<-If--yl~ ID 11‘.
'T'47s9RU{‘0)E5—"_r'»1’X7'\0):’)0)¥§:‘
%l:$ca‘L,'CmLus:l1.6i»ErT=LtL\%>.

&¥$LL\¥l:‘Et§!lt~Ii. Z’)(7)‘*}'—Ii-31"-'/l~ IDs

I1. SCSI -‘)’-‘)7’ 40 mi 42 lzfléfifilréhéo

6 l.'.7T<'9"J:5l:. .:2l1.e.a) SCSI :iyH:I—5-
=J=-J7 40 321} 42 lat. -7-'—rX9 100 Jsweoasa
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data transfer .

At time of this , as for disk treatment, in addition, thcrelated
disk and server * [neeto ] ID of two which configuration
doesprincipal path of two to its mirror are done retum .

Next, calls file ‘system at same time and data transfer routine
in order toinstall server *network ‘cord in sewer ‘network ID

of two directly vis-a—vis thesucceeding bulk ‘data transfer call
making use ofdata transfer directly.

(two server ‘network ld is installed ) As portion of data
transfer session establishment directly, directly data transfer
routine inaddition, it acquires also space for transmitted
information block (TIB ) from FLEXPOOL.

TIB directly is used for interface between data transfer routine
and the server ‘network ‘cord .

As for TIB, in addition, in order to require that server
*network *cord uses DMA engine in order to calculate
checksum it is used directly even with data transfer routine .

Because with desirable Working Example , checksum
‘operation is synchronization , it can use single TIB.

FLEXPOOL allots space vis-a—vis memory managing .

[0023]

Which way, it has shown Figure 6 . whether it can use server
‘network ID of the two , vis-a—vis path of two to disk and its
mirror ‘disk .

With desirable Working Example , as for server “‘network IDs
of two , relation itis attached to SCSI tip 40 and 42.

As shown in Figure 6 , these SCSI controller ‘tip 40 and 42
supplies access to the disk 100 and its mirror ‘disk 115.

With desirable Working Example , [fooruto] * as for free
(defect-free ) system , server *network cloudlt) of the:CPU
020 and CPU l22;two which have following ones and l2; the
backup path ;server ‘network ‘adapter 30 to primary
(Principal) path and disk and its mirror ‘disk 16 to disk and
its mirror ‘disk 14 and 32; SCSl tip 40, 42, 44 and 46; disk
100 and its mirror ‘disk 1l5;chain 120 andl22.

With this configuration , as for all component of system , it
possesses redundant component ofat least one as backup ,
(for example disk 100 has backup ‘mirror ‘disk I l5 ).
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Therefore, as for throughout , all data transfer of data writing
seeing operation , error onlyoccurrence correct data can do
access from disk of the one , if is, in order data and because of
access to bearranged in another disk , you can do vis-a-vis
disk (disk and its mirror ‘disk )ofthe two.

this configuration , if it is, does not occur for most part with
thepollution ofdata as result.

throughout , of disk reading operation data transfer soflware
disk 100 or with only one of l 15 map does data ‘buffer
directly because of the access .

Consequently, buffer map is done tojust in sewer ‘network
virtual address space of the one .

[0029]

With alternate embodiment, it can use server ‘network ID of
4 directly because of the data transfer .

With this configuration , as for data ‘buffer , SCSI controller
‘tip 40, 42, 44 of all 4 and map you must make redundant in
server ‘network virtual address space for access with 46.

This issues data transfer request in disk treatment SCSI
controller ‘tip 40, 42, 44 or vis-a-vis 46.

Directly, data transfer support software wear configuration is
done as library of software ‘routine , (routine it is called ).

With desirable Working Example , as for file ‘system , it is a
client to these routine .

Consequently, when deciding that file ‘system is started data
transfer directly, that buffer only map calls routine which
causesoperation which is necessary in order to calculate
checksum .

Directly when data transfer routine was done, file ‘system
message uses message ‘system in order to send to appropriate
CPU which includes disk treatment.

[0030]

Figure 7 is one example of system ‘software hierarchy
conversion which directlypossesses data transfer .

As shown in Figure 7 , as for file ‘system 210, it is possible
and anddirectly to call message ‘system 230, before calling
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message ‘system , it is possibledirectly to call routine ofdata
transfer library 220. ‘

file ‘system 2l0, when flag " [ineeburingu ] data transfer is
set directly, calls the data transfer library 220 directly.

As shown first, this flag is done, when SETMODEl4l or
BULKREAD/BULKWRITE isexecuted, set.

Directly data transfer enable was done at FlLE_CLOSE time,
if is, file ‘system calls data transfer routine in order directly to
end data transfer session directly.

This, directly in data transfer routine , disassembles sewer
“‘network ID of sewer ‘network ‘cord and two .

FlLE_CLOSE time, fact that file above this is not transferredisshown.

[003 1]

With another Working Example of this invention , when
treatment of plural in thesame CPU doing data transfer
directly Vis-a—vis same disk or the tape , it can use device
‘handle *caching *scheme .

As for this, duplication ofdevice ‘handle which indicates
same sewer *network ID in CPU is evaded.

When using device ‘handle ‘caching ‘system , directly when
data transfer session is established direct|y,check it designates
data transfer routine , as in order to inspect whether omot
device ‘handle exists in CPU .

device ‘handle exists already, if is, it can use device "'handle .

Otherwise, it is fonned by fact that new device ‘handle calls
the sewer ‘network ‘cord .

At FlLE_CLOSE time, as for device ‘handle , it is notremoved.

[0032]

Vis-a—vis reading data transfer operation , checksum and
adequacy inspection are doneafier ending of data transfer .

With desirable Working Example , as for data transfer starting
routine , it al|ots(l) checksum ‘buffer directly, map does
buffer of required processor in (2) sewer ‘network virtual
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address space , at same time return makes (3) file ‘system .

mapping in server ‘network *adapter is done in order push to
do data over primary (Principal) path of server ‘network .

processor *cache *sweep where as for this mapping
‘operation , memory of required CPU isconsistent, cache of
processor requires is included.

file ‘system installs server ‘network virtual address which
map is done in required control region .

Next, related message is sent to appropriate media server
treatment (disk treatment or tape treatment).

this message from request treatment shows fact that transfer is
the data transfer directly.

Next, as for disk treatment, as for response data *butTer and
checksum ‘buffer , you knowthat map it is done with sewer
‘network ‘adapter vis-a-vis access .

As for disk treatment, (1) it should execute which operation
and (2)reading data and checksum are arranged in addresee
CPU (CPU which includes request treatment) in the address
which is appointed, command is issued in server ‘network
‘adapter which isreported to that.

server ‘network ‘adapter , when data transfer ends, intemipts
CPU which includes disk treatment.

this configuration is shown in Figure 4 .

[0033]

With desirable Working Example , as for mapping of buffer
of therequired processor to in server *network virtual address
space , it is done directly with data transfer routine .

These server ‘network virtual address are transferred to disk
treatment.

In order to make this transfer easy, server ‘network virtual
address return is done in file "‘system which installs server
‘network virtual address in request which is sent to the CPU
to which as for data transfer routine , that includes disk
treatmentdirectly.

When data transfer ends, server ‘network ‘adapter through
interruption which requestdoes notifies disk treatment.
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When receiving message that, request treatment ended, data
transfer ,that calls data transfer routine in order to treat end of
reading requestdirectly.

Directly data transfer routine which next, is called calls sewer
‘network ‘cord in order tocalculate appropriate checksum for
required CPUsbuffer .

this checksum ‘operation is blocking ‘operation .

Therefore, treatment is discontinued while checksum
‘operation is in midstof treating.

When checksum calculation ends, it calls routine and, treats
ane block (block it does not do).

Next, directly as for data transfer routine , checksum which
was calculated being server ‘network ‘adapter , verifies that
it agrees with checksum which return isdone.

Next, it calls routine and, return does any of success or
checksum ‘error display to file ‘system *routine .

[0034]

Figure 8 shows process flow with reading required path
whichdirectly possesses data transfer .

With step 300, as for application , file ‘system for reading
request iscalled.

With step 302, as for file ‘system , required section only
preparation data transfer routine is called directly.

With step 304, as for reading starting routine , checksum
‘buffer fiom the FLEXPOOL is allotted directly.

With step 306, directly as for reading starting routine ,
therequired CPUsbuffer map is done in order enable to do
access ofbuffer to server ‘network ‘adapter over sewer
‘network , at same time server ‘network virtual address the

return is designated as file ‘system .

With step 308, as for file ‘system , message ‘system is called
in order to send message to disk treatment.

this message includes sewer ‘network virtual address of
buffer which is installed in therequired section .

With step 310, as for disk treatment, work request is issued to
the sewer ‘network ‘adapter .
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this work request reading data and checksum , is something in
orderto arrange in CPU which includes request treatment‘

With step 312, as for server ‘network ‘adapter , it executes
data transfer and andinterrupts disk treatment with end
notification.

With step 3l4, as for disk treatment, you respond to message
ofreq uest treatment.

[0035]

Figure 9 shows process flow for reading response path
whichdirectly accompanies data transfer .

With step 320, as for response ofdisk treatment, at same
timerequest treatment is started with message of request
treatment as queue .

With step 322, request treatment only starting verifies
checksum .

With step 324, directly as for reading end routine , sewer
‘network *cord iscalled in order queue to do checksum
calculation for DMA engine .

Next, it calls and discontinues treatment.

DMA engine , next, executes checksum calculation.

With step 326, as for DMA engine *checksum calculation end
interruption, requesttreatment ane block is done in server
*network *cord .

With step 328, directly as for data transfer routine , deposit
checksum whichwas calculated with checksum

(Arrangement) is verified with sewer ‘network ‘adapter .

With step 330, directly as for data transfer routine , checksum
"‘buffer only return itsucceeds checksum comparison for file
‘system in FLEXPOOL or it fails return .

Ifwith step 332, with desirable Working Example , as for file
*system ,comparison is is success, to request treatment return
it does, the checksum ‘error occurred, directly with data
transfer none for second time it tries.

[0036]

Vis-a-vis entry data transfer operation , checksum is
calculated before data istransferred.

file ‘system direct entry starting routine supplies address of
the buffer of call and required CPU .
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Directly data transfer routine checksum ‘buffer first map
designates allotrnentand related buffer (Required data and
checksum ‘buffer ) as in sewer *network virtual address
space .

Vis-a-vis entry operation , bufi'er map makes in sewer
‘network virtual address space with path of two of disk and
its mirror vis-a-vis access .

If this is entry which mirror is done, related server *network
‘adapter of the both access does these buffer .

Entry seeing which mirror is done is used with desirable
Working Example .

[0037]

Next, directly data transfer routine calls sewer ‘network
‘cord in order to calculate the checksum ofbuffer .

sewer ‘network *cord only queue calls checksum calculation
to end ofchecksum calculation next in DMA engine of
required CPU and treats the block .

DMA engine checksum which is appointed only calculation
arranges thesynthetic checksum in checksum *bufl‘er .

End interruption for checksum calculation field is done next
with sewer ‘network *cord .

End intenuption ane block does request treatment that time.

Directly data transfer routine reopens treatment by fact that
sewer ‘network virtual address of4 return is done in file
*system .

two of these sewer ‘network virtual address corresponds to
buffer of required CPU .

sewer ‘network virtual address of other two corresponds to
checksum ‘buffer .

file ‘system entry routine sewer ‘network virtual address of
these 4, calls message ‘system in orderto send insertion and
related message to disk treatment in thcrequired control
section of message .

With desirable Working Example , in order to evade data
pollution, as forrequired treatment buffer , when disk reading
is executed, the map it is done to just sewer ‘network
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‘adapter ofone .

[0038]

As for disk treatment, appropriate work request is sent to
SCSI controller this due to receipt of data transfer entry
request directly.

this work request appoints that it comes from CPU to which
data and checksum ‘buffer include request treatment, but, it
appoints that therequest end interruption from server
‘network *adapter should go to CPU whichincludes disk
treatment.

Next, sewer ‘network *adapter [puru ] data from CPU of
request treatment forentry operation .

Next, data is written by physical media , and disk treatment
isnotified through interruption, with end.

disk treatment waits for end interruption from both of the half
of primary and mirror *disk .

Afler disk of both ends operation , as for disk treatment,you
respond to message of request treatment.

[0039]

When response which is sent in disk treatment arrives at the
CPU of request treatment, CPU starts request treatment.

Next, file *system calls data transfer routine in order to treat
entry end directly.

In case of this , data transfer routine ane map (unmaps ) does
buffer from the server ‘network virtual address space directly,
cancels allotment of checksum "'bufi“er , at same time return
makes file “system .

Next, file *system notifies end ofentry request to user .

Figure l0 shows process flow for entry required path which
directlyaccompanies data transfer .

With step 350, as for application , file ‘system for entry
operation iscalled.

With step 352, as for file ‘system , data transfer entry starting
routine iscalled directly.

With step 354, as for data transfer entry starting routine ,
checksum ‘bufier from FLEXPOOL is allotted directly.
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With step 356, bufier and checksum ‘buffer of required CPU
for the access to which data transfer entry starting routine
depends controller path of the two directly are done map .

Next, routine calls sewer ‘network ‘cord in order to calculatechecksum .

With step 358, as for server ‘network ‘cord , checksum
calculation only queue request treatment is discontinued in
DMA engine .

With step 360, as for end interruption, it makes
requesttreatment server ‘network ‘cord reopen and and return
makes direct entrystarting routine . .

With step 362, directly as for data transfer entry starting,
server *network virtual address ofrequest and checksum
‘buffer return is designated as file ‘system .

With step 364, as for file *system , these sewer ‘network
virtual address insertion and this message are sent to disk
treatment in required control region .

[0040]

Figure l 1 shows process flow for entry response path which
directlyaccompanies data transfer .

With step 370, as for cord , request treatment is started.

With step 372, as for file *system , data transfer entry end
routine is calleddirectly.

With step 374, this as for data transfer routine , ane map it
does the buffer from server *network virtual address space
directly, cancels allotment of checksum “bufi‘er and returndoes.

With step 376, as for file ‘system , entry end notification
return isdone in application .

With desirable Working Example , as for space for checksum
‘*bufi‘er , it isallotted directly with data transfer library*routine .

this space is allotted from FLEXPOOL.

With alternate embodiment , as for file ‘system , space forchecksum *bufi'er is allotted.

checksum *buffer ‘size depends on buffer ‘size and sector
/block ‘size of required CPU .

[004 1]

With desirable Working Example , as for file ‘system ‘client
which directly starts the data transfer operation , in addition, it
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is possible also to cancel operation .

As for this cancellation, or while marked data transfer request
exists, it is possiblewith end ofdata transfer to do.

When data transfer operation is cancelled directly with this
method , file *system calls data transfer routine in order to
execute cancellation directly.

this routine is a responsibility confronting and related
checksum ‘bufi"er vis-a-vis return making those pool in am:
map doing buffer from server ‘network virtual address space .

Next, file ‘system , notice ofcancellalion is sent to
appropriate disk treatment.

Afler operation of these two ends, you can think data transfer
operation cancellation directly.

Directly when data transfer routine ane map does buffer ,
sewer *network ‘adapter tries thefact that that access does
this buffer , if is, you encounter to the error .

These error are reported to both of CPU which includes the
server ‘network ‘adapter and request treatment.

With desirable Working Example , as for server ‘network
‘adapter , afler encountering to me first error , fact that buffer
is done access is stopped.

[0042]

With desirable Working Example , server “‘network ID of all
CPUs in system isregistered with finnware .

As for this register, it is a shape of "set ‘server ‘network
‘parameter ‘mail box command in frnnware .

According to this mail box command , firmware retum does 8
bit ‘server “network ‘handle .

this handle in order to identify host ‘processor for firmware is
used with SCSI module ‘driver .

Register of this server ‘network lDs required processor
(processor which includes request treatment) with allows data
transfer directly between storage device (device which
includes disk ).
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When request treatment and disk treatment are arranged in
different CPUs only, it considered example which is
explained at descriptionabove.

lf treatment of these two is arranged is in same CPU , stillyou
can use data transfer , directly.

When using data transfer directly with this example, CPU
copy of the buffer during request treatment and disk treatment
is still evaded.

Therefore, in addition, directly data transfer , when both of
requesttreatment and disk treatment is arranged in same CPU
even, isdesirable.

[0043]

With above-mentioned example, as for disk , it was used as
the storage device all storage device can be used, but directly
vis-a-vis data transfer .

for example directly you can use data transfer , for tape [/0 in
order toevade unnecessary data ‘copy .

l/O does not include checksum calculation, if is, directly the
data transfer is simple in comparison with when it is a disk .

If tape treatment is also data transfer supports directly, backup
andrestoration infrastructure can utilize this feature.

In case of for example disk- treatment, tape treatment and
backup I restorationtreatment all are dispersed by 3 different
CPUs, data transfer canevade the unnecessary butfer ‘copy
of two directly.

With desirable Working Example , as for excerpt of sofiware
*cord which is shownnext, interface ‘routine directly in data
transfer library is supplied.

first excerpt is something directly for data transfer session
start routine (You refer to directly below of this paragraph ).

this routine when that receives display from disk treatment
wherethat directly can support data transfer request , is called
with file ‘system .

As for disk treatment, you respond to SETMODEl4l/bulk
‘data transfer request which possesses the this display .

As for response from disk treatment, in addition, sewer
‘network IDs, [pakettaiza ] type, the data which or other ,
directly is used with data transfer routine is included.

this data with file ‘system pass makes directly data transfer
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"9§iiid*.+—"‘J:/3‘JF!593‘)'la—§>l:I ixéifléa session start routine .

(0044) [0044]

[E I} [Table I ]
IQ

" Returns 0 upon success
" an error code upon failure
" iop_cookie is an input pointer to the area that the IOP returned to the
" File System to pass on to the Direct to routines.

The File System should not care
about the internal format of this area. The format of this area would be

an agreement _between the lOPs and the Direct IO routines. This area
will contain the Tnet IDs ol the controller. the type of the packetizer
in the controller, etc.

directio_cookie is a pointer to an area where directio can store some

of its context tor the directio session. Aside from allocating storage for
this area. the File System should not care about the format of this area.

The size of the cookie areas is TBO.

int DirectlO_Session_Starttvoid 'iop_oookie. void ‘directio_cookie):
i

look at top cookie and see how many tnet ids are in it.
call tser_dev__install to install-these tnet ids. Ask tser_dev_insta|l not to

worry about allocating interrupt and barrier AVTs. '

call tser_dev_set_paclcetizer to set the packetizer to the type specified
in the iop_cookie.

call tser_dev__set_tnetid to set the tnet id in the installed device handle.
store the returned device handles in the directio cookie area.

anocate a Tib from FLEXPOOL and store the TIB address in the
directio_cookie area.

Ei§5"—5'Ei£‘iz"J°/3‘/$§T )l»—‘f>li. FIL Directly data transfer session end routine , when or being
E_CLOSE flit‘-éi‘c-§f:l¢ SETMODE 141 not executed in order to make data transfer where SETMODEl4l

att.\¥—9§ii£=&7t=tiel:<r6r:u>l:¥fiet1.6 is large impossible at FlLE_CLOSE time, is calledwith file
3:§l:77‘f)l»-9Z'T'A|:Ji')‘C|5FiflE‘5i‘L%>a ‘system .

(00451 [0045]

(5 2] [Table 2]
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" Returns 0 upon success

an error code upon iailure.

directio_cookie is a pointer to the area that was initialized during the
directio__session__star1 call.

'/

int 0iret:tlO_Session_End(void ‘directio_cookie)
l

, call tser_dev_remove to uninstall the Tnet IDs.

deallocate the TIB buffer by returning it to the FLEXPDOL.

Elfiifiill‘) Efi§E}l«—")"'/I1. E?§7—'5'§1_:i£¢fi Directly reading start routine before directly staning data
H1"}¥3K§E§J’9"§>fi'Ill:77"I')l« - ’/X7".Ls.lZJ: transfer reading request, is called with file ‘system .')'ClFF-‘i‘r$#'l.§.>..

(0046) [0046]

(i 3] [Table 3 ]
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I’

Returns 0 uP°0 -“M00955
an error code upon fai|Uf6-

directio_cookie is a pointer to the direct to session Ini0"“3“°"' ma‘ “'35
initialized during directio session stan.

butter is a pointer to the buffer into which data should be read.

bulfer_sine is the size of the above butler. _ ' Two um
tnet_~/addrs is a pointer to an array oftwo 32 but integers. R d Stan

vinua| addresses will be deposited there by_ Drrect_ ea _ "OI
These two tnet vadtgs then need to be copied ‘° ‘"3 names‘ °"
and sent on to the I P. _

xsurn_butler is a pointer to a 32 bit nteger location. 0lf€Ci_:HE':d_|_5i3:i1On
deposits the address of the xsum butler ll allocated at t IS oca .
This address needs to be passed to Drrecl_REad-E"d 0'
Direcr__Read_Abort.

‘I I
. . - - - ' k‘ , 'd'b tter, int bufler_srze.
lm 0"ecLRead_stm(v°ld d"ew°_c°° '9 vovlzoid "inet_vaddrs. void 'xsum_bufler)

( 'xsum__bufler = allocate the checltsum butter lrom the Flex Pool.
map the user butler and the checksum butter tor write access by _lhe

devrce handle stored tfl the drrectro_cookre: 1 me
deposit the two met vinuat addresses returned by the map i'°"""9 '“ °

area pointed at by tnet_vaddrs.

Eififigil U ii§ T IL-")"‘Jl3C . ‘?3i'l.75‘5"4'X7 91! Directly reading end routine when receiving response that
EfJ"3Ei§7—5'§ii£§ii:§Sl"J¥3i?|:i‘i'¢'?9l3‘t3’.§ from disk treatment directly for data transfer reading request,
’&§l1HSl%>£:%l:774’)l« - -‘/X-?Al:.,toU¥ is called with the file ‘system.
Hi 3&6 o

7«rX75lll-1EIot*I~§/J‘ffi1§J"a_"'7T<'4'7§§'3lf. Eififi disk treatment response shows success, if is, reading end
HI‘) $‘:‘ T Jlr-9") I1. ‘J‘:I:‘y’7*5'A¥§i‘SH§§ routine inspects directly checksum adequacy .
§'?"r'5.. '

$’C0)f%‘%l:. Ei§r3EH)lU$t‘:‘T)la—9"‘/I32. I‘ in case ofall , reading end routine buffer only am: map
‘y77’&7‘/7‘y7Lb")7‘I“J’7*i'L - I \"‘J77 cancels allotment ofchecksum “bufi"er directly.
0)§ii")§‘CEfi/’%i§?'§'§>.

(00471 [0047]

ii 4} [Table 4]
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ii‘: Returns 0 upon success _
! .. an error code upon tailure. One such failure could be checksum mismatch.

" tner_vaddrs is a pointer to the two that virtual addresses that were created
" during the call to Direct_read_start.

" iop_retumed_starus is the status code that the IOP returned in its response I0
" the road request sent by the File System.

" xsum_bufler is the 32 bit address ol the checksum butler that Direct_Read_Slart
" allocated.
‘I

int Dlrect__Read_End(void 'directio_oookie, void 'tnet_vaddrs. int iop_returned_status.
void xsun't_butfer)

(

unmap the two met virtual addresses listed in the tnet_vaddrs array.

if fiop_returned_status == success)
l

use the T15 lrorn the directlo cookie area.

call tser_transler to calcutate checksum_
compare device returned checksum to calculated checksum.
set return value.

1
- return xsum_buflar to FLEXPOOL.

return retum_value

E?§§5A'71*559'5}|r‘9"'/lg. E?§7"-9§_f'ti£ Direct entry start routine before directly starting data transfer
§7Ar7>‘§3§E’EEJ'§'é'§7Il-77’f}lr ' ‘/7x‘TJ.\ entryrequest, is called with tile *system .l.’.J:'.>'Cl'¥.".l.'l2_"1’l.%'>..

(0048) [0048]

[5 5} [Tables ]
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Returns 0 upon success.
otherwise an error code is returned.

directio_cookie is a pointer to the area of memory that belongs to Direct IO
that is allocated by the File System.

butter is a pointer to the user buffer that is being written to the media.
bufler__size is the size ol the above butler. ‘
tnel___vaddrs is a pointer to an array of tour 32 bit integers. The array needs to

be allocated by the file system. Direct IO routines will deposit tour Tnet
virtual addresses into this array - two for the xsum buffer and two lor the user
butter. The FS needs to copy these four into the request control it sends to
the IOP.

xsum_buller is a pointer to a 32 bit location where Direcl_Write_Start will
deposit the address ol the allocated xsum bullet. This address needs
to be passed to Direct_Write__End or Direct_Write_Abon.

int Direct__Write_Start(void 'directio_cool<ie. void ‘butler. int bulter_size,

l

El§§sAa+&T)v—a=>ts. ee+‘—asas,s

§iA7>*§3R’\0)F5§fJ"74X99Jl§EfJ‘E§l'fHllb1’l.6c‘:é'l:77rf}la - ~‘/x~7-.l.\l:.J:a'cIEl'=lli
311.6.

(0049)

(5 61

void ‘tnet_vaddrs_ void 'xsurn_buller)

'xsum_butler = allocate a xsurn buffer lrom the FLEXPOOL.
call the Tnet millicode map routines to map the xsum and user buffers for

access by the disk and its mirror.
deposit the Tnet virtual addresses returned above into tnet_\raddrs array.
use the TIE whose address we stored in the direotio_cookie.

call'tser_transter to calculate checksum of buffer.

Direct entry end routine , when directly response to data

transfer enttyrequest is received from disk treatment, is calledwith tile ‘system .

[0049]

{Fable 6 ]
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" Returns 0 upon success. ‘
an error code is returned otherwise.

directio_oookie is a pointer to the area ol File System memory where dileCti0

session information is stored. _ _ . .
tnet_vaddrs is a pointer to an array of tour 32_ but Ints. This Is the Same 35 ‘"9

array which was passed into clirect_wnte_start.

int Direct Write Endivoid 'directio_cookie. Void 'l"9l.V3dd'5- "°ld "‘5”‘“—b”"°')
l

, call the! millicode to unmap the tour tnet virtual addresses listed in
tnet_vaddrs.

deallocate xsurn__bufler.

El§§fiH3lU77l<'—l~ - llr-'3”-I/Ii. ‘?3h.fJl74Z Directly reading [abooto] " routine alter directly that cancels
75l1lElZi£')T:E?§5"—’$'§z'.:i£.'=§$H3l‘J 333:5"? data transfer which that sends to disk treatment reading
it-fJ‘ER"J§H LT:§:l:77‘f}lz""/X‘?1al:J:O‘C request is called with the file ‘system .55)’-tfléhéo

7«fZ’7MEli. Hlilélbifll 5311.. ‘fl./CEFK disk treatment informs about cancellation, and data transfer
‘'89 ‘J ‘*9 lC"3'5T:tV)l:El§5"—5' §ii£)lz—9’- routine is called inorder to designate request as clean directly.‘/7fI‘|13FH.1$ih.6o

(0050) [0050]

(i 7} ' [Table 7]

Hetums 0 upon success.

an error code is returned otherwise. _ .
directio_cooltie is a pointer to the area of the File System rnemofY ‘mere d"9°l'°

session information is stored.

tnet vaddrs is a pointer to an array of two 32 hit ints. This is the Same 35 “'9

array which was passed into direct_read_start. ’
xsum_t:lufler is the 32 bit address ol the checksum buffer that Drrect_Read_Slaf1

allocated.

‘I . .
int Oirectjead Abortlvoid 'directio_cookie. Void 'lll9LV3dd'5- V0“ "‘5‘""—°"“e')

( , . .
call tnet millioode to unmap the two met virtual addresses listed In

tnet_vaddrs.
deallocate xsum_buHer.
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